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Arabic Language: Characteristics and Importance
Dr. Hazrat Hasanuzzaman
Guest Faculty, Department of Arabic, Assam University, Silchar
Email: zaman_barpeta@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT
Today, Arabic has been one of the richest languages of the world. In the middle ages, it
was the leading language of the world and occupied an international position similar to that of
English at the present time. Significantly enough that it has left much influence over the
languages of Europe, especially, in chemical and astronomical terms. Similarly, in linguistic
filed, it is to be noted that many Indian languages had developed under the tutelage of Arabic.
In addition, it is the holy language of Islam and as such, it has been studied in the four corners
of the world as a language of a great religion and civilization. Due to an elaborate system of
grammar, words possessing various meaning, numerous synonyms and rich vocabulary,
Arabic has been a complicated language. But at the same time, it has provided immense scopes
for expressing thoughts in different ways. The study of the Arabic language should not become
the monopoly of some people or of one section of the Indian people, but should be studied by
all those who are interested in gaining a better knowledge of the social, economic or political
conditions of the Arab world today, or want to study its glorious past history and philosophy,
or desirous of availing the better placement facility in the Arab world.

shelter under the shadow of Islam. In the
middle ages, it was the leading language of
the world and occupied an international
position similar to that of English at the
present time. Muslim scholars of non-Arab
origin such as the astronomer and
encyclopedic scientist al- Biruni (d.1048),
the philosopher and physician Ibn Sina
(d.1037), the historian and theologian alTabari (d.923), and many others produced
their famous works in Arabic. Despite its
long history and great geographical spread,
Arabic has retained its originality and salient
features. It continues to adapt to modernity
and to retain its flexibility and adaptability
to cope with the pace of change, especially,
in areas of complex societal organization
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Broadly speaking, language is a
means of communication. It is through this
means that the interaction between human
beings takes place. M. Schlauch regards it as
“a fundamental means of preserving,
transmuting and continuously enriching
achievements of human culture”. In reality,
through language we can come to know
about the progressive status of a society from
its primitive stage to a developed one.
Arabic is the most developed Semitic
language today and it is one of the major
languages of the world. Although the Arabic
language existed long before the emergence
of Islam, Islam has had a profound impact on
its development. As a cosmopolitan religion,
Islam carried Arabic to all peoples who took
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It is worth mentioning that the Arabic
alphabet, next to Latin, is the most widely
used system in the world. Urdu, Persian,
Afghan, Malayan and a number of Turkish
languages have adopted it. The European
languages were influenced to a considerable
extent by this language, particularly, in
various chemical and astronomical terms like
alcohol, elixir, azimuth etc. Likewise, many
Indian languages had developed under the
tutelage of Arabic. They have borrowed a
good number of Arabic vocabulary along
with some other linguistic elements. Mention
of some purely Arabic rooted words, which
have been used in Assamese as well as
Bengali languages, may be made here in this
respect like bayaan (description), maal
(wealth), insaaf (justice), kitaab (book),
haadir (present), Qalam (pen), Haakim
(judge), khabar (massage), qissah (story),
inshaarah (indication), maidaan (field),
zaalim (oppressor), badal (exchange), wazan
(weight) etc. but it is to be remarked that
these words are wrongly pronounced in these
languages. For example, haadir (present) is
pronounced as hajir, ustaadh (teacher) as
ustad, taalibu‟ilm (seeker of knowledge) as
talbilim, aql (intelligence) as akkel, nuqsan
(loss) as loksan, mu‟min as momin and so
on.
Like all other developed languages,
Arabic, too, borrowed numerous foreign
terms and expressions in order to make its
linguistics treasure rich and capable to cope
with the pace of change. For example, many
words of Indian origin like narjil (coconut),
musk (scent), tambol (betel-nut) etc. entered
into the Arabic vocabulary. Similarly, in
modern standard Arabic one may find words
like
barlamaan
(parliament),
tilfuun
(telephone), tilfiziyuun (television) etc,
which are directly borrowed from western
languages and are assimilated into Arabic.
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As a Semitic language, Arabic
possesses some peculiar and unique
characteristics like: (a) It is written from
right to left .(b) There are three numbers –
singular, dual and plural; and two genders –
masculine and feminine. (c) In Arabic, words
generally are formed from roots, and most of
the root words are triconsonantal. (d) In this
language, nouns and adjectives possess
genders. (e) The masculine nouns accept
feminine numerals and vice versa. (f) In the
verbal tenses the complete action is indicated
by a suffix,and the incomplete action is
denoted by a prefix. In Arabic, for example,
„katabat‟ means she wrote but „taktubu‟
means she writes. (g) The feminine suffix
„ta‟ is used as grammatical gender in
common. (h) The general order of words in a
sentence is, first comes the verb, then the
subject, and lastly the object for predicate.
(i) Richness of vocabulary is also another
striking feature of Arabic language. For
instance, it has 52 synonyms for darkness, 34
for the rain, 16 for the moon, 21 for the light,
164 for short, 91 for long and 50 for the
cloud.
The present Arabic has developed out
of its two forms. (1) the South Arabic and (2)
the North Arabic. Differences in grammar,
vocabulary and script are found in these two
forms. South Arabic is known today only
through inscriptions and North Arabic is
known as Arabic language. Hitti observes
that about 4,000 inscriptions related to South
Arabic language are found at present.
Through these inscriptions it has come to
light that South Arabic had twenty nine

letters of alphabet. This shows the richness
and the standard of progress of the Arabic
language in its early stage. But as a result of
the decay of Yemenite culture, South Arabic
disappeared and North Arabic occupied its
place.

Page

and
in
specialized
scientific
and
technological disciplines. It contains rich
cultural inheritance apart from its excellent
ability for expressing the human thoughts in
a lucid style. Presently, Arabic is enjoying
the status of official language of the 21
countries and a major language in various
parts of the world. Above all, it is the holy
language of worship for Muslims and as such
it has been studied in the four corners of the
globe as a language of a great religion and
civilization.

Rashid, a number of Sanskrit works like
Siddhanta, Panchtantra were translated into
Arabic. Some of the renowned translators of
the „Abbasid period who had translated lot of
Greek and Persian works into Arabic are alHajjaj al-Hasib, Yuhanna bin Batriq (d.815),
„Abd al-Masih Na„ima, Qusta bin Luqa
(d.922), Hunain bin Ishaq (809-73), Hubaish
bin al-Hasan, Thabit bin Qurrah, (836-901),
Isa bin Zur„ah (d-1008) and Ishaq bin
Hunain (d.910).
Study of the Arabic language is
essential from the viewpoint of sociohistorical, cultural, job opportunities as well
as Indo-Arab relationship. From cultural
point of view learning Arabic to a limited
extent is an obligatory duty for every Muslim
in order to performing unavoidable religious
duty in day to day life. The holy Qur‟an, in
this sense, has been one of the greatest
factors which participated in developing the
Arabic language, widening its scopes and
strengthening its basic elements. It was by
virtue of the Qur‟an that Arabic earned the
status of an international language. Other
remarkable contribution of the Qur‟an
includes its improvement of Arabic with new
terminology and words related to faith such
as kufr, shirk, ruku, sujud, salah, sawm,
furqan, nifaq, islam, iman, tayamun etc.
Above all, it was the Qur‟an which polished
the Arabic language from uncouth
expression and unfamiliar vocabulary. It
acquired for the language sweetness, music
and elegance, precise rendition, strong logic
and rich ideas. With all these qualities it
could conquer the hearts of the masses after
Arabs conquered their lands. The Muslims
assumed the study of Arabic with great
importance in order to appreciating the
teachings of the divinely messages of the
Qur‟an.
“Arabic, in India, has been taught in
different ways for more that 15 centuries.
The relation between India and the Arab
world date back to very ancient times, and
the professional Arab merchants appear to
have played leading part in establishing as
well as strengthening commercial and
cultural links between the two nations. With
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With common usage, a good number of
verbs have been derived from some of the
newly Arabicized words such as talfana (to
telephone) and talfaza (to televise). We
further find participles like mutulfaz
(televised) and substantives like tilfaz
(television set ). This sort of Arabicized
vocabulary have been commonly made to
agree with the rules of Arabic morphology
and phonology. Modern Arab writers and
litterateurs, however, prefer to create new
words by deriving them from existing Arabic
roots whenever possible. For example, the
word sayyarah (automobile) is derived from
the verb sara (to walk); thallajah
(refrigerator) from the noun thalj (snow, ice);
mis„ad (elevator) from the verb sa„ada (to
ascend); and matar (airport) from the verb
tara (to fly). These neologisms are within the
boundary of Arabic morphological rules and
have been smoothly assimilated into the
language. In modern Arabic, derivation of
new meanings from old Arabic vocabulary
by figurative extension or semantic
approximation are too found like qitar (train)
in old Arabic meant a string of camels, and
jaridah (newspaper) meant a stripped palm
branch once used for writing. Modern Arabs
also like translating western expressions –
for instance, majlis al-nuwwab (chamber of
deputies), markaz al- thiqal (center of
gravity) and mukayyif al-hawa‟ (air
conditioning). Some western idiomatic
expressions have been literally translated in
modern Arabic usage, for example, la„iba
dawran (“he played a role”), talaba yadaha
(“he asked for her hand”) and qatala al-waqt
(“he killed time”). Also, in the manner of
European languages, prefixes are used in
some Arabic words like lasilkiy (wireless),
lanihayah (infinity), lashu„uriy (unconscious)
and lamubalah (indifference), which are now
common words. Moreover, the international
cultural heritage of greater importance had
been translated into this language in the
beginning eras, and thus, the Islamic culture
proceeded and with it the Muslims reached
the peak of progress and glory. In this
context, mention may be made that under the
sponsorship of the great Caliph Harun al-
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language teaching and modernization of the
syllabi, therefore, are the urgent need of the
hour.
Hasanuzzaman, Dr. Hazrat, Development of
Arabic Studies in India, „Pratidhwani the
Echo‟ (an online journal) Vol- I, Issue – II,
Department of Bengali, Karimganj College,
Assam, India, PP. 16-17)

The decline of the position of Arabic
language was started under the Usmaniyyah
caliphate which continued till the middle of
the 20th century. But after the discovery of
oil in mot of the Arab states and the creation
of the state of Israel in the heart of the Arab
land, Arabic studies throughout the world got
a new impetus because o the political,
cultural, strategic and economic importance
of this region. India, too, did not lag behind
in this respect. Besides the government, tens
of thousands of the people irrespective caste
and creed, devoted attention in gaining
knowledge in Arabic. At the same time,
Arabic was included as one of the important
curricular subjects in the syllabi of various
educational institutions including university,
Above all, some special Arabic learning
centers were set up across the country with a
view to preparing students for availing the
growing job opportunity in the Arab world.
In fact, millions of Indians are working in
different fields in various Arab states and are
sending a huge amount of money to their
motherland. Significantly enough that these
people have been playing an important role
in the growth of Indian economy, culture and
foreign policy, and thus in bringing the two
nations closer to each other.
So far as the prospects of Arabic
language are concerned, now-a-days, in
addition to the Arab land, there are many job
opportunities in non- Arab countries as well.
In India, for example, an increasing number
of scopes for the Arabic learners have been
created in various private and government
educational institutions, foreign ministry,
defence
ministry,
diplomacy,
radio,
television, internet, journalism, tourism,
translation,
different
multinational
companies and in the offices of the
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the advent of Islam in the Indian
subcontinent, these ties of friendship became
stronger than ever before, particularly, for
cultural and political reasons. Several
Muslim empires were established on the soil
of India which lasted for more that 8
centuries. India became enriched with their
treasures of various sciences of knowledge,
arts, culture and literatures.
India has been one of the most well
known non-Arab states where Arabic
language and literature grew, developed and
flourished on a large scale. During the period
of Arab rule in the Indian territory, Arabic
continued to be the official language of the
Government and administration and the
unrivalled medium of sacred knowledge and
literary achievement. Moreover, various
Arabic madrasahs and cultural institutions of
higher learning under the personal guidance
and scholarly interest of the Sultans were set
up which produced a good number of poets,
writers, Islamic thinkers, commentators of
the holy Qur‟an, scholars of the Hadith etc.
Their noble works can be compared to any
work of any great Arab scholar”1 like Abul
Hasan Ali Nadwi (1914-1999 A.D.) the
author of the world famous book “Islam and
the World”, Gulam Ali Azad Bilgrami
(1116-1200 A. H.), the greatest Indian
Arabic poet and the author of the book
“Subhatul Marjan”, Siddiq Hasan Khan
(1248-1307A. H), who besides being a poet,
was a great scholar of Hadith, and authored a
good number of authentic books on Arabic
philology like “Abjadul – Uloom” and so on.
“History of Arabic studies in Assam
dates back to the pre-colonial period. It is
significant to note that Arabic, in this region,
has been taught in almost all stages of formal
education, in addition to the private
madrasahs of higher Islamic learning. The
number of Arabic learners especially, in
schools, colleges and universities, is the
highest in comparison to other states of the
country. But unfortunately, due to the
prevalent defective syllabi and want of
proper methodology in teaching, the output
in Arabic studies in north – east India has not
been satisfactory at all. Modern facilities of
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intelligence bureaus in addition to the Arab
embassies situated in New Delhi”1.
1.Hasanuzzaman, Dr. Hazrat, Development of
Arabic Studies in India, Pratidhwani the Echo
(an online journal) Vol- I, Issue – II, Department
of Bengali, Karimganj College, Assam, India, PP.
21-22)

It is to be pointed out here that the
spread of the global terrorism especially,
Osama bin Laden‟s self declared war against
the Christian world has created a new
impetus in Arabic studies in the western
countries, especially, in America and
England with a view to coping with the Arab
Islamic Jihadi movement. Their ever
growing curiosity for Islam as well as
diplomatic gain over the Arab world, of
course, is another prime cause here in this
context. So, it is distinct that for the Arabic
learners, there are so many job facilities in
different areas in these countries which can
easily be availed through various channels
and agencies.
It will be better to mention here that
in modern times, mere Arabic learning is not
sufficient for achieving the economic or
financial goal. At the same time, it is of
utmost necessary to be skilful in some

professional courses such as computer,
journalism, interpretation etc. along with the
sound knowledge in English.
In fine, it can safely be asserted that
due to an elaborate system of grammar,
words
possessing
various
meaning,
numerous synonyms and rich vocabulary,
Arabic have been a complicated language.
But at the same time, it has provided
immense scopes for expressing thoughts in
different ways. Secondly, like all other
branches of learning, Arabic as a capable
vehicle of modern communication , too, has
a vast employment area in the field of
education, science and technology, trade and
commerce, armed forces, radio, television,
Cinema etc. Arabic, therefore, should be
learned with great zeal not only for cultural
or religious purposes but to obtain better
placement facility in different fields across
the globe as well.
I would like to conclude this paper
with a saying of the holy prophet
Muhammad (Sm). “Love Arabs for three
reasons – I myself an Arab, the holy Quran is
in Arabic, and the language of the
inhabitants of paradise is too Arabic”.
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Abstract

The Trilogy is divided into three books
– Bain al- Qasrain (Palace walk), Qasr alShawq (Palace of Desire), and alSukkariyya (Sugar Street) - covers the period
from 1917 to 1944. It is a three-part family
saga centered around the patriarchal figure of
al-Sayyid Ahmad Abd al-Jawad and his
family - his wife Amina, his children (three
sons - Yasin, Fahmy and Kamal - and two
daughters, Khadija and Aisha), and
eventually his grandchildren. Each character
in the novel is perceived in a variety of roles
and sets of relationships. Ahmad AbdulJawwad, for example, is presented through
his roles of father, husband, friend, playboy,
etc. Amina appears as mother, wife, motherin-law, etc. Kamal plays the roles of
youngest child, son to the father, son to the
mother, a brother to male siblings, a brother
to female siblings, a friend, an enamoured
person, a member of a social class, a
maternal uncle, a brother-in-law, a thinker
and so forth.
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The Trilogy is the most mature work of
Nobel Laureate Najib Mahfouz (1911-2006)
published in 1956-1957. It describes the
story of a Cairene Muslim family of the
merchant class over three generations during
Britain‟s occupation of Egypt between the
two world wars. In fact, this very novel deal
with the 20th centuries burning social issues
of Egyptians‟ society like - hypocrisy,
patriarchy, polygamy, adultery, drunkenness,
poverty, disease, sufferings,
hunger,
tensions and pretensions, caste politics, interracial relations, tradition and modernity, and
changing values of the modern civilization.
Mahfouz‟s international fame was spread out
because of his The Trilogy. This novel is
applauded for its realism, and as Edward
Said put it for being “a dutiful sociological
mirror of modern Egypt.” According to
Hamdi Sakkut, it can be ranked as the most
significant work in the history of the Arabic
novel.
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The Trilogy is the most mature work in the realistic vein of Nobel Laureate Najib Mahfouz
(1911-2006) published in 1956-1957 in separate volumes taking their titles from street names
in Old Cairo as Bain al Qasrain, Qasr al- Shawq and al- Sukkariyya. In this novel the novelist
Najib Mahfouz depicts the 20th centuries burning social issues of Egyptian society like hypocrisy, patriarchy, polygamy, adultery, drunkenness, poverty, disease, sufferings, hunger,
tensions and pretensions, caste politics, inter-racial relations, tradition and modernity, and
changing values of the modern civilization. Mahfouz‟s international fame rests mainly on his
Cairo Trilogy. This novel is applauded for its realism, and as Edward Said put it for being “a
dutiful sociological mirror of modern Egypt.” According to Hamdi Sakkut, it can be ranked as
the most significant work in the history of the Arabic novel. For this noble work he was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988.

her days within the four walls of the threestory building, since al-Sayyid Ahmad never
allows his wife and daughters to leave the
premises. The women of Palace Walk see the
world from the openings of the cage of
latticework on the balcony, from where they
look at the street vendors and admire the tops
of the minarets. Occasionally, when Amina
is permitted to visit her mother, al-Sayyid
Ahmad would escort his wife travelling
together in a carriage from where Amina
would only catch glimpses of the outside
world. The two daughters Khadija and Aisha
show very different personalities, but each of
them nurture respect and utter obedience to
their father and give in to their status, which
include no education beyond primary school
and fulfillment of women's duties such as
devotion to the family and marriage.
Both the husband and the wife
remain the main characters throughout The
Trilogy. It is worth noting that with the
passage of time many changes took place in
Egypt and it had a profound influence on the
family of al- Jawwad. For example when alJawwad possessed old age and becomes a
weak person then he allow Amina the
freedom she never enjoyed before. Now she
regularly
visits
the
children
and
grandchildren who live in Palace of Desire
and Sugar Street. She however, frequently
used to go the shrine of al- Hussayn praying
for her husband‟s health that she did not get
a chance to see. Regarding the patriarch of
al- Jawwad, one of the grandchildren namely
Ahmad from the Sugar Street complains in
this way- "I bet our family's four centuries
behind the times." Though the children are
disappointed by the father but they decide for
themselves. Each one of them has a unique
personality and as soon as they grow up the
patriarch realizes that he is losing the grip
over them and cannot but witness
powerlessly to their evolution. Alienated by
their choices, al-Sayyid Ahmad fails to
understand and fully accept the profound
changes that his family, Egypt and Islam are
going through.
It is evident from the brief
discussion that the children of al- Jawwad
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The family‟s patriarch, Al-Sayyid
Ahmad Abd al-Jawwad is respected both by
his family - that actually fears him - as well
as by his friends. At home, he is very serious
and sincere in his prayer who fulfills his
religious duties to God like prayer, fasting,
or alms giving. However, he frequently visits
the shrine of al- Husayn on Friday with his
sons believing that visiting the shrine of alHusayn itself is a blessing and protects him
and his family from evil. He also recites the
short suras (chapters) of the Holy Quran.
These qualities make him faith full Muslim
to his friends and at the same time convince
his children to think that he is not only gentle
and graceful but an upstanding and
exemplary man whose moral conduct is
impeccable. But the reality is outside of the
home he becomes another Ahmad Abd alJawwad who cherishes wine, women, and
song, seeking sexual pleasure with Jalila and
Zubayda, leaders of the folk ensembles. He
enjoys his life to the fullest as long as there
is life. His conscience is never weighed
down by his guilty feelings or anxious
scruples rather he congratulates himself for
his finesse in managing his two faces. He is
the shopkeeper known in Cairo's old
neighborhoods for his generosity and
honesty who spends most of his days in the
shop, returning home only for lunch. Faithful
to his routine, he would leave the house
again in the afternoon to re-appear only at
midnight when he finds Amina waiting for
him on top of the stairs, holding a lamp in
her hand to light her husband way to his
room. Then, Amina would wash his feet in
silence, talking only if she is asked to and
mainly to share the happenings of the day,
choosing the words prudently to avoid
enraging her husband. Eventually, she would
help him to undress and after folding his
cloths on the chair, she would finally retire to
her bedroom.
Undoubtedly, duties of Amina
make subservient to her husband. She
married at the age of 14 and since then she
has been serving her husband dutifully.
Adored by her children to whom she is a
loving and indulgent mother, Amina spends
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are somehow influenced by the culture and
lifestyle they have been brought up in and
eventually remain on the threshold of the
new era. Kamal, the youngest of al-Sayyid
Ahmad's children, in a beautiful passage of
the trilogy, says referring to Amina:
"Ignorance is your crime, ignorance ...
ignorance ... ignorance. My father's the
manifestation of ignorant harshness and you
of ignorant tenderness. As long as I live, I'll
remain the victim of the two opposites." In
fact, only al- Sayyid Ahmad's grandchildren
will manage to step into the new era and surf
the wave of changes to the apex.
Sugar Street marks the climactic
end of the trilogy. Readers see through the
eyes of the grandchildren who give shape to
modern Egypt. Ahmad is a communist

activist, his brother Abd al-Muni'm is a
Muslim fundamentalist, and their cousin
Ridwan, the only inheritor of the charm and
beauty of his father and grandfather, starts a
distinguished political career helped by a
homosexual affair with a prominent
politician.
From the brief analysis of The
Trilogy clearly reveals that he is a novelist
par excellence, with an aim. He wants to
mirror the society with its various colours.
So far the richness of the story, characters
and language are concerned, he is
undoubtedly unequalled in the realm of
Arabic novel. His truthful reflection on the
history of modern Egypt and the poetic
portrayal of hypocrisy and patriarchy is
worth noticeable.
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Abstract

exodus. Migration for the purpose of
livelihood generally takes place from a weak
economy to a relatively stronger economy.
Migration influences both the immigrants as
well as the local inhabitants. Apart from
demographic changes, migration results in a
cross-cultural interactions. Generally what
happens is that in a new environment the
immigrant community finds themselves
helpless. They naturally strive hard to earn
their livelihood and make their presence
visible. The immigrant community makes a
significant contribution to the enrichment of
art and literature.
Historically migration had long been
a part of life of the Arabs in general and of
Lebanese people in particular. Lebanese
people are known for their adventurous life.
In this article efforts would be made to deal
with various aspects of Lebanese immigrants
in America, the land of opportunity and
dollar and their contribution to the
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“……..Arab-American
literature…………has discovered America
and America has discovered Arab American
writers…..”
Says Almaz Abinader, a Lebanese
origin Arab-American female writer and
poet. Like many other literatures of the
world, Arabic literature has also undergone
some significant developments outside its
geographical territory. Many of the
revolutionary writers, across the world have
been forced to leave their own homeland and
settle down over a host country temporarily
or permanently. These immigrant writers
though they left their mother land but they
did not leave their own distinct identity and
belongingness to their mother tongue.
Migration literally means movement of
people from one place to another for various
reasons like socio-political, cultural,
religious and tourism etc. When a migration
is carried out in large number it is dubbed as
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In between 1st and 2nd world wars, a new genre of Arabic literature flourished in North and
South America by the Arab origin immigrant community over there. This new form of Arabic
literature is known as “Mahjar Literature” or the migration literature. This is a hybrid of both
the English as well as Arabic literatures. The Mahjar writers were influenced by the western
literature. They brought a new revolution in Arabic poetry advocating the usage of free verses
and simple language without much intricacy. In this article efforts have been made to analyze
the historical perspective of Lebanese migration to America in late 19 th and early 20th century.
Some of the characteristics of Migration literature have been dealt with along with a brief
introduction to Gibran Khalil Gibran, the most celebrated Mahjar poet and philosopher.
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Mahjar School of Modern Arabic
Literature:The term “Mahjar” is derived
from the Arabic root “Hijrah” which means
migration. Here in the context of Arabic
literature the term mahjar denotes a school of
modern Arabic literature that was developed
by the migrant Arabs in North and South
America in the late 19th and early 20th
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Factors Responsible for Migration:Syria (which comprises present Syria,
Lebanon and a part of Palestine) in the past
was a home to the large Christian
followership till shortly before the advent of
Islam. Mention may be made here that most
of the immigrant poets and writers in from
Lebanon were of Christian origin. In the
course of history, Lebanon fell under the rule
of Ottoman caliph Sultan Abdul Hamid.
Being oppressed by the despotic regime of
the caliph the oppressed people had no other
option but to humbly leave their country. In
the last few decades of 19th century and early
decades of 20th century, a group of Arab
writers especially those of Lebanon migrated
to North and South America and produced
there a literary form known as Mahjar
literature or migration literature. These
writers of Arab origin not only wrote in
Arabic but also in English, Spanish and
Portuguese languages. Gibran Khalil Gibran,
Ameen Rihani, Ilya Abu Madi, Mikhail
Naimy etc. are the prominent figures of
Arabic migration literature.
During late 19th and early 20th
centuries, Lebanon witnessed the despotic
regime of Ottoman Sultan Abdul Hamid. His
regime was that of oppression, lack of
freedom as well as respect for human dignity
along with bad economic condition. In such
a harsh condition, people were often detained
or imprisoned on one pretext or the other.
Due to such an unhealthy environment
people started migrating to Egypt and other
North African countries. But when they felt
that in these North African countries also the
Ottoman rulers have some sort of dominance
they changed the direction of their migration
towards Europe and America. The
undergoing colonization of African countries
at that time was not a favorable situation for
the migrants. Coincidentally, the European
and American countries, at that time were
undergoing the phase of industrial
revolution. There were ample opportunities
before the migrant community. Peaceful

situation that was prevailing in America and
Europe was a reason of attraction.
Describing the political factor behind the
migration Anees Al Muqdisi, a famous
Arabic writer said:
“The greatest factor that led to the
emigration (of the Syrians) is the
devastating economic situation of the
Ottomanic rule characterized by
corrupt and autocratic styles to the
extent that security arrangement
became weak, chaos triumphed,
educational pursuance obliterated
and life became unbearable.”
Among the economic factors that led
to the massive migration of the Lebanese
people was heavy taxation on the citizenry
by the autocratic regime. There was taxation
on farming which compelled people to
abandon productive activities. Even one had
to pay tax for his/her garments. On the other
side there was the lucrative expanding
economy of America which attracted the
Lebanese folk. Extracting the benefit of this
opportunity the emigrant community started
business in the host environment and
supported their family. Cooperation of the
US authority with the immigrant community
is something deserves to be mentioned
specially. There was unhindered freedom of
migration which facilitated the Syrians to
travel to America. Actually Syrian migration
started in 1854 to be precise. It is reported
that in between 1870 and 1900 around 1/3rd
of the total Syrian population migrated to the
foreign lands. Lion share of the immigrants
went to U.S and North America with only a
few of them to the African countries for the
reasons that have been dealt with in the
previous paragraphs.
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enrichment of Arabic literature in a nonArab land.
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Gibran Khalil Gibran (1883-1931 A.D)
Gibran Khalil Gibran was
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Modernity and the Mahjar:Mahjar literature is known for its
adoption of modern literary styles. It has
been said earlier that the Mahjar literature is
greatly influenced by western literary works.
There was a sea shift in the approach of

Mahjar writers towards modern Arabic
literature. Western ideas got prominence
over the traditional values. As we see Gibran
Khalil Gibran saying:
“If the meaning of beauty of thought
requires the breaking of rules, break
it. If there is no known word to
express your idea, borrow or invent
one. If syntax stands in the way of
needed or useful express, away with
the syntax.”
Arabic poetry has traditionally been
governed
by
the
classical
metric
measurement styles. The Mahjar poets
literally revolted against this literary
orthodoxy and adopted free verses in poetry.
Verses free from the compulsion of metres,
simple as well as easy language, theme and
style were employed by the Mahjar writers.
They wanted to make Arabic literature more
people friendly, fascinating and easily
understandable. Members of the literary
society Pen league brought a new revolution
in Arabic poetry. Simple diction, style and
stanzaic form with short metres and
techniques of expression borrowed from
drama and narratives are the hall marks of
Mahjar poetry. Apart from poetry Mahjar
writers paid their attention towards
journalism as well. By the initiative of the
Mahjar scholars the first Arabic newspaper
“Kawkab Amerika” started its journey in
1892. By 1919, there were nine Arabic
newspapers in the land of America. El Huda
was one among the most popular Arabic
dailies. Syrian World played a pivotal role in
literary evolution of Arab Americans.
Among the prominent literary giants
of mahjar literature is Gibran Khalil Gibran,
the author of the “prophet”. Gibran is the
most celebrated and widely read Arab origin
American writer. Gibran‟s “prophet”
remained bestselling for more than half a
century. Another Ameen Rihani is
considered as the “Father of Arab American
Literature”. Let me present here a glimpse of
the life and works of Gibran Khalil Gibran.
a
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centuries. They were
predominantly
Christians who migrated to America due to
socio-political and economic unrest that
prevailed in their own country Lebanon. The
Lebanese emigrants engaged themselves in
literary activities along with their struggle
for livelihood. Some of them started working
as journalists to raise their voice. By means
of literature they tried to play the role of a
pressure group which encouraged the
freedom fighting movements against the
Ottoman dictatorship in their homeland. The
Lebanese emigrants founded two literary
societies viz. Arrabitatul Qalamiyah or (The
Pen League) in North America and Al Usbah
Al Andalusia in South America. English and
French literature in general and that of Long
Fellow, Walt Whitman and Edgar Alan in
particular greatly influenced the literary
activities of Mahjar writers. Despite large
influence of the western literature on Mahjar
school, it was equally influenced by the
earlier modern Arabic literary schools like
the “Neo Classical School” pioneered by
Mahmud Sami Al Barudi and nurtured and
developed upon by Ahmad Shawqi and
Hafiz Ibrahim, the “Diwan School” of Shukri
and Al Mazini and the “Apollo School” of
Abu Shadi. Actually, this Mahjar, the new
school of Arabic literature is a hybrid of both
English and Arabic literatures.
Al Rabitah Al Qalamiyah was
established on the evening of 20th April,
1920 at the house of two brothers Abdul
masih Haddad and Nudrah Haddad. Abdul
Masih Haddad was the publisher of
periodical Al Sayeh. The main concern
behind the formation of this literary group
was to lift the Arabic literature from the
darkness of stagnation and imitation and to
infuse a new life in to it so that the literature
plays a greater role in building the Arab
nations.
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Gibran Khalil Gibran and Spirituality:Spirituality has a strong appeal in
Gibranian philosophy. Gibran is called a
prophet by his fans and followers because of
the fact that his teachings, even in this
technocratic 21st century, educate the minds
in spirituality, as did the teachings of earlier
prophets during their times.
Elements of spirituality are found
scattered in the writings of Gibran. For
example, in “Tear and a smile” (1914)
Gibran argues that human existence revolves
around two metaphysical conditions viz. joy
and suffering. Gibran adopted a mid-way
approach of life saying that life is both a
“tear” and a “smile”. He is of the opinion
that pain and joy are complementary and
interrelated. For instance, love can never be
achieved without some sacrifices; there is no
happiness unless the soul has undergone
some sort of bitterness. In 1918, at the age of
35, Gibran summed up his meditations in
“The procession”. In this book in a dialogue
between a youth and an aged sage Gibran
communicates that beauty, love, religion,
justice, knowledge; happiness, gentleness
etc. are veiled by false pretenses. The
prophet (1923), a masterpiece of Gibran has
become a second Bible for the readers.
Gibran had long meditated on “The prophet”
and rewrote it three times. He was just
fifteen years old when he composed its first
version. At the age of 20, he revised “The
prophet” in Arabic. In between 1917-1922,
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American soil. It was in New York that he
died at the age of 48.
Gibran is considered as the greatest
literary personality in Arabic literature
during the first three decades of 20th century.
In fact he is the writer who invited the
attention and interest of the western world to
the Arabic literature. This Lebanese origin,
America based celebrated prophet was an
unparalleled leader of the Mahjar
(immigrant) literature, which flourished
between the two world wars in North and
South America. Prophetic sayings of this
spiritual mystic made him popular to the
millions of his fans in a dozen of languages.
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Lebanese-American writer, poet and artist.
He was born in Bisharri in Lebanon in
1883.At the age of 12; he immigrated with
his family to Boston in 1895 and later settled
in New York City. He is chiefly known in the
English speaking world for his 1923 book
The Prophet, a master piece of philosophical
essays, written in poetic English prose. The
book became extremely popular in 1960‟s
and sold in millions of copies and has been
translated into at least 20 languages. Gibran
is the third best-selling poet of all time, after
Shakespeare and Lao-Tzu, the Chinese
philosopher.
His writings and paintings have
fascinated peoples of diverse cultures and
colors. His belief in humanity, his awareness
of spiritual continuity, his call for universal
fellowship and the unification of the human
race, all stand relevant today, as do the
messages of all great people. Khalil Gibran,
best known as the author of The Prophet, is
widely regarded as a man of the East who
brought a much needed element of
spirituality to the materialistic West.
His English writings, especially The
Prophet, represent the best of both worlds, a
richly harmonious blend of East and West.
Khalil Gibran tried to infuse some eastern
mysticism into western materialism. He was
of the opinion that humanity would be best
served by “giving and taking” between both
the cultures of the East and the West, by
each acknowledging the virtues of other.
Gibran, however, was not only a man from
the East who brought a much needed element
of spirituality to the West. He equally
became a man of the West, benefiting from
an environment in which freedom,
democracy and equality of opportunity
opened doors before him as would have been
possible nowhere else in the world. He spent
only the first twelve years of his life in
Bisharri, the village in Lebanon, where he
was born in 1883, before immigrating with
his family to the United States. Apart from
two brief return visits to Lebanon and a twoyear studentship in Paris, he lived out the
remaining two-thirds of his life entirely on
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he rewrote the book for a third time: finally
in 1923 he released it to the press. Basically,
all the sermons of the prophet emphasize
more on a particular aspect of human reality
that is authentic social relations. That‟s why;
we find that, in the prophet, marriage, law,
children, friendship, giving etc. social issues
have been dealt with extensively. In “The
Earth Gods”, Khalil Gibran explains man‟s
relationship with God. Man desires to be
close to the divine. As per Gibran‟s
philosophy, man ascends to God “in,”
“through” and “with” love only. Love
occupies the most important place in
Gibran‟s philosophy. Gibran‟s theory builds
up from the dynamics of love. To him, love

is the core of human life. In his novel “The
Broken Wings” Gibran described love as
“the law of nature.” This Prophet from the
Lebanon says:
Love one another, but make not a bond
Of love;
Let it rather be a moving sea between
The shores of your souls.

Love in itself is the expression of the
spiritual meaning of being. It is a mystical
attitude oriented towards the value of being.
A vast combination of pain, ambition and
hope contributed to Gibran‟s vision and
creativity.
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ِضاج اٌشحّبْ رؼٍمذاس
ٚشٙٔ ا٘شاليٛسح في خبِؼخ خٛثبحث في اٌذوز
يٌٙدٛثٕي
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Rabindranath Tagore, the very name itself is more than sufficient and does not require
any introduction further. Tagore is all time celebrated writer and poet of this planet Earth. He
is one among all those truly global citizens who could successfully break the barrier of the
East and the West. His multi-faceted personality, in the quest of expression, did touch almost
every genre of Bengali literature. At a very young age of 17 years, Tagore was sent to England
to study law. But to Tagore, a born poet, law was not his cup of tea. Instead of studying law he
got exposed to the western literature. He studied Shakespeare, Milton, and Shelly etc. and
started writing in “Bharti” the magazine published by his elder brother Dwijendranath
Tagore.
After getting married with Mrinalini Devi in 1884, Rabindranath Tagore was entrusted
to look after his family zamindari in Shilaidaha in East Bengal. This was a turning point in the
life of poet Rabindranath. Here in Shilaidaha, Tagore came in close contact with the nature as
well as the village life and culture. His close observation of the village life, its toiling masses
and their suffering life struggles got amply reflected in Tagore‟s literature. Very late, I mean in
post 70‟s of his life, Tagore resorted to painting and delivered his best.
Freedom loving boy Rabindranath was very much fed up with the prevailing system of
education. Being confined within the four walls of a classroom was unbearable for him. This is
the reason that Rabindranath could not complete his institutional education. To him education
must be inclusive which covers almost every aspect of an individual‟s life. To materialize his
vision of true education Rabindranath Tagore established Shantiniketan (the brain child of
Rabindranath) in 1901.
In this Arabic article entitled “Lamhatun min hayat-e-Rabindranath Tagore” or (A
glimpse of the life of Rabindranath Tagore) efforts have been made to deal with various
dimensions of the personality of Rabindranath Tagore. This article is my hearty homage to the
beloved poet.
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حيّٕب إٌزحك ؽبغٛس ثبٌّذسعخ اإلثزذائيخ إٔٗ ػبيٓ ٔظبَ
اٌزؼٍيُ اٌمبعي  ٚإٔٗ ٌُ يحت ٘زا إٌظبَ ٚ .لذ رٍمي ؽبغٛس
أفؼً رؼبٌيّٗ ػٍي يذ أثيٗ  ٚأفشاد أعشرٗ ٚ .لذ رؼٍُ ؽبغٛس
ثيٓ احؼبْ اٌطجيؼخ في "شبٔزيٕيىيزبْ" .ثذأ ؽبغٛس
ِذسعزٗ اٌظغيشح في "شبٔزيٕيىيزبْ" عٕخ  َ1491ثبثٕيٓ أٚ
ثالثخ ِٓ اٌطالة .ثؼذ عٕزيٓ وبْ ٕ٘بن ثّبٔيخ ػشش ؽبٌجب ٚ
في سأط أسثغ عٕٛاد أطجحذ "شبٔزيٕيىيزبْ" رؼُ عزيٓ
ؽبٌجب ٚ .في عٕخ  َ1411وبْ ٕ٘بن ِأربْ ِٓ اٌطالة.
 ٚفي شبٔزيٕيىيزبْ وزت ؽبغٛس ِغشحيبرٗ ِثً
"ششادٚعزبة" (ػيذ اٌخشيفٚ )َ1411 ٚ َ1496 -
"اٌشاخب" (" ٚ )1419اشباليبربْ" (اٌحظٓ اٌحظيٓ) " ٚ
ِىزت اٌجشيذ" (" ٚ )1411فبٌدٔٛي" (ػيذ اٌشثيغ-
" ٚ )1411 ٚ1411ثبسشبِٕدبي" (ػيذ األِطبس )1411
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" ٚشيشبسشبْ" (األِطبس األخيشح  ٚ )1411أشزشن في
رّثيً ثؼؼٙب ِغ ؽالة اٌّذسعخ .حيٓ إلبِزٗ في
شبٔزيٕيىيزبْ وزت ؽبغٛس ِؼظُ أغبٔي "خيزٕدبٌي" (ثبلخ
األغبٔي) ثيٓ عٕزي  ٚ .َ1419 ٚ َ1494وبْ ؽالة
شبٔزيٕيىيزبْ يزغٕ ْٛثٙؤالء االغبٔي.
 ٚلذ ثٍغذ ػبؽفخ ؽبغٛس اٌذيٕيخ إٌي وّبٌٙب ِٓ
خالي "ثبلخ األغبٔي"٘ .زا ٘ ٛاٌذيٛاْ اٌزي إشزٙش ثٗ
ؽبغٛس  ٚػشفٗ اٌؼبٌُ اٌغشثي ألٚي ِشح .في عٕخ َ1411
لبَ ؽبغٛس ثشحٍخ ؽٛيٍخ إٌي أٚسٚثب  ٚأِشيىب .إْ ؽبغٛس
ر ٘ت إٌي أٚسٚثب ثّخطٛؽخ إٔدٍيضيخ ِٓ ثبلخ األغبٔي اٌزي
رشخّٙب ثٕفغٗ .إٔٗ لبَ في ٌٕذْ في ثيذ طذيمٗ اإلٔدٍيضي
اٌغيش ٌٚيُ سٚرٕشزيٓ اٌزي لذ ٌميٗ اٌشبػش في إٌٙذٌّ ٚ .ب
ػٍُ اٌغيش ٌٚيُ سٚرٕشزيٓ ػٓ ٘زٖ اٌزشخّخ  ٚلشأ٘ب إٔٗ لذَ
٘زٖ اٌّخطٛؽخ ِٓ "ثبلخ األغبٔي" إٌي اٌشبػش األيشٌٕذي
-ٚة -ييزظ أوجش شؼشاء صِبٔٗ في اٌٍغخ اإلٔدٍيضيخ .إْ
ييزظ لبَ ثئطالحبد ؽفيفخ في ثؼغ ِٛاػغ ِٓ ثبلخ
األغبٔي  ٚوزت ِمذِخ ٌٙزا اٌذيٛاْ ٚ .في عٕخ َ1411
لبِذ خّؼيخ إٌٙذ ثٍٕذْ ثطجغ ٘زا اٌذيٛاْ٘ .زٖ ٘ي اٌغٕخ
اٌزي صاس فيٙب ؽبغٛس اٌٛاليبد اٌّزحذح األِشيىيخ.
في اٌحميمخ ثبلخ األغبٔي ٘ي ِدّٛػخ ِٕزخجبد
ِٓ ثالثخ دٚاٚيٓ ؽبغٛس اٌجٕغبٌيخ ٔ" :بيجذيب" (لشاثيٓ
" ٚ )َ1491خيب" (اٌؼجٛس " ٚ )1491خيزٕدبٌي"( ثبلخ
األغبٔي) .إثش ٔشش خيزٕدبٌي راػذ شٙشح اٌشبػش في خّيغ
أٔحبء اٌؼبٌُ  ٚإٔٗ ِٕح ثدبئضح ٔٛثً عٕخ ٌ ٚ َ1411مت
ة"عيش" عٕخ  ٚ .َ1419لذ إعزخذَ ؽبغٛس ليّخ خبئضح
ٔٛثً (اٌزي وبٔذ رجٍغ في راٌه اٌٛلذ ثّبٔيخ أالف خٕيٗ)
ٌزطٛيش ِذسعزٗ ثشبٔزيٕيىيزبْ.
 ٚلذ ػبٌح ؽبغٛس ِٛاػيغ شزي في أدثِٗٓ .
أّ٘ٙب خّبي اٌى ٚ ْٛحت اٌطجيؼخ  ٚإدسان هللا  ٚإٌزضاَ
اٌجغبؽخ  ٚغيش راٌه .إْ ؽبغٛس ٌُ يمٕغ ٔفغٗ ِٓ خالي
رؼجيشٖ ثبألشؼبس فحغت فٍزاٌه إٔٗ ٌدأ إٌي اٌزظٛيش
 paintingفي أٚاخش ػّشٖ حيّٕب ثٍغ إٌي اٌغجؼيٓ .إٔٗ
ػشع رظبٚيشٖ اٌضيزيخ في اٌّؼبسع اٌؼذيذح في ِٛعىٛ
 ٚثشٌيٓ ِ ٚئٛخ  ٚثبسيظ ٔ ٚيٛيٛسن.

ٌٚذ شبػش إٌٙذ اٌؼظيُ ساثٕذسأبد ؽبغٛس في
ِذيٕخ وٍىزب في ِ 6بي ٛعٕخ  ٚ َ1661رٛفي في اٌغبثغ ِٓ
أغغطظ عٕخ  .َ1491وبْ ؽبغٛس أطغش أثٕبء أثيٗ
ديفٕذسأبد ؽبغٛس .وبْ أث ٖٛديفٕذسأبد ؽبغٛس صػيّب
سٚحيب شٙيشا في إٌٙذِ .برذ أِٗ  ٛ٘ ٚفي اٌثبٌثخ ػششح
ِٓ ػّشٌّٖ ٚ .ب ثٍغ ؽبغٛس إٌي اٌغبثؼخ ػششح ِٓ ػّشٖ
أسعٍٗ اث ٖٛإٌي إٔدٍزشا ٌذساعخ اٌمبِٔ ٚ .ْٛب وبْ ٌٗ شغف
خبص ثذساعخ اٌمبٔ ٚ ْٛأٔٗ ٌُ يّىث ثٙب ؽٛيال .سغُ راٌه
وبْ ٌٗ شغف خبص ثبٌشؼش  ٚاٌّٛعيميٌ ٚ .زاٌه إٔٗ سوض
اوثش اإل٘زّبَ إٌي دساعخ األدة اإلٔدٍيضي .إْ ؽبغٛس
دسط شىغجيش ٍِ ٚز ٚ ْٛثيش ٚ ْٚشٍي  ٚغيشُ٘ ِٓ
اٌشؼشاء اٌىجبسِ .ب ػذا راٌه رؼشف ؽبغٛس ػٍي األداة
اٌغشثيخ األخشي .ثذأ ؽبغٛس يىزت في ِدٍخ "بهارتي" اٌزي
وبْ يظذس٘ب أخ ٖٛاألوجش ديدٕذسأبد ؽبغٛس .في عٍغٍخ
ِٓ ِمبالد ؽبغٛس اٌزي رُ ٔشش٘ب في ٘زٖ اٌّدٍخ ػشف
ؽبغٛس لشاء إٌٛٙد ثذأزي  ٚثزشاسن ٛ٘ ٚخ ٚ ٛرٕيغٚ ْٛ
شٍي ٚغيشُ٘ ِٓ اٌىزبة  ٚاٌّفىشيٓ اٌغشثييٓٔ ٚ .ظُ
ؽبغٛس في اٌثبِٕخ ػششح ِٓ ػّشٖ لظيذح رحذ ػٕٛاْ
"أغبٔي اٌغشٚة" ثُ "أغبٔي اٌششٚق" ِٓ ٚ .خالي ٘بريٓ
اٌمظيذريٓ ثٍغ ؽبغٛس إٌي أٚج اٌشٙشح في إٌظُ اٌجٕغبٌي
اٌحذيث .حغٓ األداء  ٚاإلخبدح في ِؼبٌدخ اٌّٛػٛع رؼذ
ِٓ أُ٘ خظبئض شؼش ؽبغٛس.
إْ ؽبغٛس ٌُ يىٓ شبػشا فحغت ثً وبْ ٍِحٕب
ثبألغبٔي .إٔٗ وبْ يٍحٓ أغبٔيٗ ثٕفغٗ .رؼشف ؽبغٛس إٌي
اٌّٛعيمي اٌغشثيخ  ٚلبَ ثذساعخ ِمبسٔخ ثيٓ اٌّٛعيمي
اٌغشثيخ
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 ٚاٌّٛعيمي إٌٙذيخ ٚ ٚطً إٌي ٔزيدخ أْ األٚسثيْٛ
يؼٕ ْٛثبٌظٛد  ٚإٌٛٙد يؼط ْٛاألّ٘يخ إٌي األغٕيخٌُ .
يمُ ؽبغٛس ثبٔدٍزشا إال ِذح عٕخ  ٌُ ٚيذسط شيئب ِٓ
اٌمبٔ ْٛثً ػٕي ػٕبيخ وجيشح إٌي اٌشؼش .سخغ اٌشبػش إٌي
وٍىزب  ٚالبَ ِغ أخيٗ خٛريشيٕذسأبد ؽبغٛس.
ثؼذ صٚاج ساثٕذسأبد ِغ ِشيٕبٌيٕي ديجي عٕخ
ٚ َ1669وً إٌيٗ أث ٖٛاإلششاف ػٍي ثؼغ ِّزٍىبد
األعشح في "شياليذاٖ" في ششق اٌجٕغبي .لجً أْ لبَ ثزٕفيز
٘زٖ اٌؼٍّيخ عبفش ؽبغٛس إٌي أٚسٚثب ِشح ثبٔيخ  ٚصاس
إيطبٌيب  ٚفشٔغب  ٚإٔدٍزشا.
 ٚفي شياليذاٖ ٚخذ ؽبغٛس فشطخ ر٘جيخ ألْ
يغزشؼش اٌدّبي في اٌطجيؼخ اٌشيفيخ ٚ .لذ أؼىظ في أدة
ؽبغٛس طٛسح سيفيخ حيخ .إٔٗ طٛس أحغٓ طٛسح اٌشيف
 ٚاٌمشيخ  ٚأخبد في ٚطف طيفٙب  ٚشزبئٙب  ٚأِطبس٘ب ٚ
فيؼبٔبرٙب .إْ ؽبغٛس ؽٛس ػاللخ ٚؽيذح ِغ اٌفالحيٓ ٚ
أحج ُٙحجب ػّيمب .حيٓ إلبِزٗ في شياليذاٖ أٔزح ؽبغٛس
وثيشا ِٓ أفؼً إٔزبخٗ األدثي.
 ٚفي ِش اٌضِبْ غبدس ؽبغٛس شياليذاٖ  ٚثذأ يميُ
في "شبٔزيٕيىيزبْ" (ِشفأ اٌغالَ)  ٚلبَ ثزٕفيز فىشرٗ في
اٌزشثيخ ٚ .وبْ ٌطبغٛس خجشح عيئخ ٌٍزشثيخ في أيبَ ؽفٌٛزٗ.
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وبْ ؽبغٛس عيبحب .إٔٗ صاس وثيشا ِٓ اٌجٍذاْ في اٌششق ٚ
اٌغشة ٚ .لذ عبفش ؽبغٛس إٌي أٚسٚثب ِشاد ػذيذح وّب لبَ
ثضيبسح اٌٛاليبد اٌّزحذح األِشيىيخ  ٚثٍذاْ أِشيىب اٌالريٕيخ
 ٚاٌيبثبْ  ٚاٌظيٓ  ٚإيشاْ.
المراجع-
ِ .1مذِخ عبدٕ٘ب ٌشاثٕذسأبد ؽبغٛسِ .بوّيالٌْٕ .ذْ1416.
 . 1ثمبفخ إٌٙذ ػذد خبص ػٓ ساثٕذسأبد ؽبغٛس .اٌّدٍظ إٌٙذي ٌٍؼاللبد اٌثمبفيخٔ .ي ٛدٌٙي 1911
٘ . 1ذيخ اٌّحت ٌّحّذ ؽب٘ش اٌدجالٚيِ .ىزجخ االٔدٍ ٛاٌّظشيخ.
 . 9ؽبغٛس شبػش اٌحت  ٚاٌغالَ ٌٍذوزٛس شىشي ِحّذ ػجبد .داس اٌمٍُ .اٌمب٘شح1461.
 . 1ؽبغٛس ٌّحبد ِٓ حيبرٗ  ٚفٕٗ .اٌدّٛٙسيخ اٌؼشثيخ اٌّزحذح .اٌمب٘شح1461.
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প্রপৄল্ল ভায়েভ ‘পায়ঢভ কন্ধ’: প্রঢাধ-তয়েভ অন্তভায়ম স্পতিঢ চীদ
ট. ধাভতফঢা আঘাবয
প্রক্তা, তয়ওাদি জুতদেভ ওয়মচ, তযমঘভ, আাফ, পাভঢ

তপতি তলয়য় ‘ামঝাদয ’ েতফওয়েডীভ ওাঙ
১
ক্ষণয়ও াফাতচও ম্মতঢ আতাে ওয়ভ ক্ষদে।”
--বুছয়ঢ অসুতথা লে দা ক্ষব যাদ ঢণা ক্ষযারয়ডভ
ততঘে তপয়ঙ্গ মৃি এই প্রঢাধতে।
ফাচ কঞয়দভ ঠিও ধভ ধভই এই যাও ঢণা
ক্ষযারও এং ক্ষযাতরঢ’ক্ষতভ ফয়ে কয়ে উয়ঞ এও তপন্ন
স্তভ তপাচদ। ডয ােেী ফাচ ওাঞায়ফাে ক্ষবঔায়দ প্রাথান্য
অচযদ ওয়ভ ব্রাহ্মদ ম্প্রতাে, ঋয়েয়তভ তযফ ফন্ডম /
দব্বই সূক্ত / এওাতয  দ্বাতয ঋও অনুবােী বাভ
উৎধতি ক্ষই ধভফ পুরুয়রভ র্মঔকহ্বভ ক্ষণয়ও; ক্ষঔায়দ
ফায়চভ য তদম্নস্তয়ভ স্থাদ ধাে শূদ্র ঢণা অদাবয ঢণা
ব্রাঢে ঢণা প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ ক্ষেডী, বাভা ক্ষই ধভফ পুরুয়রভ
ধতদ্বে ক্ষণয়ও উদ্ভূঢ লয়েয়ঙ। এয়তভয়ও য়োথদ ওভা
লয়েয়ঙ ‘অতীতেঢ’, ‘ঘৃণ্য’, া ‘তা’ য়ম। ফায়চভ
এও তযাম ংখ্যও ক্ষঔয়ঝ ঔাো ক্ষেডী এয়তভ অন্তর্ভযক্ত।
আভ মাই াহুল্য ক্ষব এই ক্ষওাডঞাা ওয়ভ ক্ষতোভ
প্রতিো শুদৄ ডয কঢ ততও ক্ষণয়ওই দে, চাতভ তঙম
ক্ষধযাকঢ, তিকঢ া অণয কঢ, কযকঢ ততও ক্ষণয়ও।
বাই ক্ষলাও, ফয়েভ য়ঙ্গ য়ঙ্গ ফাদঢা-তয়ভাথী
এই প্রণাগুয়মা তওন্ত ক্ষঢফদ ধতভতঢযঢ লে তদ। ভং
প্রাে এওপায়ই, লেয়ঢা এওটু তপন্ন আতয়ম ফায়চ
প্রঘতমঢই ভয়ে ক্ষকয়ঙ। আতথধঢোতী কয তদয়চভ
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প্রঢায়ধভ তলর্মযঔী এং অন্তর্মযঔী – উপে অতপখায়ঢই
ঘমফাদ চীয়দভ ক্ষেয়ে ভতঘঢ লে দীভঢাভ কপীভ
ধতভভ। নয়ম তয়ম ক্ষবয়ঢ ণায়ও ফয়েভ আয়তদ।
তয়ম ক্ষবয়ঢ ণায়ও চীদ। তয়ম বাে চীয়দভ তধযড
– াতলয়ঢেভ আতম। াতলয়ঢেভ প্রতঢনতমঢ
প্রতঢতয়ে ক্ষই অন্ধতন্দুগুতম ঢঔদ অয়দওঝাই ধতভস্ফুঝ
লয়ে উঞয়ঢ ণায়ও। আতস্কৃঢ লয়ঢ ণায়ও অয়দও
অদায়মাতওঢ ধতভভ। আফায়তভ অপেস্ত ক্ষঘঢদাে ঢঔদ
থভা ধয়ে ফাচয়তয়লভ ধাাঁয়ও ধাাঁয়ও চতেয়ে ণাওা
আতথধঢোতী অয়টাধায়ভ াাঁোতয ঘাধ। আফভা
বুছয়ঢ ধাতভ আতথধঢেপ্রড ফাদতওঢা শুদৄফাে
প্রযাতদও ক্ষেয়েই প্রঢাধ তস্তাভ ওয়ভ োন্ত লে দা,
ঊডয দায়পভ ফয়ঢা ক্ষই প্রঢাধয়ও তস্তৃঢ ওয়ভ ক্ষতে
ভাচনদতঢও-অণয নদতঢও-াংস্কৃতঢও-ক্ষৌতিও ধতভয়ভ।
ইঢাতমে ওতফউতদস্ট ক্ষদঢা  তাযয তদও আয়ন্ততদ
গ্রাফতযভ তঘন্তাসূে অনুবােী,
“...বুয়চযাোয়েডী ক্ষওম যাদবয়ে ঢাভ প্রভুত্বই
প্রতঢষ্ঠা ওয়ভ দা, সৃতি ওয়ভ এও াতয ও াফাতচও
ওর্তযত্ব া ‘ক্ষলয়কফতদ’। ...ংস্কৃতঢ  পাাতয়যয ভ
চকয়ঢ এও আমূম ধতভঢযদ খটিয়ে
‘ক্ষলয়কফতদও’ বুয়চযাোয়েডী ঢাভ যায়দভ নদতঢও
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Life follows its own fragmentary way chequered in light and shade. Embroiled in its own
cauldron it reaches the point of vortex when power comes into the fray and raises its ugly
head. Bruised and battered, it seems to stumble in its own path. But the milk of the human
kindness continues to make its pristine way amidst these changing tides. „Bhater Gandha‟ by
Prafulla Roy captures this slice of life as it sheds light on the subaltern section in Bihar, living
on the edge, their endeavor to clutch at a meaning despite all the existing void. This is a
review/ critique of the novel.
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তদভঙ্কুয েফঢাভ বাদুঙতেটিয়ও আভ ক্ষতয তদভাধত
ভাঔাভ চন্য এভধয়ভ এই প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ, ক্ষফরুতন্ডলীদ
তযাম চদয়েডীভ অপেন্তয়ভ আয়ভও চটিম ভাচনদতঢও
অঙ্ক ওয়র এং সৃতি ওয়ভ ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ া ‘অষ্পৃশ্য’ া
‘চম-অঘম’ ক্ষেডী! ফায়চভ অয়লতমঢ শূদ্রয়েডীভ
তদম্নধবয ায়েভ এও ক্ষেডী, বায়তভ ছাঁ য়ম চাঢ বাে। বাভা
স্পয়যয ভ অয়বাগ্য! এফদতও বায়তভ ঙাো ফাোয়দা
ধাধ য়ম কণ্য লে এং,
“...ব্রাহ্মণ্য ডয ােফ ব্যস্থাভ ফয়ে এয়তভ ক্ষওাদ
২
স্থাদ তঙম দা।”
মে ওভয়ম ক্ষতঔ, ভওফ ফাদাতথওাভ ক্ষণয়ও
তিঢ, ধতততমঢ, ফাচচ্যেঢ ক্ষেডীভ এই তদবয াতঢঢ
ফানুরভা প্রাঘীদ মৄয়ক ক্ষবফদ তঙম, আচ ক্ষঢফদই ভয়ে
ক্ষকয়ঙ। ঢাই ‘ভাফােড’-এ ক্ষবফদ ক্ষততঔ,
“ভাফােয়ড ভাফঘয়েভ যেুওয়থভ ওাভডই লম
যেুও শূদ্রয়তভ চন্য তদততয ি থফয ধামদ দা ওয়ভ
৩
ক্ষতঘঘয াে ভঢ লয়েতঙয়মদ।”
ক্ষঢফতদ, আদৄতদও ধন্যাতও পকীভণ তফয়েভ
‘আেওাঠি’ (১৯৯৩) উধন্যায় ক্ষততঔ াাঁকুো
ওয়ময়চভ অোধও ক্ষমাওংস্কৃতঢয়প্রফী ভাচী, েফঢা
তস্তায়ভভ ক্ষেয়ে প্রতঢদ্বিী ভগমাময়ও য়ম,
“অিাতয যঢাব্দীয়ঢ ক্ষঢাফভা চঙ্গম ঢাঁ য়ে ঢাঁ য়ে
ক্ষব স্টাইয়ম ক্ষেপ-লাতটং ওয়ভঙ, ঠিও ক্ষই
ধিতঢয়ঢ এঔায়দ অশ্য তা-তযওাভ লে দা
এঔদ। ধিতঢ ক্ষঢাফভা তয়মঙ, আফভা
৪
তয়মতঙ।”
--অণয াৎ মূম তরে এওই। আফভা ক্ষতয়ঔ আশ্চবয লই
‘ঙয়িভ তপঢয়ভ এঢ অন্ধওাভ’ (যঙ্খ ক্ষখার)! প্রাঘীদ
ফে ক্ষণয়ও ঢযফায়দ আয়ঢ আয়ঢ প্রঢায়ধভ কৃৎক্ষওৌযম অচযদ ওয়ভয়ঙ হুফাতেও ব্যঞ্জদা।
তওন্ত আফভা চাতদ ক্ষব, েফঢােয়দভ প্রপায়
আিান্ত লয়ম চীয়দভ ীফালীদ ভলস্য-এরডাে
াতলয়ঢেভ অীফ ধতভতথ ক্ষওায়দা তদততয ি ক্ষখভায়ঝায়ধ িী
ণাওয়ঢ ধায়ভ দা। াতলঢে স্বপাঢই যােঢ-কতঢযীম।
এং তদ্বাঘতদও। ঢাই, প্রঢায়ধভ ফাোচাম াফাতচওাংস্কৃতঢও-ক্ষৌতিও -- ফস্ত স্তয়ভই ক্ষঘঢদাতয়মাধওাভী
প্রপা তস্তাভ ওভয়ম, াতলঢে ক্ষই চাম তঙন্ন ওয়ভ
ক্ষতভয়ে আয়ই। ধতদয়তযও ক্ষঘঢদাভ তধভীয়ঢ
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উধতদয়য়যািভ ক্ষঘঢদাে ঢাই ঋি লয়ে উয়ঞ াতলঢে।
এভ ীফাদা দ্রুঢ তস্তৃঢ লয়ে ঙতেয়ে ধয়ে হুদূভ ধবয ন্ত
ক্ষবঔায়দ আতথধঢোতী ক্ষঘঢদাভ তধভীয়ঢ থীয়ভ থীয়ভ
ক্ষচয়ক উয়ঞ তদম্নকীে ক্ষঘঢদা।
এই ততওটিয়ঢ আমাতাপায় আয়মাওধাঢ ওভয়ম
ক্ষতঔ াংমা াতলয়ঢেভ তস্তৃঢ প্রাঙ্গয়ড শুরু ক্ষণয়ওই
তদম্নকীে চদাথাভয়ডভ তফতমঢ উধতস্থতঢ মে ওভা
বাে। বতত ক্ষ উধতস্থতঢ এওাতথধয়ঢেভ ওাঞায়ফায়ও
তয়দ্রাল চাতদয়ে দে। ঢবু থফীে াঢাভয়ডভ ফয়ে
লয়ম, তযাম কডচীয়দভ এও তদখাঁ ঢ াতয ও তঘোঙ্কড
আফভা ‘ঘবয াধয়ত’ভ ফয়ে খাঁ য়চ ধাই। আভ ফেমৄয়কভ
াতলয়ঢে ক্ষঢা মূমঢ তদম্নয়কযভ ফানুরয়তভ চীদাঘভড
থয়ফয ভ আোম ক্ষণয়ও ক্ষতভয়ে এয় অয়দওঝাই স্পি
লয়ে উয়ঞ। ‘শ্রীকৃষ্ণওীঢযয়দ’ভ ধয ক্ষণয়ও ফঙ্গমওায়ব্যভ
তীখয ধণ ধতভিফা ওয়ভ নঘঢন্যয়তয়ভ ‘ফাদথয়ফয ’
অতপতরক্ত লয়ে ক্ষমাওাতলয়ঢেভ প্তভগা চীয়দভ নতঘয়ে
ঋি লয়ে ফে  ফায়চভ অতদাবয ধতভঢযয়দভ য়ঙ্গ
য়ঙ্গ াাঁও ক্ষনভায়ঢ ক্ষনভায়ঢ আদৄতদওওায়মভ ওাব্যদাঝও-কল্প-উধন্যায় তদম্নকীে চীদ অচস্র ততদফয াড 
পুদতদয ফয ায়ডভ ধামা অতঢিফ ওয়ভ আয়। আচ
আদৄতদও চীয়দভ চটিম ফে  ফায়চভ ক্ষপ্রতেয়ঢ
ব্রাঢেচয়দভ উচ্চাভড আতথধঢেতয়ভাতথ দৃঢ় প্রঢেয়ে
ছময় উয়ঞ তয়ধয।
আফভা ক্ষততঔ, ধতদয়তযও পাভয়ঢ প্রাকস্বাথীদঢাধয়য ভ াতলয়ঢে তদম্নয়কযভ উধতস্থতঢ বঢঝা
ক্ষাচ্চাভ, স্বাথীদঢা-উিভ ফেধয়য ঢা আভ প্রম
লয়ে উয়ঞ। ওভামী (‘লাাঁসুতম াাঁয়ওভ উধওণা’,
১৯৪৭), ক্ষঠাাঁোই (‘ক্ষঠাাঁোই ঘতভঢ ফাদ’, ১৯৪৯-৫১),
মঔীিভ (‘মঔীিভ ততকাভ’, ১৯৫০), যমা-তধগমা
(‘দাতকদী ওন্যাভ ওাতলদী’, ১৯৫১), ফায়মায়তভ াস্ত
চীদ (‘তঢঢা এওটি দতীভ দাফ’, ১৯৫৬), তদাভড
ফায়মা / তমা (‘কঙ্গা’, ১৯৫৭), তাশু খভাতফ
(‘যঢতওো’, ১৯৫৮), ফদৄ ক্ষওতাভ (‘চকদ্দম’,
১৯৬৬), িেখটি কাতজ (‘ওত িেখটি কাতজভ চীদ
 মৃত্যে’, ১৯৬৭), ীভা (‘অভয়ণ্যভ অতথওাভ’,
১৯৭৭), থফয া (‘আওায়যভ দীয়ঘ ফানুর’, ১৯৮১) –
প্রর্মঔয়তভ ফয়ঢা অচস্র ঘতভে/প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ ম্প্রতাে
তদম্নকীে ধতভভ ক্ষণয়ও ভাতভ উয়ঞ আয়
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ধাতপ্রতীয়ধভ আয়মাে। অন্তয তয়মভ ক্ষচাোভ ক্ষঔয়ম বাে
ফয়েভ ঔাাঁয়চ ঔাাঁয়চ।
এভই ফাছঔায়দ খয়ঝ বাে দওযাম আয়িামদ। তয
যঢয়ওভ তদ্বঢীোয়থয তপ্লয়ভ উিাম ক্ষঠউয়ে তয়ম বাে
ফে  ফায়চভ তদ্বাঘতদও ধঝর্ভতফ। ক্ষবঔায়দ চীদ
অচযদ ওয়ভ দত্যদ ক্ষঘঢদা।
আয়মাঘে প্রয়ন্ধ স্বাথীদঢা ধভঢী ধন্যাতও
প্রপৄল্ল ভায়েভ ‘পায়ঢভ কন্ধ’ (১৯৮১) উধন্যায়
তলায়ভভ ওয়ঞাভ চাতঢয়পত প্রণা মাতিঢ ফাচ
ধঝর্ভতফয়ঢ তদম্নয়কযভ উত্থায়দভ তরেটিয়ঢ আফভা
আয়মাওধাঢ ওভাভ ক্ষঘিা ওভ।
এয়েয়ে এওটি তরে মেডীে ক্ষব উতদয যঢও
ক্ষণয়ও াংমা াতলয়ঢে ঢণা উধন্যায় আফভা এওটি
য পাভঢীে ক্ষপ্রোধঝ থীয়ভ থীয়ভ পৄয়ঝ উঞয়ঢ ক্ষততঔ।
ঢাভই নমশ্রুতঢয়ঢ, তদততয ি ক্ষপৌয়কাতমও অিমতপতিও
এমাওায়ও তওছঝা তস্তৃঢপায় এয়দ াংমা উধন্যায়ভ
ধতভভয়ও আভ এওটু াতেয়ে ততয়ঢ ক্ষততঔ ক্ষই
ফয়েভ অন্যান্য ধন্যাতওয়তভ ভঘদায়ঢ। বাভ
উতালভড তলয়য় আফভা তয়যর ওয়ভ ঢাভাযঙ্কভ
য়িোধাোয়েভ (১৮৯৮-১৯৭১) ‘থােীয়তঢা’
(১৯৩৯), ‘কডয়তঢা’ (১৯৪২), ‘আয়ভাগ্য তদয়ওঢদ’
(১৯৫৩) প্রভৃতঢ উধন্যায়ভ ওণা ফয়দ ওভয়ঢ ধাতভ।
ঢাই াংমাভ ধাযাধাতয তলায়ভভ ক্ষমাওচীয়দভ স্বরূধ
আফভা খাঁ য়চ ধাই এই ফয়েভ অয়দও ধন্যাতওয়তভ
ফয়ে। ক্ষবফদ, ক্ষওতাভদাণ য়িোধাোে ( ১৮৬৩১৯৪৯), প্রপাঢ কুফাভ র্ময়ঔাধাোে (১৮৭৩-১৯৩১),
যভৎঘে ঘয়টাধাোে (১৮৭৮-১৯৩৮), যতযয়যঔভ সু
(১৮৭৪-১৯৫৪), ধভশুভাফ (১৮৮০-১৯৬০), তর্ভতঢ
র্ভরড য়িোধাোে (১৮৯৪-১৯৫০) প্রর্মঔ। এই থাভাই
ধভঢীয়ঢ আভ ক্ষতয তস্তৃঢ লয়ে বাে দপৄম
(১৮৯৯-১৯৭৯), ঢীদাণ পাদুেীভ (১৯০৬-১৯৬৫)
উধন্যায়। ক্ষওতাভদাণ য়িোধাোে ক্ষণয়ও শুরু ওয়ভ
তর্ভতঢ র্ভরড য়িোধাোে ধবয ন্ত প্রাে ওয়মভ
উধন্যায়ই তলায়ভভ প্রাতন্তওাতেঢয়কযভ ক্ষযাতরঢ,
মাতিঢ, তিঢ, তাতভদ্রপূডয চীয়দভ তঘে পৄয়ঝ উঞয়ম,
ফনুষ্যয়ত্বভ কপীভ অধফাদ  চীয়দভ ওরুড অলােঢা
ঢঢঝা তদফয ফ  ঢীব্রপায় পৄয়ঝ উয়ঞতদ; ধভঢীয়ঢ বা
তওছঝা সুয়াথ ক্ষখার (১৯০৯-১৯৮০), যভততন্দু
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য়িোধাোে (১৮৯৯-১৯৭০) এং তয়যর ওয়ভ
দপৄম  ঢীদাণ পাদুেীভ কল্প-উধন্যায় পৄয়ঝ
উয়ঞয়ঙ। এই থাভায়ওই আভ পুি, তমষ্ঠপায় আওাভ
তাদ ওভয়মদ এং ফয়োধয়বাতক ওয়ভ ত্যময়মদ
স্বাথীদঢা ধভঢী তযয়ওভ ওণাাতলতঢেওভা, বায়তভ
ফয়ে উয়ল্লঔয়বাগ্য লয়মদ প্রপৄল্ল ভাে।
ডয -কয তপাতচঢ াফন্তঢাতেও আয়ল মাতমঢ
তলায়ভভ ফাচব্যস্থা ম্পয়ওয আয়মাঘদা ওভয়ঢ তকয়ে
অোধও এ. ক্ষও. মাম য়ময়ঙদ,
“Bihar tends to be the most
unfortunate repository of the
৫
brutalities of the caste system.”
চাঢধায়ঢভ ঢীব্র ক্ষপতায়পত তলায়ভভ আণয -াফাতচও
এং ভাচনদতঢও ক্ষপ্রোধয়ঝ এঢ পেঙ্কভপায় চাাঁতওয়ে
া ক্ষব এওঝা তভাঝ ংখ্যও চদফাচয়ও শুদৄফাে
‘অস্পৃশ্য’ ঢওফা ততয়ে স্বাপাতও চীদ বাধয়দভ
অতথওাভ ক্ষণয়ও ম্পূডয তিঢ ওয়ভ ভাঔা লয়েয়ঙ।
ক্ষকাভ ঔাঝাভ প্রণা ক্ষঔায়দ এওটি াথাভড তদেয়ফ
প্রঘতমঢ লয়েয়ঙ। স্বাথীদঢাভ তঢদ তযও ধয়ভ ক্ষব এই
অস্থাভ তন্দুফাে ক্ষলভয়নভ খয়ঝ দা, ভং ঢা আভ
চটিম  সূক্ষ্মরূধ থাভড ওয়ভ ঢাভই প্রফাড ধাো বাে
প্রপৄল্ল ভায়েভ তলাভচীদয়ওতেও উধন্যা  কল্পগুয়মাভ
ফয়ে।
ততঘের্মঔী চীদয়ও ততপন্ন দৃতিয়ওাড ক্ষণয়ও
ক্ষতঔয়ঢ তকয়ে প্রাতন্তওাতেঢয়তভ াস্ত চীদতঘেটিয়ও
তদপুড আতস্কাভয়ওভ ফয়ঢা তঢতদ ধবয য়েড ওয়ভয়ঙদ
এং পৄটিয়ে ত্যয়ময়ঙদ উধন্যায়। ক্ষই ধবয য়েয়ডভই
নম তলয়য় বঔদ ক্ষতভয়ে আয়, স্বাথীদঢাভ
তঢতভযটিভ তযও ক্ষওয়ঝ বাোভ ধয়ভ শুদৄফাে এওটু
পাঢ – ‘পায়ঢভ কন্ধ’ (১৯৮১) ক্ষদোভ চন্য
ফানুয়রভ অফানুতরও ধতভেফ – অশ্যই ‘অচ্ছুৎ’
লোভ অধভায়থ – ঢঔদ ক্ষমঔয়ওভ য়ঙ্গ য়ঙ্গ
ঘফয়ও উঠি আফভা। র্মসৄয়ঢয আফায়তভ ফয়দ প্রশ্ন চায়ক,
এই তও স্বাথীদ পাভঢ?
উধন্যায়ভ দােয়ওভ য়ঙ্গ আফায়তভ ধতভঘে খয়ঝ
এপায়,
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‘অচ্ছুৎ’, অণঘ ‘স্বাথীদ’ থায়দাোয়ভভ ক্ষপ্রোধঝটিভ
ততয়ও এওটু ঢাওায়ম ক্ষততঔ, তলায়ভভ ধঝর্ভতফয়ঢ
ভেডযীম প্রণানুকাফী াফাতচও আয়ল চতফফাতমওয়তভ
অথীয়দ থায়দাোয়ভভ তধঢা, তধঢাফল, প্রতধঢাফল অণয াৎ
ংযানুিতফওপায় ঢাাঁভ আয়কভ ঘাভ-ধাাঁঘ পুরুর
‘র্ভতফতা’ লয়ম, এই ংযানুিতফও থাভাাতলওঢা
ক্ষণয়ও ক্ষ আমাতা লয়ে ক্ষতভয়ে আয়। ক্ষ ওায়ভা
চতফয়ঢ ‘ক্ষকাভ’ ক্ষতে দা। ক্ষ উধন্যায় লাতচভ লে
প্রঢায়ধভ প্রপায়ও ম্পূডয প্রঢোখ্যাদ ওয়ভই। ঢাই ক্ষ
‘স্বাথীদ’।
অণয াৎ আফভা ময়ঢ ধাতভ উধন্যায়ভ শুরুই লে
তদম্নকীে ক্ষঘঢদায়ও থাভড ওয়ভ।
তওন্তু, ‘স্বাথীদ’ লয়ম এঔদ অতদতশ্চঢ লয়ে বাে
ঢাভ ক্ষুথাভ অন্ন। আভ এঔাদ ক্ষণয়ওই শুরু লে
থায়দাোয়ভভ বাো –- অয়ন্নভ ংস্থায়দ, ঔায়েভ
ংস্থায়দ। অণয াৎ ক্ষব ‘স্বাথীদ’ চীদ বাধদ ওভয়ঢ
তকয়ে ঢাাঁভ ক্ষুথাভ অন্ন অতদতশ্চঢ লয়ে ধয়ে, ক্ষই অয়ন্নভ
ক্ষঔাাঁচই এাভ ঢাাঁভ চীদয়ও অতদতশ্চঢ ওয়ভ ক্ষঢায়ম।
ঔায়েভ ন্ধাদই ঢাাঁভ চীয়দভ এওফাে োদ-জ্ঞাদ লয়ে
উয়ঞ। ‘আচ ক্ষওায়দা লায়ঝভ ঘামাে, ওাম ক্ষওায়দা
কায়ঙভ তদয়ঘ, ধভশু লেঢ ওারুভ াতেভ াভািাে। ঢভশু
া দভশু েয়ওভ থায়ভভ ক্ষঔামা ফায়ঞ। চীদ এইপায়ই
ক্ষওয়ঝ বায়ে ঢাভ’ (পৃৃঃ ১১-১২) এং ঠিও এইপায়
ক্ষওয়ঝ বাোভ নয়মই ঢাভ ম্পয়ওয ক্ষমঔও ওতণঢ
তদ্বঢীে ধতভঘেটি ঙাতধয়ে থীয়ভ থীয়ভ প্রওঝ লয়ে উয়ঞ
প্রণফ ধতভঘেটি। আভ, আফায়তভ ক্ষঘায়ঔভ াফয়দ িয়ফ
স্পি লয়ে উয়ঞ প্রাতন্তওাতেঢয়তভ চীয়দভ প্রকৃঢ াস্ত
ঙতটি; বাভ অয়দও কপীভ ধবয ন্ত ঙতেয়ে ণায়ও ক্ষযারয়ডভ
ভাচদীতঢভ অদৃশ্য তীখয ওায়মা লাঢ।
এই অন্ধওায়ভভ খদত্বয়ও আভ এওটু পৄটিয়ে
ত্যময়ঢই এভধভ ধাঞকৃতঢয়ঢ িয়ফ িয়ফ আতপযা খয়ঝ
ওঔয়দা ধিায-রাঝ চয়দভ , ক্ষঢা ওঔয়দা তয-তেয
চয়দভ তঢদ-ঘাভটি তম –- বায়তভ াই ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ এং
বাভা থায়দাোয়ভভ ফয়ঢাই ধণবােী – ঔাোয়েরয়ডভ।
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“থায়দাোভ চায়ঢ কঞ্জু অণয াৎ চম-অঘম
অচ্ছুৎ।...“ঢয় থায়দাোভ স্বাথীদ ফানুর।”(পৃৃঃ
১১)
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এই ফস্ত অস্পৃষ্য ফানুয়রভ তম ক্ষওউ তয ততদ, ক্ষওউ
তয ততদ, ক্ষওউ াঢ ততয়দভ ধণ অতঢিফ ওয়ভ
‘পায়ঢভ ক্ষঔাাঁয়চ ততেয়ড থায়দভ ভায়চে ঘয়ময়ঙ’ (পৃৃঃ
১৩) ! াভ উয়দ্দশ্য এও -– পাঢ ঔাো। কভফ
পাঢ এয়তভ ওায়ঙ স্বয়রভ ্তু!! চতফ ফাতমওয়তভ ক্ষকামাে
থাদ  ক্ষওয়ঝ উঠিয়ে ক্ষদোভ ধভ ক্ষব থাদগুয়মা
চতফয়ঢ ধয়ে ণাওয় নাাঁয়ও ক্ষনাওয়ভ, ক্ষইগুয়মাই
কুতেয়ে তদয়ঢ লয় নাাঁওা ফাঞ ক্ষণয়ও। ঢাই এভা ক্ষঙাঝ
ক্ষঙাঝ তয়ম তপক্ত লয়ে ততপন্ন থায়দভ চতফভ ধায়য
েয়ওভ থায়ভ কায়ঙভ ঢমাে অগ্রলােদ-ক্ষধৌয়রভ ওদওয়দ
যীঢ উয়ধো ওয়ভ ক্ষঔামা আওায়যভ তদয়ঘই ততদ ধভ
ততদ অয়ধো ওয়ভ বাে ওয়  থাদ ওাঝা ক্ষযর লয়,
ভা ফাঞ ক্ষণয়ও থাদ ত্যয়ম আদয়, ঢাভধভ পাঢ ভান্না
লয়, দত্যদ ঘায়মভ পায়ঢভ কন্ধ ফাতঢয়ে ত্যময়
ঘাভততও।
ঢে ওঔয়দা ওঔয়দা ওল্পদাভ ক্ষঘয়ে আশ্চবয লে
য়ঝ!
তওন্তু তলায়ভভ ফাচ চীয়দ এই অদ্ভুঢ তঘে তদঔাত
াস্ত ঙাো আভ তওছই দে। আচন্ এই প্রাকৃতঢও
প্রতঢকূমঢা এং প্রণা-তদেয়ফভ ঘায়ধ তদয়ষ্পতরঢ
তলায়ভভ প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ য়কযভ চীদ তদঢান্ত অপেস্ত
কঢানুকতঢওঢাভ য়ঙ্গ ততদ ওাটিয়ে বাে। প্রপৄল্ল ভাে
এই তদয়ভঝ াস্তয়ভ র্ভতফয়ঢ তাাঁতেয়েই চীয়দভ এই
তদতয ওাভ ঊরভ রূধয়ও উধন্যায় ত্যয়ম থয়ভয়ঙদ। এই
‘তদেফ’ পাগাভ ওণা থায়দাোভ’ভা ওঔয়দা পায়ঢই
ধায়ভ দা। ভং ঢাভা থাদ ওাঝাইয়েভ ওায়চ
চতফফাতমওয়তভ ালায্য ওভাভ ওণা পায়।
ধন্যাতও তদপুড ফাচতয়েরয়ওভ দৃতিয়ঢ
প্রঢায়ধভ কপীভঢমিাভী প্রতিোয়ও এঔায়দ পাাঁয়চ
পাাঁয়চ ক্ষফয়ম থয়ভদ। ঢাভা ক্ষব ক্ষঔয়ঝ-ঔাো
প্রাতন্তওাতেঢয়েডী – এই ক্ষাথ ক্ষবফদ ঢায়তভ ক্ষঘঢদাে
স্পি, ক্ষঢফতদ ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ া অস্পৃশ্য লোভ ওাভয়ড
ফায়চ ঘৃডাভ ধাে – এওণা এভা চায়দ। আভ
এথভয়ডভ ধতভতস্থতঢয়ঢ শুদৄফাে অতস্তত্বয়ও টিতওয়ে
ভাঔাভ চন্যই ঢঔদ প্রঢায়ধভ য়ঙ্গ কাাঁঝঙো াাঁথা
এওান্ত অধতভলাবয লয়ে উয়ঞ। ক্ষওদদা ঢাভা চায়দ
ঢায়তভ এই অতদতশ্চঢ চীয়দ শুদৄফাে পকাদই দে,
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তাযয তদও গ্রাফতযভ আতথধঢোত তরেও ঢত্ত্ব
আয়মাঘদাে ‘এওদােওঢে’ –এভ থাভও  ালও
লয়ে ক্ষতঔা ক্ষতে এই ঘতভেগুতম। ক্ষবঔায়দ প্রঢাধ শুদৄ
ফাতমওাদাভ ফয়েই ীফাি ণায়ও দা, এভ চটিম রূধ
তন্যস্ত লয়ে ঠাওা ধয়ে থয়ফয ভ ক্ষওাভয়ও এং বাভ মূম
ওণা লম,
“এও প্রায়ন্ত ব্রাহ্মড  শুতঘঢা আভ অন্য প্রায়ন্ত
৭
অচ্ছুৎ  অশুতঘঢা।”
-ঢাই ঔায়েভ চন্য লয়ন্য লয়ে ক্ষখাভা থায়দাোভ’ভা বঔদ
নফতণমী ব্রাহ্মড পাদঘি ছা’ভ ওায়ঙ ওায়চভ চন্য আতচয
চাদায়ঢ আয়, ঢঔদ ঢায়তভ ক্তব্য ক্ষযাদাভ আয়কই
তঢতদ
“তাাঁয়ঢ তাাঁঢ ক্ষঘয়ধ য়মদ, ‘ওী চাঢ ক্ষঢায়তভ?’
(পৃৃঃ ৩৩)
ফনুষ্যয়ত্বভ অফাদদাে ছময় ঞাভ তয়ম ‘চম-অঘম
অস্পৃশ্য লাভ গ্লাতদয়ঢ থায়দাোভভা ফাণা তদচ্য ওয়ভ
তাাঁতেয়ে ণায়ও’ (পৃৃঃ ৩৩) আভ,
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--ধন্যাতও ফায়চভ অতপচাঢ ক্ষেডীভ ঘাভটি তপন্ন
তপন্ন থাভা ক্ষণয়ও এই ঘাভচদয়ও প্রতঢতদতথস্বরূধ
উধতস্থঢ ওয়ভ আয়ম ক্ষতঔায়ঢ ক্ষঘয়েয়ঙদ ক্ষব, েফঢা
তঔয়মভ ব্যাধায়ভ এয়তভ প্রয়ঢেয়ওভ অণয াৎ ফায়চভ
প্রতঢটি ক্ষেডীভ ফাদতওঢাই ফয়কােীে। দভয়ফ কভয়ফ,
ক্ষব পায়ই ক্ষলাও, ক্ষযারড ওভাঝাই এয়তভ মূম মেে।
এই তম্মতমঢ ক্ষযারয়ডভ ময়ে ঘূতডয ঢ লয়ঢ লয়ঢ
থায়দাোভ’ক্ষতভ চীদ ক্ষবফদ অতদতশ্চঢ লয়ে ধয়ে,
ক্ষঘঢদা তলুপ্ত লয়ে বাে। ক্ষেঁয়ঘ ণাওাভ ফস্ত উৎাল,
উেফ  উয়দ্দশ্য দি লয়ে তকয়ে এওফাে প্রথাদ লয়ে
উয়ঞ ঔায়েভ ংস্থাদ ওভা - লে ‘কঢভচূভড ঔাটুু্তদ
ক্ষঔয়ঝ’ (পৃৃঃ ৩৪), দে চঙ্গয়ম ‘ঔঢভদাও চাদয়ভ’ভ
(পৃৃঃ ৪২) ক্ষফাওাতমা ওয়ভ। নয়ম প্রঢাধ অক্ষুণ্ণ ণায়ও
। অক্ষুণ্ণ ণায়ও ক্ষুথা। আফায়তভ ফয়দ ধয়ে বাে ক্ষই
অতস্মভডীে ধংতক্তগুতম,
“যয়ব্দভ ভঙ্ ঢাভা র্মতঙোয়ঙ
ফানুয়রভ পারা ঢাভা র্মতঙোয়ঙ
পায়মাাতাভ পারা র্মতঙোয়ঙ
এং বয়ণেপায় বাঢীে ভঙ্।” ৬
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‘ভাফতচ তষুডতচ আউভ য়ে ভওাভ পয়ভাা-’ (পৃৃঃ
২১)।
েফঢাভ কূঝদীতঢয়ঢ ক্ষস্বোিী ফদ 
ক্ষঘঢদাে শুদৄ ঈেভই য যতক্তফাদ দে, প্রঢাধ ঈেয়ভভ
ফয়ঢাই য যতক্তফাদরূয়ধ প্রতঢপাঢ লে। গ্রাফতযভ পারাে
এভাই ফায়চভ ‘ামঝাদয ’ ক্ষেডী। এয়তভ য়ঙ্গ
যাওয়কাষ্ঠীভ ত্যমদা ওভয়ম ক্ষতঔা বাে, মূমঢ ফায়চভ
র্মতিয়ফে ক্ষেডীভ লায়ঢই (গ্রাফতযভ পারাে ‘ক্ষলয়কফতদও’
ক্ষেডী া বুয়চযাো ক্ষেডী) ক্ষওেীর্ভঢ লে েফঢা এং এও
তযাম ংখ্যও ক্ষঔয়ঝ ঔাো েতফওয়েডীভ স্থাদ লে ঠিও
এয়তভ তধভীয়ঢ, বায়তভ উধভ প্রয়োক ওভা লে এই
েফঢা। এই তযাম চদঢায়ও ফায়চ ‘ভা’ /
‘অন্তেচ’ / ‘প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ’ / ‘ব্রাঢেচদ’ – য়ম
এওধায়য তভয়ে ভাঔা লে। গ্রাফতযভ ক্তয়ব্য আফভা
ক্ষচয়দতঙ ক্ষব আতথধঢোতী ভাচদীতঢভ চটিম ফাভপ্াাঁয়ঘভ
ফােয়ফ ‘ংস্কৃতঢ  পাাতযয কঢ’ আমূম ধতভঢযদ
খটিয়ে অণয াৎ লচ পারাে ক্ষৌতিও আতথধঢে তস্তায়ভভ
ফােয়ফ বুয়চযাো ক্ষেডী প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ ক্ষেডীভ উধভ
যায়দভ ঢণা ক্ষযারয়ডভ ‘াফাতচও ম্মতঢ’টুকু আতাে
ওয়ভ ক্ষদে।
যাওয়কাষ্ঠীভ ধায়য উধন্যায়ভ প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ
কুযীময়তভ াফাতচও অস্থাদ া ধতভভয়ও ফয়দ
ক্ষভয়ঔ প্রঢায়ধভ বুয়দাঝটি ঙয়ওভ আওায়ভ াচায়ম
ক্ষতঔ,
তেয়মাওী তং
(চায়ঢ ভাচপুঢ েতেে)
+
পাদঘি ছা
(নফতণমী াফলদ, ে
থায়দাোভ , ভাফয়দৌয়ভা
রাঝ-পঁেরতট, তধধতভো
মাঔধতঢো, ঝলমভাফ,
গ্রাফ)
ক্ষাফাতভ, ভাত্যো,
+
}
ফয়ঙ্গতভ, তনত্যযমাম,
চভঙ্গী লাে
ধভাতী প্রর্মঔ তদর্ভযফ
(ওাোণ, দমপুভ)
লাপায়ঢভ তম
+
ছাফভমাম ক্ষকাোভ
(বদুংযীঙেী, দুথমীকঞ্জ,
উধন্যায় অনুধতস্থঢ)
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এই ‘ততেন্ন’, অয়লতমঢ, প্রাতন্তওাতেঢয়তভ উয়দ্দয়শ্য
এওতংয যঢাব্দীভ আতযভ তযয়ও, পেঢা বঔদ
অয়দও উন্নঢ এং ফানুর বঔদ পেচাতঢ য়ম
অলঙ্কাভ ওভয়ঢ ধায়ভ, ঢঔদ ফায়চভ ধতভযীতমঢ 
ফাতচযঢ রুতঘম্পন্ন অতপচাঢ ক্ষেডী াফাতচও প্রতঢধতিভ
কয়য কতয ঢ লয়ে ‘র্ভচ্চয়ভভ তম’, ‘তকিয়েভ ধাম’ (
যকুতদভ ধাম), ‘লাভাফচাততও ক্ষঙৌো’, ‘চাদয়ভভ
ক্ষঙৌো’, ‘চ্যলাভ ধাম’, শুোভওা য়চ্চ’, ‘অচ্ছুতঢোভ
ধাম’ – প্রভৃতঢ তয়যরড প্রয়োক ওয়ভ।
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“পাদঘি ছা এাভ তয়ফাভয়ডভ ফয়ঢা ক্ষনয়ঝ
ধয়েদ, ‘তাভাদ চাদভগুয়মায়ও মাণ ক্ষফয়ভ
ক্ষফয়ভ এঔাদ ক্ষণয়ও পাকা। শুোভওা য়চ্চ
অচ্ছুতঢোভ ধাম!’ ” (পৃৃঃ ৩৩ )
প্রঙ্গঢ উয়ল্লখ্য, ফাচ কঞয়দভ এওতফ
প্রাণতফও ধবয ায়ে ক্ষওাদভওফ ক্ষপতায়পত া ডয নরয়েভ
ব্যাধাভ তঙম দা। তওন্তু, িয়ফ িয়ফ ফে বঢ এয়কায়ঢ
মাকম া মা পায়মা ফাচ বঢ পে লয়ঢ ণাওম
ঢঢই ওফয কঢ, ডয কঢ, কযকঢ প্রভৃতঢভ উধভ তপতি
ওয়ভ ফায়চ দাদাদ তপাচদ সৃতি লয়ঢ মাকম।
ফায়মাঘও রুফা য়িোধাোয়েভ আয়মাঘদাে আফভা
আফায়তভ ক্তয়ব্যভ ফণয দ খাঁ য়চ ধাই,
“ফ-অতথওাভভুক্ত প্রানকতঢলাতও চদয়কাষ্ঠী
প্রাকপ্রত্নপ্রস্তভ মৄক  ফে প্রত্নপ্রস্তভ মৄক অতঢিফ
ওয়ভ, দব্য প্রস্তভ মৄয়কভ ক্ষযর ততয়ও এয়,
চীদথাভয়ডভ প্রয়োচয়দ বঔদ – ঘার আাত 
ততপন্ন থাত্যভ ব্যলাভ তযঔম, ঢঔদ পেঢাভ
তপতি স্থাধয়দভ য়ঙ্গ য়ঙ্গ, ওফয তপাচয়দভ
ফে ততয়ে াফাতচও অায়েভ তপতি প্রস্তভ কাাঁণা
৮
লম।”
ওায়ম ওায়ম ফে  ফায়চভ তদ্বাঘতদও
ধঝর্ভতফয়ঢ ধতভঢযয়দভ য়ঙ্গ য়ঙ্গ এই তপাচদ
আভ তস্তৃঢপায়  কপীভপায় ফাচয়তয়ল ঙতেয়ে
ধেয়ঢ ণায়ও। প্রাঘীদ ফাচব্যস্থা ক্ষণয়ও শুরু ওয়ভ
লাম-আফম ধবয ন্ত প্রঢায়ধভ েফঢা তঔয়মভ ভাচনদতঢও
ক্ষঔমা ওায়েফ তঙম এং এঔদ ভয়েয়ঙ। এয়েয়ে
আতথধঢেলীদয়তভ (গ্রাফতয ওতণঢ ‘subaltern’ ক্ষেডী,
বাভ াংমা প্রতঢযব্দ তলয়য় ‘তদম্নকয’ যব্দটি প্রণফ
ব্যলাভ ওয়ভদ ভডতচৎ গুল) তঘতিঢ ওভয়ঢ াংমাভ
যব্দপান্ডায়ভ তওছ তয়যর যয়ব্দভ সৃতি ওভা লয়েয়ঙ, বা
অজ্ঞাসূঘও এং লীদঢাাঘও। আভ আফভা ক্ষঢা
চাতদই, ক্ষব যব্দ অণয াৎ পারা অতস্তয়ত্বভ ঢণা ক্ষঘঢদাভ
তঘিােও; ঢাই আতথধঢোতীয়তভ উচ্চাভয়ড আফভা বঔদ
ক্ষততঔ,
(ও) লীদ অয়ণয ‘ব্রাঢে’ অণয ‘ধতঢঢ’, ‘ংস্কাভলীদ’,
‘ব্রঢভ্রি’, ‘ডয চ্যেঢ’  ‘বৃতিঢোকী’।
(ঔ) প্রাঘীদওায়ম ‘ব্রাঢে’ যব্দটি দাদা অয়ণয (তয়যর
ম্প্রতাে া ক্ষেডীরূয়ধ) ব্যহৃঢ লয়েয়ঙ – ক্ষবফদ
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‘াতেীধতঢঢ’, ‘কড’, ‘েফচীী’, ‘ধতঢঢ েতেে’,
‘অন্তেচ’ া ‘অস্পৃশ্য’, ‘ধতঢঢ’।
--প্রভৃতঢ অচস্র যয়ব্দভ হুব্যলাভ, ঢঔদ শুদৄফাে
চাতঢকঢ া ডয কঢ া ওফয কঢ া তিকঢ া থফয কঢ
ততও ক্ষণয়ওই দে, ফাদতও দৃতিয়ওাড ক্ষণয়ও ম্পূডয
দূয়ভ ক্ষঞয়ম তভয়ে ততয়ে এও অ-ফাদতও ধতভয়ভ
ঢায়তভ তদয়ে আাভ কুটিম ভাচনদতঢও কৃৎয়ওৌযমটি
স্পি লয়ে য়ঞ ক্ষবঔায়দ প্রকৃঢধয়ে অতস্তত্বলীদঢাভ বৃি
ভতঘঢ লে। যব্দ ক্ষবঔায়দ নদৃঃযয়ব্দ ধতভডঢ লে।
এই অতস্তত্বলীদঢাভ  নদৃঃযয়ব্দভ ধতভয়ভই
আতঢযঢ লয়ঢ ণায়ও ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ ঢণা ‘অস্পৃশ্য’-ক্ষতভ
চীদ। চদচীয়দভ মূমথাভা ক্ষণয়ও বায়তভ ক্ষবাচদ
ক্ষবাচদ দূভত্ব। ঢযফাদ মৄয়ক এওতংয যঢাব্দীভ ফয়ে
ফায়চ ততপন্ন ক্ষপতায়পতগুয়মাভ ফয়ে অণয নদতঢও
তয়পতঝাই য়ঘয়ে ক্ষতয প্রওঝ লয়ে উয়ঞয়ঙ। চমঅঘম / চম-ঘম ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ক্ষতভ উধভ এভ প্রয়পত
ম্পয়ওয ময়ঢ তকয়ে ফায়মাঘও রুফা য়িোধাোে
য়ময়ঙদ,
“অণয নদতঢও অায়েভ ওাভয়ড তিঢ, ক্ষযারড
 স্বাণয পুি েতফওদীতঢভ চন্য তদধীতেঢ,
ধেধাঢয়তায়র দুি, নরেমূমও যাদব্যস্থাভ
তম লয়ে ততমঢ, ত্রুটিপূডয তযোব্যস্থাভ তযওাভ
লয়ে, তযো  পেঢাভ আয়মাও ক্ষণয়ও
তদয াতঢ, য়য াধতভ কুংস্কাভগ্রস্ত থফয ান্ধঢাভ
তম লয়ে অচ্ছুৎ া অস্পৃশ্য – এই ততঘে
ক্ষেডী মূময়স্রাঢ (main stream of
৯
society) ক্ষণয়ও ততেন্ন লয়ে আয়ঙ।”
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“ধাাঁচয়ভ তাাঁয়েভ যব্দ, ভয়ক্ত চম ঙমঙম ওয়ভ
ক্ষদৌয়ওাভ কলুই ক্ষপয়গ উয়ঞ আয় কৃষ্ণা প্রতঢধত
চমচ গুয়েভ পায়ভ পয়ভ আয়ঙ ফস্ত যভীভ
আফাভ অঢীঢ ক্ষদই, পতষ্যৎ ক্ষদই
১১
ক্ষওায়দাঔায়দ।”
--এওর্ময়ঞা পায়ঢভ মূল্য তদথয াতভঢ লে এইপায়!
আয়ম ফায়চ দাভীভ স্থাদ ক্ষবঔায়দ এফতদয়ঢই
প্রাতন্তওাতেঢ, ক্ষঔায়দ অস্পৃশ্য দাভীভ চীদ ক্ষব এও
অদ্ভুঢ তদভামে স্থায়দ এয় তাাঁোে, ক্ষই ঢেয়ওই
আয়ম অদাবৃঢপায় প্রওায ওয়ভদ ধন্যাতও।
ক্ষযারড, অঢোঘাভ, অধফায়দভ ীফালীদ অঢম অন্ধওাভ
এং প্রঢায়ধভ দুতয ফদীে উন্িঢাে ওী পেঙ্কভপায়
ধ্বং লয়ে বাে ফস্ত ফাদতও ক্ষঘঢদা! ওী ীপৎ 
তকৃঢ লয়ে য়ঞ ফয়েভ অতপব্যতক্ত! পাভঢরয স্বাথীদ
লয়ে ক্ষকয়ম ক্ষ স্বাথীদঢাভ আয়মা ক্ষব এয়ওায়ভ
র্তডমূম স্তভ ধবয ন্ত ক্ষফায়ঝই ক্ষধৌাঁঙাে তদ, ভং ক্ষঔায়দ
অঝম-অতঘম লয়ে আয়ঙ এং লয়ে ণায়ও
ধতদয়তযও যায়দভ ফভডণাা, ফে  ফায়চভ
তদ্বাঘতদও গ্রন্থদাে প্রপৄল্ল ভায়েভ তলাভয়ওতেও
উধন্যাগুয়মাভ ফে ততয়ে এই াস্তটুকুই স্পিপায়
পৄয়ঝ উয়ঞ।
এই ফাচ ওাঞায়ফাভ ঙয়ওভ ফয়ে ঢাই ঔায়েভ
ক্ষঔাাঁয়চ ক্ষব মঙফদয়ও ায়খভ র্ময়ঔ ক্ষয়খায়ভ প্রাড লাভায়ঢ
লয়, এ ক্ষঢা মাই াহুল্য। এপায় ধয়ণভ থায়ভ
থাদয়েয়ঢভ াফয়দ পায়ঢভ প্রঢীোে ণাওা
থায়দাোভয়তভ ংগ্রাফর্মঔভ ততদগুতমভ ডয দায়ও প্তফ
ধতভয়েত ক্ষণয়ও থভয়ম য়ঢভ ধতভয়েয়তভ সুতীখয
তস্তায়ভ আফভা ক্ষততঔ, তলায়ভভ ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ক্ষতভ প্রঢায়ধভ
মধওায়ষ্ঠ তদৃঃয়যর লয়ে বাো গ্লাতদফে চীয়দভ তদতারুড
রূধতঘেড। তলায়ভভ ক্ষমাওচীয়দ এয়ওায়ভ তদয়ঘভ
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তওন্তু থায়দাোভ া আভ ওায়ভাভ ওায়ঙই এ ফস্ত
য়োথদ অধফাদওভ য়ম ফয়দ লে দা। বাই ক্ষলাও,
ক্ষবয়লত্য, উধন্যায়ভ
“...প্রতঢটি প্রথাদ অপ্রথাদ ঘতভে তদঙও ব্যতক্ত
দে, ফেস্পতিঢ াফাতচও ধতভয়ভভ
১০
তঘিােও”
--ঢাই এয়তভ ফে ততয়ে প্রঢায়ধভ প্রম চাটেঢাে
আেন্ন ফায়চ ফয়েভ কপীভ কৃষ্ণতভয়ও পৄটিয়ে
ত্যময়ঢ ধন্যাতও অঢাভডা ওয়ভদ ধভাতী 
মাঔধতঢোভ চ্যতভ ওয়ভ ফাঞ ক্ষণয়ও থাদ তদয়ে আাভ
নদয-অতপবাদয়ও।
প্রঢায়ধভ তকৃঢ-ীপৎ রূধ তাাঁঢ-দঔ ক্ষফয়ম
তলংস্রপায় আত্মপ্রওায ওয়ভ, বঔদ ক্ষততঔ, ধভাতী 
মাঔধতঢো বণািয়ফ তদয়চয়তভ ক্ষুথাঢয ন্তাদ 
যাশুেীয়ও পাঢ ঔাোয়দাভ উয়দ্দয়শ্য চীয়দভ ঝাঁতও
তদয়ে ফে ভায়ঢ ফাঞ ক্ষণয়ও লুতওয়ে থাদ আদয়ঢ বাে
এং ধালাভাতাভয়তভ লায়ঢ থভা ধয়ে; ক্ষফয়েফানুর য়ম
ধালাভাতাভ’ভা ঢায়তভ ফাভতধঝ ওয়ভ দা য়ঝ, শুদৄ
“...ঝাদ ক্ষফয়ভ ওাাঁণা ওেম আভ ধভয়ডভ
ওাধে খয়ম মাঔধতঢো এং ধভাতীয়ও
পুয়ভা উমঙ্গ ওয়ভ ক্ষতে।” (পৃৃঃ ৮০)
এং,
“অন্য ধালাভাতাভভা খ্যাম খ্যাম ওয়ভ লায়ঢ
লায়ঢ ক্ষধৌয়রভ তদচযদ ঘুফন্ত প্রান্তয়ভ তলফাঢয
াঢায়ও তরাক্ত ওয়ভ ক্ষঢায়ম।” (পৃৃঃ ৮০)
মা াহুল্য, প্রঢায়ধভ তদেেডাথীদ ক্ষব ফায়চ
ফনুষ্যয়ত্বভই ক্ষওাদ স্থাদ ক্ষদই, ক্ষঔায়দ দাভীভ ফবয াতা
শুদৄফাে ধণ্যরূয়ধই স্বীকৃঢ!
অয়ঘঢয়দ প্রঢায়ধভ কপীভঢমিাভী প্রতিো ক্ষব
ওঢঝা ক্ষচাভায়মা ঙাধ ক্ষভয়ঔ বাে এং অরূি ওয়ভ
ক্ষতে ক্ষঘঢদাভ তওাযয়ও অণা ওঢদূভ অলাে ওয়ভ
ক্ষঢায়ম িায়ও েফঢাভ দুতদয াভ ঘায়ধভ ম্মুয়ঔ, ঢা
বুছয়ঢ ধাতভ, এয়তভ এই অস্থা ক্ষতয়ঔ ভাফয়দৌয়ভা 
থায়দাোভ ক্ষণয়ও শুরু ওয়ভ াই ধালাভাতাভয়তভ লায়ঢধায়ে থয়ভ শুদৄ ওাকুতঢ-তফদতঢ ওভয়ঢ ণায়ও ক্ষবদ
ঢায়তভ এঔাদ ক্ষণয়ও ঢাতেয়ে দা ক্ষতো লে। াই
ওণা ক্ষতে ‘ফস্ত নম ঞাভ আয়ক ক্ষওউ আভ চতফয়ঢ
দাফয় দা’(পৃৃঃ ৮০)।
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ফায়চভ প্রকতঢযীম  শুিাঘাভী অতপচাঢয়েডীভ
স্বেম  ধতে চীয়দভ ওয়ঞাভ তদেফ-ওানুয়দভ
ক্ষোচায়ম আি লয়ে চীদয়তঢা অলদীে
ফফয বেডাে গুফয়ভ ফয়ভ, ঢাাঁভ ‘ক্ষঘাঔ ক্ষণয়ও ক্ষনাাঁঝাে
ক্ষনাাঁঝাে চম ছভয়ঢ ণায়ও’ (পৃৃঃ ৮১)! আভ
মাঔধতঢো / ধভাতীভ অাে হৃতে ক্ষণয়ও ক্ষবদ
অনুচ্চাতভঢ গুঞ্জদ ক্ষপয় আয়,
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স্তয়ভভ ফানুরয়তভ ঔায়েভ চন্য এই ওরুড আতঢযয়ও
ধন্যাতও উধন্যায়ভ য়ঙ্গ য়ঙ্গ অয়দও ক্ষঙাঝকয়ল্প
ঘফৎওাভপায় পৄটিয়ে ত্যয়ময়ঙদ। বাভ ফয়ে ‘ক্ষপাচ’
কল্পটি অাথাভড। াস্ত অতপজ্ঞঢাভ ক্ষব তঘে কল্প া
উধন্যায়ভ ফােয়ফ উধস্থাতধঢ ওয়ভদ ক্ষমঔও, ঢাভ
ক্ষধঙয়দ ক্ষপয় উয়ঞ তলায়ভভ তাতভদ্রতিি দতমফতমদ
চীয়দভ ক্ষভঔাতঘেটি।
আভ এভ ক্ষদধয়ে ক্ষচাভায়মাপায় পৄয়ঝ উয়ঞ
যাও ক্ষেডীভ অঙ্গুতময়লময়দ ফাচচীয়দ অণয নদতঢও
ধতভয়াভ ঢীব্র নরয়েভ চটিম দওযা। ফায়মাঘও
তয়িেভ ভায়ফভ পাষ্য অনুবােী বাভ মূম ঘাতওাঠিটি
লম,
‘...the key is the overall control of
production by a segment of society
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the upper castes.”
--এই ঘাধ ক্ষণয়ও লয়চ ক্ষতভয়ে আা ম্ভ লয়ে উয়ঞ
দা এয়তভ ধয়ে। ঢাই চতফ ক্ষণয়ও  থাদ ত্যয়ম
ক্ষদোভ ধভ বঔদ নাাঁওা ফায়ঞভ ততয়ও ঢাতওয়ে
চতফতাভয়তভ ধয়লমায়দভা ঢায়তভ য়ম ক্ষব এাভ ক্ষণয়ও
চতফভ ফাতমও ঢাভা, ঢঔদ থায়দাোভ’ভা এঢততদ ধভ
থাদ কুতেয়ে এয়দ পাঢ ক্ষঔয়ঢ ধাভয় য়ম আদয়ি
উয়দ্বম লয়ে উয়ঞ। ধতদয়তযও আওয়ল্পভ যক্ত াাঁথয়দ,
অপেস্ত তিঢ চীয়দভ ক্ষখভায়ঝাধ ক্ষপয়গ র্মতক্তভ প্রণফ
ধতয়েয়ধভ ধ্বতদ আভ ক্ষযাদা বাে দা। ভং,
“আততকন্ত নাাঁওা ফায়ঞভ ক্ষপঢভ লাাঁঝয়ঢ লাাঁঝয়ঢ
আওায়য দু’লাঢ ঙতেয়ে খতযয়ঢ ক্ষেঁতঘয়ে য়ঞ
ঝলমভাফ, ‘লাফতদয়মাক চতফদওা ভাচা দ
তকো।’ ” (পৃৃঃ ৮৫)
অয়যয়র, শুরু লে থাদ কুয়োয়দা।
ধতদয়তযও পাাতয়যয ভ প্রম তয়র চচযতভঢ
ফায়চ ক্ষওাণা ক্ষওাদ আয়মােদ সৃতি লে দা। চাে
ণায়ও তস্থঢাস্থা। অক্ষুণ্ণ ণায়ও প্রঢায়ধভ ধ্বচা। শুদৄ
এই পে ফায়চভ বুয়ও ক্ষবদ এওটি প্রশ্নতঘয়িভ ফয়ঢা
তাাঁতেয়ে ণায়ও আতযভ তযও। স্বাথীদঢা ধভঢী ফে।
িফাকঢ ওযাখাঢ ওয়ভ বাে আফায়তভ ক্ষঘঢদাে।
দাতেয়ে ক্ষতে ধন্যাতয়ওভ পাদাতেয়ও। দাতেয়ে
ক্ষতে আফায়তভ তঘন্তাতেয়ও। আভ এই ফাচ 
ফয়েভ ক্ষপ্রোধয়ঝ তাাঁতেয়ে পায়ঢ অাও মায়ক, তওছ
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ংখ্যও ফানুর ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ য়ম পাঢ ক্ষঔয়ঢ ধাে দা! এং
ক্ষবততদ ক্ষঔয়ঢ ধাে, ক্ষততদ প্রাে উৎয়ভ ক্ষফচাচ য়ে
বাে াভ ফয়ে। পাঢ ঔাোঝা এয়তভ ওায়ঙ এওঝা
স্বর! অণঘ, এয়তভ ‘অচ্ছুৎ’ াতদয়েয়ঙ ফাচধতঢভাই।
তদয়চয়তভ স্বাণয ভোভ ঔাতঢয়ভ। প্রচয়ন্ভ ধভ প্রচন্
থয়ভই ঘময়ঢ ণায়ও ক্ষযারয়ডভ ঘাওা। ক্ষুথাভ আখায়ঢ
চচযতভঢ অন্তলীদ ততদভাতে থায়দাোভ’ক্ষতভ চীদ ক্ষণয়ও
র্ময়ঙ ক্ষবয়ঢ ধায়ভ দা। ঢাই ক্ষযর লে দা ঔায়েভ
অয়েরয়ড চীদপভ লয়ন্য লয়ে ক্ষখাভা।
তওন্তু, চীদ ক্ষঢা স্বপাঢই তদ্বাঘতদও। চীয়দ
ক্ষওায়দা তরয়েভই এওও উধতস্থতঢ ম্ভ দে। এই
য গ্রাী প্রঢায়ধভ খদ ঢফাভ তধভীয়ঢ ঢাই স্ফুভড
খয়ঝ ফাদঢায়ায়থভ। স্পতিঢ লে চীদ। অভুক্ত,
মাতিঢ থায়দাোভ া ভাফয়দৌয়ভায়তভ ক্ষওউই কয়চয
উঞয়ঢ ধায়ভ দা এই অন্যাে অঢোঘায়ভভ তরূয়ি, শূন্য
লায়ঢ চতফফাতমওয়তভ ওরুডাভ উধভ ঢায়তভ ক্ষেঁয়ঘ
ণাওয়ঢ লে য়ঝ; তওন্তু এই তযাম শূন্যঢা 
অতদশ্চেঢায়ও অস্বীওাভ ওয়ভ, কুোযােন্ন তলয়ফভ ভায়ঢভ
নদৃঃযব্দয়ও তঘয়ভ ক্ষপয় আয় ভাফয়দৌয়ভাভ হৃতে ক্ষণয়ও
উৎাতভঢ এও ছাাঁও সুয়ভভ ধাতঔ। লাপায়ঢয়তভ
ংগ্রাফিান্ত, ক্ষুথাঢয চীয়দভ ওয়েওটি র্মসৄঢয ক্ষবদ এও
অধাভ যাতন্তভ প্রয়ময়ধ তস্দগ্ধ লয়ে বাে তযল্পীফয়দভ
ঐেবয ফে মূেযদাভ স্পয়যয । (প্রঙ্গঢ, ভাফয়দৌয়ভাভ
আয়ক কাদ কাোভ অপো তঙম। ক্ষ দাঝয়ওভ তয়মভ
কাইয়ে তঙম। তওন্তু ঔায়েভ ন্ধায়দ এং অসুস্থঢাভ
ওাভয়ড ঢায়ও দুয়ঝাই ঙােয়ঢ লে।) এঙাো, থাদয়েয়ঢভ
ধায়য অয়ধোভঢ অস্থাে অন্য লাপায়ঢভ তয়মভ
ক্ষমাওচদয়তভ আয়ঢ ক্ষতয়ঔ প্রণফঝা থায়দাোভ’ভা ক্ষওউ
খতয লে দা। তওন্তু ভাফয়দৌয়ভা চায়দ এভা ঢায়তভই
ফয়ঢা ক্ষুথাভ অন্ন ংস্থায়দই ধয়ণ ক্ষতভয়েয়ঙ। ধভফ
আতঢয়ণেঢাে ক্ষ ঢায়তভ য়ঢ য়ম এং াভ ায়ণ
আয়মাঘদা ওয়ভ ঔােফস্যাভ সুভালাভ চন্য ক্ষঙাঝ ক্ষঙাঝ
তয়ম তপক্ত লয়ে বাোভ লচ ফাথাদসূে ক্ষভ ওয়ভ।
তফঔায়েম াঔতঢয়দভ তদ্বাঘতদওঢাভ ঢত্ত্বয়ও অনুভড
ওয়ভ আফভা ঢাই ময়ঢ ধাতভ,
“…self / other is a relation of
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simultaneity.”

এই স্বঢৃঃস্ফূঢয  তদভতেন্ন প্রতিোয়ওই অঢেন্ত
সুিভপায় পৄয়ঝ উঞয়ঢ ক্ষততঔ মঙফদ ঘতভেটিভ ফয়ে।
ঢাভই গ্রায়ফভ অলাে, ধঙ্গু, দুৃঃঔী ক্ষফয়ে ঙয়দতভয়ও,
লাাঁঝয়ঢ ধায়ভ দা য়ম ওাাঁয়থ ওয়ভ াঢততয়দভ ধণ ক্ষেঁয়ঝ
ক্ষ এঔায়দ তদয়ে আয়। ধভঢীয়ঢ ঔায়েভ ক্ষঔাাঁয়চ
চঙ্গয়ম ধভাতীয়ও াাঁঘায়ঢ তকয়ে ায়খভ র্ময়ঔ প্রাড
লাভাে মঙফদ। আাভ, ওঔদ ক্ষতঔা বাে, ভাস্তাভ ধায়য
ণাওাভ চােকা তদয়ে থায়দাোভয়তভ তয়মভ য়ঙ্গ
‘য়ধভা’ (াপুয়ে) চকমাময়তভ তয়মভ ক্ষমায়ওয়তভ
ফয়ে ত্যর্মম ছকো লয়ে ক্ষকয়ম ফাে ওয়েওখটাভ
ফয়েই ফস্যাভ র্ময়ঔ এয়ও অধয়ভভ প্রতঢ তদতদ্বযথাে
লােঢাভ লাঢ াতেয়ে ক্ষতে।
প্রঢায়ধভ উিঢ দৃতিভ ম্মুয়ঔ লেয়ঢা থায়দাোভ,
র্ময়দাোভপ্রাত, াতকো, ভাফয়দৌয়ভা, মঙফদ, ধভাতী,
মাঔধতঢো’ক্ষতভ ক্ষওাদই ফাদতও অতস্তত্ব ক্ষদই। তওন্তু,
ঢে এঝাই ক্ষব, ফনুষ্যত্ব তঘায়ভ প্রঢাধ তদথয াতভঢ
ফাদতয়ন্ডভ ক্ষওায়দা মূল্য ক্ষদই। ফাদঢায়াথ তঘভওামই
যায়ওভ ভক্তঘক্ষুয়ও উয়ধো ওয়ভ প্রাতভঢ লয়ে ক্ষকয়ঙ
ব্যতক্তকঢ স্তভ ক্ষণয়ও তেচদীদ স্তয়ভ এং কয়ে ত্যয়ময়ঙ
এও তযাম তদ্বাঘতদও ধঝর্ভতফ। এই তদ্বাঘতদওঢাভ সূে
থয়ভই ক্ষতঔ, আতযভ তযয়ওভ প্রম াফন্তঢাতেও
ফায়চভ আঁথাভখদ ধঝর্ভতফয়ঢ তাাঁতেয়ে ক্ষই আঁথায়ভভ
আভডয়ও তঙন্ন-তপন্ন ওয়ভ ততয়ঢ দা ধাভয়ম,
থায়দাোভ-মাঔধতঢোয়তভ ফয়ঢা অচ্ছুৎ, তদম্নয়েডীভ,
ততভদ্র, লাপায়ঢ, প্রান্তওাতেঢ স্তয়ভভ ফানুরয়তভ ফয়ে
ভতঘঢ লে এও ধাভস্পতভও লানুর্ভতঢ  ক্ষস্দয়লভ
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ধতভফন্ডম। উধন্যায়ভ ক্ষযর ধতভয়েয়ত ঢাই ক্ষততঔ,
অন্য ওয়মভ য়ঙ্গ াভাততয়দভ অিান্ত ধতভেয়ফ ক্ষব
থাদ ংগ্রল ওয়ভ থায়দাোভ, ন্ধোে ক্ষই দত্যদ ঘায়মভ
পাঢ ভান্না ওয়ভ ক্ষঔয়ঢ বাাভ আয়ক ক্ষুথাঢয ঙয়দতভভ
অলাে র্মঔ ক্ষতয়ঔ তদতদ্বযথাে তদয়চভ ঔাে ত্যয়ম ক্ষতে
ঙয়দতভভ র্ময়ঔ। আভ তদয়চ ওয়েওঝা ধাওা কুম ক্ষঔয়েই
ক্ষুথা তদাভড ওয়ভ। অন্যততয়ও মাঔধতঢো ঢাভ বৃিা
যাশুতেয়ও ক্ষধঝ পয়ভ পাঢ ঔাোে এং তদয়চ অভুক্তই
ক্ষণয়ও বাে। ভং বৃিা যাশুতেয়ও পাম ওয়ভ পাঢ
ঔাোয়ঢ ধাভম য়ম আদয়ি ক্ষ য়ম ‘ওঢ ওাম ধভ
ক্ষঢায়ও পাঢ ঔাোয়ঢ ধাভমাফ। ক্ষলা পয়কাোদ’ (পৃৃঃ
৮৮)।
থায়দাোভ, মাঔধতঢো – উপয়েই অয়ধো ওয়ভ
ছমফয়ম আকাফী ততয়দভ। ক্ষততদ ঢাভা পাঢ ঔায়!
আয়ম থায়দাোভ’ক্ষতভ এই মোই তওছ ফয়েভ
চন্য দে, চীদব্যাধী মোই। প্রঢায়ধভ ক্ষমৌলস্তয়ম্ভভ
তদয়ঘ তধয়র তধয়র ক্ষযর লয়ে বাে ঢায়তভ চীদ। ঔায়েভ
চন্য া এওটু অন্যপায় ঘুতভয়ে ময়ম, ক্ষেঁয়ঘ ণাওাভ
চন্য এভা মোই ওয়ভ শুদৄ চতফফাতময়ওভ য়ঙ্গই দে;
ায়ধভ য়ঙ্গ, তঘঢাভ য়ঙ্গ। তওন্তু এইপায়ই ঢাভা
চাদাদ ততয়ে বাে ঢায়তভ অতস্তয়ত্বভ ওণা। প্রঢায়ধভ
চাম লয়চ তিঁয়ে দা য়ঝ, তওন্তু এভ তধভীয়ঢ তাাঁতেয়ে
এই চাম তঙন্ন ওয়ভ ক্ষতভয়ে আাভ ংগ্রাফ ণায়ফ
দা ওঔদ। ঘনভয়তঢভ অয়ফাখ ঋওফয়ে এতকয়ে ঘয়ম
ঢায়তভ চীদ।

(৫)‘Dalits in Action’, A. K. Lal, Concept Publishing Company, New Delhi- 59, First Published1997, page no. 18 .
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(১) ‘তদম্নয়কযভ ইতঢলা’, ম্পাতদা – ক্ষকৌঢফ পদ্র, ধাণয ঘয়টাধাোে, আদি ধাতমযায , ওমওাঢা- ০৯, ঘত্যণয
র্মদ্রড- ২০০৪ পৃৃঃ ৩।
(২) ‘শুপশ্রী’ ধতেওা, ঢয়ত, পৃৃঃ ২১ ।
(৩) ‘শুপশ্রী’ ধতেওা, তদম্নয়কযভ ফানুর াংমা ওণাাতলয়ঢে, ৪৫ রয , র্মতযয তাাত- ০৩, ২০০৬-০৭, পৃৃঃ ২১ ।
(৪)‘আেওাঠি’, পকীভণ তফে, ক্ষত’চ ধাতমতযং, ওমওাঢা- ৭৩, প্রণফ প্রওায- ১৯৯৩, পৃৃঃ ১৮-১৯ ।
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(৬) ‘াংমা ওতঢা র্মচ্চে’, ভণীদ ক্ষপৌতফও : ‘যব্দামী’ ওতঢা, পৃৃঃ ১৯১ ।
(৭) ‘ধতফবয াতা : মূল্যােড  িয়ফাচ্চ তন্যা’, আয়ে ক্ষয়ঢই (অনুাত – অতপতচৎ তাযগুপ্ত, চাতঢ ডয  াগাতম
ফাচ), ম্পাতদা- ক্ষযঔভ য়িোধাোে  অতপতচৎ তাযগুপ্ত, দো উয়োক, ওমওাঢা-০৬, প্রণফ প্রওায- ১৯৯৮,
পৃৃঃ ৫৪ ।
(৮) ‘স্বাথীদঢা উিভ াংমা উধন্যায় তদম্নয়কযভ অস্থাদ’, রুফা য়িোধাোে, ঙ্গীে াতলঢে ংত, ওমওাঢা০৯, প্রণফ প্রওায- ২০০৫, পৃৃঃ ২৫-২৬ ।
(৯) ‘স্বাথীদঢা উিভ াংমা উধন্যায় তদম্নয়কযভ অস্থাদ’, ঢয়ত, পৃৃঃ ৩১ ।
(১০) ‘উধন্যায়ভ ফে’, ঢয়ধাথীভ পটাঘাবয , এং র্মযায়েভা, ওমওাঢা- ৯০, প্রণফ প্রওায- ১৯৯৯, পৃৃঃ ৩২ ।
(১১) ‘ওতঢা ংগ্রল ২’, যঙ্খ ক্ষখার, ‘ধাাঁচয়ভ তাাঁয়েভ যব্দ’ ওতঢা, ক্ষত’চ ধাতমতযং, ওমওাঢা- ৭৩, প্রণফ
প্রওায- ১৩৯৭, পৃৃঃ ১৯ ।
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(১২)‘Land and Society in India: Agrarian Relations In Colonial North Bihar’, Bindeshwar Ram,
Orient Longman Limited, Chennai- 600002, First Publish- 1997, page no.11 .
(১৩) ‘Dialogism: Bakhtin and his World’, Ibid, page no.19.
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afe h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡ul EfeÉ¡p fË¡¢¿¹L A’ml e¡l£l¡
j¡Çf£ °hcÉ
কয়তরওা, াংমা তপাক, আাফ তেতোমে, আাফ, পাভঢ
Abstract

l£¢aLb¡'(2005) ¢VÊm¢S a¡lC A¢i‘a¡mì
gpmz
Vy¡sh¡wm¡ c£OÑ¢ce d-l Ah-q¢ma ¢Rm
h¡wm¡ Lb¡p¡¢qaÉ AbQ °h¢Qœl ¢cL bL
Vy¡si¨¢j a¥me¡l¢qaz öd¤j¡œ Hl i±N¢mL
AhÙÛ¡e eu, p¡j¡¢SL-l¡S°e¢aL-AbÑ°e¢aL ab¡
pjNË j¡e¤oS-el S£he-k¡fe QQÑ¡ h¡wm¡l AeÉ¡eÉ
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afe h-¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u -k i¡-h j¡e¤o-L ¢O-l
L¡¢q¢e N-s a¥-m-Re a¡l -fR-e B-R -mM-Ll
S£h-el C¢aq¡pz fËn¡p¢eL কাজের সূ জেই ¢a¢e
e¡e¡ -Sm¡u NË¡j£Z j¡e¤o-cl pj¡S, pwú«¢a-L
h¤-T
EW¡l
HC
p¤¤-k¡N
-f-u¢R-mez
"Vy¡sh¡wm¡lEf¡MÉ¡e'
(2000),"Vy¡sh¡wm¡l
l©f¡MÉ¡e'
(2003),
"Vy¡sh¡wm¡l
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Tapan Bandyapadhaya is one of the most contemporary authors of today‟s crucial
period. He has been writing unlimited poems,stories,novels, suspense stories, detective stories
etc.„Taand Bangla‟ got particular space in his writings.„Taand Bangla‟has been neglected for
a long period of time in Bengali literary composition.Although „Taand Bangla‟ is
incomparable not only for its geographical position but also for its social,political,economical
even the study of living of these people reveals that they are independent from others in
Bengal.the plot has chosen by the author is Medinipur which is a district hearby West Bengal
adjoin with Orissa,Bihar,and Jharkhand.as a fusion of these three states.„Taand Bangla‟is
unfertile with forests and red soil which has been being the habitat for
saotaal,Munda,Shaabar,Lodha,Khedia etc.undoutedly,the scenario of recent Indian village life
has reflected in „Taand Bangla‟r Upakkhayan‟(2000), „Taand Bangla‟r Rupakkhyan,(2003)
„Taand Bangla‟r Ritikatha‟(2005)
During the last two decades of 20th century i.e,the time period of „Taand Bangla‟there
has been revolutionary changes due to profuse Land reforming and changed panchayet system
in dictatorship which leaded to end of landlordship with the arrival of party system.
In modern era, women are equally & participating in social,political, economical
issues which in a sign of a developed country.But before this,women were being exploited and
pushed back in every field,moreprecisely,and day to day life duties.
But with the changing of time and growing society although women from High and
Royel class are enjoying a few facilities but the women from Lower class have always been
neglected and exploited in every field.It has been seen that women from schedule cast and
schedule tribe are representing the today‟s society after the three tier Panchayet
Election,1992.In accordance with this,Tapan Bandyapadhaya successful enough to cite the
role and position of lower class women in political,social,economical and in panchayet to
municipality infront of the reader group.
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A’ml bL üa¿»z mMLl hR ešu¡
fVi¨¢j qm f¢ÕQjh‰l p£j¡¿¹haÑ£ Sm¡
j¢ce£f¤lzHC Sm¡l p‰ pwmNÀ qu BR
E¢soÉ¡,¢hq¡l J T¡sMäz¢ae¢V fË-c-nl ¢jmei¨¢j
HC Vy¡sh¡wm¡ S‰m Bl m¡mj¡¢Vl Ry¡u¡u hn
l¦rzpy¡ša¡m-j¤ä¡-nhl--m¡d¡--M¢su¡
fËi«¢a
B¢cj
Se-N¡ù£l
hph¡p
HC
-Sm¡-aCzhm¡h¡ýmÉ, "Vy¡sh¡wm¡l Ef¡MÉ¡e',
"Vy¡sh¡wm¡l l©f¡MÉ¡e' "Vy¡sh¡wm¡l l£¢aLb¡'-HC
¢ae¢V EfeÉ¡p j¤aÑ quR f¢ÕQjh‰l
p¡ÇfË¢aLL¡ml NË¡j£Z Q¡m¢µQœz NË¡j£Z i¡lahoÑz
Vy¡sh¡wm¡l ¢VÊm¢Sl pjuL¡m
¢hn naLl no c¤C cnL f¢ÕQjh‰l
NË¡j…¢ma
°hfÔ¢hL
f¢lhÑae
O-V-N-Rz
hÉ¡fLq¡l i¨¢jpwú¡l J f’¡ua hÉhÙÛ¡l
f¢lhaÑ-el g-m NË¡-j -n¡o-Ll -Qq¡l¡V¡C -N-R
hc-mzS¢jc¡-ll fËa¡f Bl -eCzS¢jc¡la-¿»l
S¡uN¡u H-p-R f¡¢VÑa¿»z mrZ£u -k,
EfeÉ¡pœu£a h¢ZÑa f’¡u¢a hÉhÙÛ¡u NË¡jl
e¡l£ pj¡-Sl rja¡ue J l¡Se£¢a-a a¡-cl
h¢nj¡œ¡u p¢œ²u Awn NËqZ Øfø l©-f -cM¡e
q-u-Rz HC ¢ae¢V EfeÉ¡-pl pjuL¡m¢V -mML
¢e-SC h-m-Re""fËbjM-ä B-R B¢nl cn-Ll -N¡s¡l
¢c-Ll NË¡jh¡wm¡l S£hek¡fez¢àa£uM-ä
B-R B¢nl cn-Ll j¡T¡j¡¢T -b-L
eîC-ul cn-Ll j¡T¡j¡¢T pj-ul
NË¡jh¡wm¡za«a£uM-ä B-R eîC cn-Ll
j¡T¡j¡¢T -b-L Na p¡a-BV hR-ll
f’¡u¢a hÉhÙÛ¡u NË¡jl e¡l£ pj¡Sl
rja¡ue J l¡Se£¢aa a¡cl h¢nj¡œ¡u
1
p¢œ²u Awn NËqZl C¢aq¡pz''
H l¡-SÉl NË¡jh¡wm¡l HL a«a£u¡wn l¡SÉf¡V
p¡jm¡-e¡l i¡l HMe j¢qm¡-cl q¡-a, g-m
l¡SÉl f’¡ua fËn¡peJ HMe EõMk¡NÉ
f¡m¡hcmz
BS-Ll q¡C-V-Ll k¤-N e¡l£l¡ O-l
h¡C-l pj¡ea¡-m H¢N-u Q-m-Re-Hje e¡l£h¡c£
Lb¡ fËp‰œ²j EW BpmJ fËL«a ¢QœV¡ ¢L
a¡C!j¢qm¡cl HL¡wn Bm¡Lhªšl jdÉ HmJ
R¡u¡hªšl EÒV¡¢cL HL hªqv Awnl h’e¡l
-k L¡¢q¢e l-u-R a¡ Bjl¡ Aü£L¡l Ll-a
f¡¢le¡zC¢aq¡-pl ¢e¢l-M -cM¡k¡u e¡l£ j¡a«a¡¢¿»L
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pj¡S hÉhÙÛ¡u f¤l¦-ol pj¡e ¢RmzdjÑ Evf¡ce J
h¾Ve-L -L¾cÊ L-l HL pju e¡l£ a¡l HC
jk¡Ñc¡ q¡l¡uzQ-m k¡u ü¡d£e B-m¡¢La SN-al
Aflfª-ùznª´M¢ma qu e¡l£l ü¡d£ea¡zf¤l¦-ol
q¡-a dea¡¢¿»L hÉhÙÛ¡l Efl cy¡¢s-u
nËj¢hi¡Sel l©f¢V ¢m‰¢i¢šL qu k¡uzf¤l¦ol¡
-eu h¡C-ll SN-al Evf¡cej¤¢M i¨¢jL¡ Bl
-j-ul¡ a¡l f¢lf§lL ¢qp¡-h -fm fËSeej¤¢M
i¨¢jL¡z p¿¹¡e f¡me, f¢lQkÑ¡ J °ce¢¾ce pwp¡l
S£h-el i¡lhqezHC qm e¡l£l p¡j¡¢SL
i¨¢jL¡z¢L¿¹¥, -mML "Vy¡sh¡wm¡l Ef¡MÉ¡e',
"Vy¡sh¡wm¡l l©f¡MÉ¡e', "Vy¡sh¡wm¡l l£¢aLb¡'
EfeÉ¡pœu£a HL¢V ¢hno pjul fVi¨¢jL¡u
pjp¡j¢uL
pj¡S-f¢l-hn,
BQ¡l-BQlZpwú¡l,¢hQ¡l-h¤¢Ü f¤´Me¡f¤´Mi¡-h ¢h-nÔoZ L-l
-c¢M-u-Re -L¡b¡u -j-u-cl Bpe Hhw -L¡b¡u
a¡-cl Bpm f¢lplz
Sqlm¡m
-e-ql¦
HLpju
h-m¢R-me""You can tell the condition of a
nation by looking at the status of
2
its women.''
AbÑ¡v, a¥¢j HL¢V S¡¢al AhÙÛ¡ hm-a f¡-l¡
-pC S¡¢al e¡l£l AhÙÛ¡ -c-Mzj§ma: -mM¡ afe
h-¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u Vy¡sh¡wm¡l j-a¡ Ah-q¢ma ÙÛ¡-el
p¡j¡¢SL-AbÑ°e¢aL
f¢l¢ÙÛ¢a-L
Bd¤¢eL
cª¢øi¢‰a B¢h×L¡l Lla EcÉ¡N£ qu¢Rme
f¡WL pj¡-Sl L¡-Rz¢a¢e ¢e-SC h-m-Re""e¡l£ pj¡-Sl i¡NÉ Su Ll¡l C¢aq¡p
M¤h jpªZ eu, a¡ ky¡l¡C Cc¡¢ewL¡l
NË¡jh¡wm¡
pÇfÑ-L
Ah¢qa
ay¡l¡
3
Ju¡¢Lhq¡mz''
EfeÉ¡pœu£a cMa f¡C e¡l£l¡ AbÑ Ef¡SÑel
rœ f¤l¦ocl f¡n Hp cy¡s¡uza¡l¡ ¢eScl
B¢bÑL ü¡d£ea¡l BL¡´M¡ ¢e-u üfÀ -c-M pj¡-S
fË¢aù¡lzHjeL£, pj¡-S LmÉ¡Z p¡d-el p¡-b p¡-b
¢eSü fË¢aù¡l ms¡C-u a¡l¡ BaÈ¡ý¢a ¢c-aJ
fËÙ¹¥az
E¢en na-L e¡l£ ü¡d£ea¡l fË¢aù¡l
B-u¡Se öl¦ qu Hhw ¢hn na-L e¡l£ f¡u
¢iæj¡œ¡z p¡j¡¢SL-AbÑ°e¢aL f¢l¢ÙÛ¢a-a H¢N-u
Hm e¡l£z Ha¢ce S¡u¡ J See£ ¢q-p-h f¢l¢Qa¡
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e¡l£ haÑj¡-e c£OÑL¡-ml pwú¡-ll ¢eNs -i‰
-k-a EcNË£h-phÑrœ pjfkÑ¡ul A¢dL¡l f¡n
cy¡s¡-a CµR¥L-prjz
EfeÉ¡pœu£l L¢¾cÊu Q¢lœ c¡f¡¢Vl
S£he M¤hC OVe¡hýmzfËbj S£h-e a¡l HL
pÇf¢LÑa c¡c¡l p‰ pqh¡p p A¿¹:pš¡ qu
fszpC m‹¡ m¤L¡e¡l SeÉ a¡l h¡h¡ a¡L
¢h-u
¢c-u
-cu
HL
A¢a-fË±-Yl
p‰zpM¡-e,cnhRl Ap¤¤M£, Af¤œL h¡p Ll¡l
fl -p a¡l -Q-u hu-p c¤hR-ll -R¡V ASÑ¥e
c¡pl p‰ f¡¢mu Bp oslPl nÉ¡jl QL
NË¡-jza-h,-c¡f¡¢V p¡d¡lZ e¡l£ eu, œ²j p h¤¢Ül
S¡l ¢R¢R‚¡l m‹¡ L¡¢Vu d£l d£l ¢eSü
f¢lpl ASÑe L-l ¢e-a b¡-L pj¡Sl¡Se£¢a-azf-l a¡-clC Eæ¢al ¢py¢s ¢qp¡-h
hÉhq¡l L-l NË¡j fËd¡e ¢ehÑ¡¢Qa quz ¢L¿¹¥, e¡l£l
q¡-a rja¡ k¡Ju¡ j¡-e f¤l¦oa¡¢¿»L pj¡-S a¡l
fË¢a¢œ²u¡ qu ¢iæal,a¡l ms¡C aMe bLC
öl¦z
EfeÉ¡-p (Vy¡sh¡wm¡l l©f¡MÉ¡e) -cM-a
f¡C,l¡-al AåL¡-l -c¡f¡¢V c-ml q-u f¡–
¡S¢jl d¡e L¡V-a ¢N-u -p c¤-kÑ¡de LaÑ«L d¢oÑa¡
quzf¤¢m-nl i-u -c¡f¡¢Vl c-ml -LE -eC
aMez
""-c¡f¡¢V -cMm a¡l Q¡¢ld¡-l aMe a¡-cl
hýj¡e¤o a¡l¡ph -c¡f¡¢Vl -q-eÙÛ¡ -c-M
q¡p-Rz¢LR¥c§-l cy¡¢s-u L'Se f¤¢mnz
a¡l¡J e£lh cnÑLz -c¡f¡¢V ¢hØg¡¢la
-Q¡-M -cM¢Rm pjÙ¹ fª¢bh£ C¢aq¡p
f¤el¡hª¢š Ll cMR Hk¥-Nl -c¡f¡¢Vl
4
-â±fc£ qJu¡z''
a¡lfl -b-L d¤-m¡j¡¢V j¡M¡ H-m¡Q¥m hy¡-d¢e
-c¡f¡¢Vz-pJ Hk¤-Nl -â±fc£ q-u h-m-R HC
Afj¡-el fË¢a-n¡d e¡ -eJu¡ fkÑ¿¹ H-m¡Q¥m -p
h¡yd-h e¡zf¤¢m-nl j¡-ll -Q¡-V c¤-kÑ¡d-el El¦
-i-P k¡uzBjªa¥É M¤¢s-u q¡-V -pz
flhaÑ£-a -c¢M, f’¡ual fËd¡e
qJu¡l fl a¡l ms¡C q-u J-W B-l¡ a£hËz
f¤l¦opj¡Sl fr HLSe e¡l£L NË¡jf’¡ual
fËd¡e ¢q-p-h -j-e -eJu¡ M¤h pqS L¡S
euza¡C,a«a£uMä"Vy¡sh¡wm¡l l£¢aLb¡'-a -cM-a
f¡C flØfl ¢h-l¡d£ c¤C l¡S°e¢aL c-ml
pwO¡aC öd¤ eu,HLC c-ml -N¡ù£à¾à, -ea¡u
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-ea¡u pwO¡aJ j¡l¡aÈL BL¡l d¡lZ
Llzoslw b¡e¡l l¡p¤¤mX¡P¡ NË¡j f’¡ua n¡pL
f-rl pj¡S pq-S -j-e ¢e-a f¡-le¡ e¡l£l
n¡pezAbQ f’¡ua hÉhÙÛ¡l ¢euj Ae¤k¡u£ HMe
HL
a«a£u¡wn
Bpe
e¡l£-cl
Se¡
pwl¢razn¡pLc-ml hoÑ£u¡e -ea¡ i£jc¡p J
f¤hÑae NË¡j fËd¡e eL¥mhl¡l p‰ c¡f¡¢V J
a¡l l¡S°e¢aL A¢ii¡hL f’¡ua p¢j¢al
pi¡f¢a f¡äh cäf¡-Vl ms¡C Bc¡ma fkÑ¿¹
Q-m-N-R h¡lh¡lz AhnÉ -no fkÑ¿¹ Su q-u-R
c¡f¡¢Vlzf’¡ua i¡V c¤kÑ¡de hlL q¡¢luR
pl ¢hSu ¢j¢R-m k¡Ju¡l pju iÉ¡e ¢lLn¡u
cy¡¢su
Ha¡¢cel
Hm¡Q¥m
…¢Ru
-hy-d-Rz¢e-S-L a¡l HLSe -â±fc£ j-e
q-u-R,-k ¢Le¡ fË¢a-n¡d ¢e-a -f-l-R a¡l
Afj¡-el Hhw -no fkÑ¿¹ l¡-al AåL¡-l
f’¡ua A¢gp bL gl¡ pju c¤kÑ¡del q¡a
-b-L ¢e-S-L hy¡Q¡-a -L-mO¡C Hl h¡yd -b-L
f‰¥ c¤kÑ¡deL Ve gm cu S¡u¡l il¡
ec£-azc¤-kÑ¡de qaÉ¡l -L¡eJ p¡r£C b¡-Le¡z
-mM-Ll j-a l¡Se£¢a HL S¢Vm
hÙ¹¥z-pC O§Z¡Ñ h-aÑ f-s S£he HL¢c-L -kje
p-Qae, AeÉ¢cL aj¢e œ²jn S¢Vm qu
f-s-Rz-c¡f¡¢V e¡jL h¤¢Üja£ -j-u¢V a¡l
¢nL¡lzah¤ a¡l j-dÉ -p cr -M-m¡u¡-sl j-a¡
E-W Bp-a Q¡uza¡C a¡l ¢hl¦-Ü,-k pjÙ¹ H-Ll
fl HL j¡jm¡ Afp¡lZ Ll¡l SeÉ Ae¡ÙÛ¡
fËÙ¹¡h Be¡,a¡l Q¢lœ ¢eu Lm‰ lVe¡ CaÉ¡¢c
k¡ha£u AÙ» n¡¢e-uJ ¢L¿¹¥ a¡-L ¢elÙ» Ll¡
k¡u¢ez
HL¢V A’ml c¤ HL¢V OVe¡l
j¡dÉ-j NË¡jS£h-el p¡j¢NËL d¡lZ¡ Ll¡ k¡ue¡z
B-l¡ S¢Vm a¡l -Qq¡l¡,B-l¡ OVe¡hým NË¡j
S£hezV¡ysh¡wm¡l ¢hÙ¹«a LÉ¡ei¡-p H-p-R hý
¢h¢Qœ OVe¡ J EfL¡¢q¢ez k¢c Bjl¡ fËbjMä
"Vy¡y sh¡wm¡l Ef¡MÉ¡e'-L AÒf¢hÙ¹l B-m¡Qe¡
L¢l cMh f’lw Hl fËp‰z -pM¡-e h¡mL e¾c£
e¡jl HL S¢‰ h¡jf¿b£ ea¡l ea«aÆ Q¨s¡¿¹
p¡gmÉ -f-u-R "Af¡-lne hNÑ¡'z S¢jc¡l
l¡S¢Ln¡ll p‰ h¡mLe¾c£l pwO¡a EfeÉ¡pl
ph-Q-u à¾àju Awnz-he¡-j ¢p¢mw h¢qi¨a Ñ
S¢jl¡M¡,Q¡o Ll¡ S¢j-a,-M¡L¡ -cJu¡, gpm L¡V¡
¢e-u j¡l¡j¡¢l-M¤-e¡M¤¢e, hNÑ¡pwœ²¡¿¹ BCeS¢Vma¡
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CaÉ¡¢c Ae¤p‰ ki¡h afe h¾cÉ¡f¡d¡Éu H
EfeÉ¡-p H-e-R a¡q-u E-W-R B¢nl cn-Ll
Eš¡m NË¡jS£hel XL¥j¾Vnez HC f’lwfhÑC
H-p-R py¡Ja¡m, Jyl¡J, -m¡d¡ fËi¢« a B¢ch¡¢p
pÇfËc¡ul fËp‰z
Bj¡cl Qe¡ pju,OVe¡œ²j J
Q¢lœ…¢mJ AQe¡ euz¢hnoa j¢ce£f¤l Sm¡l
ky¡l¡ j¡e¤o a¡l¡ Ae¡u¡-p ¢Q-e ¢e-a f¡l-he
EfeÉ¡p hý Q¢lœLzHlLj HLV¡ Qe¡ Bhq
HLC pj-u cy¡¢s-u p¡¢qaÉ lQe¡ Ll¡ p¢aÉ
QÉ¡m¢”wzHC
QÉ¡m”
¢euRe
afe
h-¾cÉ¡f¡d¡ÉuzEfeÉ¡p¢V-a -c¢M,i¡lah-oÑl fËbj
-m¡d¡ -NËS¥-uV AL¡m fËu¡a Q¥¢e -L¡V¡m-Lz HC
EfeÉ¡-p f¡æ¡ -L¡V¡mz HC f¡æ¡l p¤¤œ m¡d¡
S£h-el ¢X-V¢mw EfeÉ¡-p H-p-Rz f¡æ¡ -L¡V¡m
e¡-j -m¡d¡ f¢lh¡-ll Nl£h -j-u,a¡-L
S£h-elfË¢a¢V f-c h¡d¡-¢hf¢šl pÇj¥M£e qa
quzp¡j¡¢SL ¢h¢d Ae¤k¡u£ -kM¡-e -j-u-cl
-mM¡fs¡ ¢Rm Apñhz prœ m¡d¡pj¡Sl
A¢a p¡d¡lZ -j-u--cl fs¡öe¡l Lb¡ i¡h¡C
k¡ue¡zEfeÉ¡-p""-m¡d¡ -j-u-cl -mM¡fs¡ Ll¡l pjpÉ¡
B-l¡ -h¢nz-m¡d¡ -j-ul¡ Q¡l-fy¡Q hRl
hup q-u -N-mC a¡-L aMe -cM¡öe¡
Ll-a qu a¡l f-ll i¡C-h¡e q-m
a¡-clza¡-L pÀ¡e Ll¡-e¡, M¡Ju¡-e¡, O¤j
f¡s¡e¡ bL öl¦ Ll jmj¤œ f¢l×L¡l
Ll¡-phC Ll-a qu JC fy¡QhR-ll
ju…m¡LzpCp‰ j¡ul p¡b p¡b
5
Ll-a qu pwp¡-ll A-eL L¡Sz''
a¡C pj¡-Sl p¡-b pwNË¡j L-l ú¥m-L-m-Sl
N¢ä -f¢l-u f¡æ¡ ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu fkÑ¿¹ -fy±R¡uz
flhaÑ£-a plL¡¢l A¢g-p B¢ch¡p£
-L¡V¡ -b-L -p HLV¡ -R¡V Q¡L¢l -f-u a¡l
¢LR¥V¡ B¢bÑL AeVe L-j Bp-mJ f¤l¦oa¡¢¿»L
pj¡-S a¡l A¢Ù¹aÆ-L lr¡ Ll-a a¡-L ms¡C
L-l -k-a q-u-RzHjeL£ pj¡S LmÉ¡-Zl SeÉ
pke cªY fË¢a‘¡hÜ""-m¡d¡ -R-m-j-ul¡ fs¡öe¡ Q¡ue¡, a¡-cl
j¡b¡u -jd¡ hm-a ¢LR¥ -eC,Hdl-Zl ¢jb
6
i¡‰aC f¡æ¡l ial Hqe Sq¡cz''
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Aনিm i–¡Q¡kÑ, fË¡Cj¡¢l j¡ØV¡ljn¡C mr£L¡-¿¹l
j-a¡ f¤¢l-o-cl-L fË¢ah¡-cl j¡dÉ-j -p h¤¢T-u
¢ca QuR f¤l¦oa¿»l AbÑ¡v pj¡Sl A‰¥¢m
-qmeC a¡-cl S£he euz -p Q¡u ¢e-Sl
ü¡a-¿»l A¢dL¡l,Bfe A¢Ù¹aÆz "-kM¡-e f£se
-pM¡-eC fË¢ah¡c'-a¡C pj¡-Sl Ni£-l e¡l£l¡
-r¡i-k¿»Z¡ fË¢al¡dl AåL¡l ic Ll œ²jn
EµQ¡l-Zl B-m¡u E-W Bp-Rzg-m,-cM¡ k¡-µR
à¾à J pwOoÑ,Q¡a¥kÑ J ¢ef£sel ¢hl¦Ü ¢h¢Qœ
¢heÉ¡pzd¡-f d¡-f fË¢ah¡¢ce£ e¡l£ ¢hl©f¢h-nÄ
¢e-Sl AhÙÛ¡e M¤y-S ¢e-a Q¡C-Rz
e¡l£l j¡e¢pLa¡ -kM¡-e f¤-l¡f¤¢l
f¤l¦oa¿» à¡l¡ A¢dL«a, p¡j¿¹a¡¢¿»L pj¡S
hÉhÙÛ¡u kM¡e e¡l£ hÉ¢š² qa f¡le¡,pj¡S
a¡L hÉ¢š² qa cue¡; -pM¡-e e¡l£ -Qae¡h¡-cl
L¡S q-µR"Apriory', Ab¡Ñvf§hÑ¢eÜÑ¡¢la SNvJ
S£he-L ¢h¢ejÑ¡Z Ll¡z ¢L¿¹¥, e¡l£l¡ f¤l¦oa¡¢¿»L
pj¡-S a¡l f¢lpl My¥S-a -O¡l-gl¡ Ll-a b¡-L
LM-e¡ -c¡f¡¢V,Bh¡l LM-e¡ h¡ f¡æ¡ -L¡V¡m
e¡-jzah¤ a¡-cl j-a¡ fË¡¢¿¹L¡¢ua e¡l£l¡ HL¢c-L
dea¡¢¿»L fËa¡f Bl AeÉ¢c-L f¤l¦oa¡¢¿»L
fËa¡-fl ¢hl¦-Ü ms¡C L-l k¡u Aqlqz ¢a¢e
M¤h ¢eM¤yai¡-h Vy¡sh¡wm¡l j-a¡ Ah-q¢ma ÙÛ¡-el
B¢ch¡p£ e¡l£-cl j-dÉ e¡l£ ü¡a¿»É, e¡l£ S¡NlZ
J a¡-cl BaÈfË¢aù¡ üuwpÇf¨ZÑ L-l -a¡m¡l
fË-Qø¡ Q¡¢m-u-Rez a¡C -c¢M, l¡-SÉl HL
a«a£u¡wn e¡l£ n¢š²l q¡a n¡¢pa Hhw HC
ea¥e n¡pLl fËn¡pel p‰ k¤š² qJu¡u
NË¡jh¡wm¡l -Qq¡l¡ HMe L£l©f d¡lZ L-lza¡l
BSeÈ m¡¢ma pwú¡l,a¡l j§mÉ-h¡d J ¢hnÄ¡p
f¤l-e¡ L¡W¡-j¡ AV¥V -l-MJ a¡l L£ ¢hhaÑez
EfeÉ¡-p -c¢M S¢jc¡la-¿»l S¡uN¡u
H-p-R f¡¢VÑa-¿»l fËa¡fz j§ma: ¢hn na-Ll
-no ¢aecn-Ll pjup£j¡l E-õM f¡Ju¡
k¡uzea¥e f’¡ua hÉhÙÛ¡l gm S¢j pwú¡ll
-Wm¡u -kje i¨¢jq£e S¢j f¡¢µR -aj¢e i¨ü¡j£l
S¢jl f¢lj¡e L-jl ¢c-Lz a¡lg-m, f¢l-hn
Ešç qu JW N¢lh j¡e¤o…¢ml jdÉ, ms¡CV¡
-S¡lc¡l q-µRza¡-a Cåe -S¡N¡-µR l¡Se£¢az
d¡e Q¡o -g-l a¡l H NË¡j¢V-L fËa£L ¢qp¡-h
dl ¢em hm¡ k¡u phÑœ HMe HC Ap¤¤Mz -mML
N§Y r¢uo·¥ -pC Ap¤¤-Ml ¢cLV¡ -Q¡-M BP¥m ¢c-u
c¢MuRe EfeÉ¡pœu£l ¢ial ¢cuz a¡R¡s¡,
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fË-aÉLÙ¹-ll fËd¡-el -j¡V Bp-el HL a«a£u¡wn
e¡l£cl SeÉ pwl¢ra b¡L¡ pšÄJ p a¡l
A¢dL¡l hÉhq¡-l a¡-L f¤l¦oS¡¢al °hojÉj§mL
BQlZ pqÉ Ll-a quz
f¡WL ¢q-p-h Bjl¡ S¡¢e, f¢ÕQjh‰l
f’¡ua BCe NË¡jÉÙÛ¡e£u üuwn¡pel fËd¡e
c¤¢Vl©f hÉ¡MÉ¡a
qu
NË¡jf’¡ua J
A’mf’¡ua BL¡lz k¢cJ üuwn¡pe I¢aqÉ
NË¡jpj¡-S p¤¤c§l Aa£aL¡m -b-LC Q-m
Bp¢RmzfËp‰œ²j EõMÉ, ü¡d£ea¡ f§hÑL¡-ml
NË¡jÉ üuwn¡pe hÉhÙÛ¡l fË¢a N¡å£S£ HL¡¢dLh¡l
…l¦aÆ ¢cu ¢a¢e hmRe""fË-aÉL NË¡j-L qu HL¢V p¡d¡lZa-¿»
f¢lZa Ll-a q-h, Bl eu f§ZÑ
rja¡pÇfæ HL HL¢V f’¡ua pM¡e
7
ÙÛ¡fe Ll-a q-hz'
N¡å£S£l jªa¥Él fl ü¡d£e i¡l-al pw¢hd¡-el
ÙÛ¡e£u üuwn¡p-el -L¡-e¡ E-õM ¢Rme¡z
1977 p¡-m rja¡l ¢h-L¾cÊ£LlZ Hhw
fËn¡p-el SeAwn NËq-el c¡uhÜa¡ -O¡oZ¡ L-l
f¢ÕQjh‰ rja¡u Hp¢Rm ¢p¢fBC (Hj) Hl
-ea«-aÆ h¡jé¾Vz1978 p¡-m l¡S°e¢aL
cm…¢ml p¢œ²u AwnNËqel j¡dÉj fËbj
f’¡ua ¢eÑh¡Qe Ae¤¢ùa quz Hlfl -b-L
h¡jé¾Vl n¡peL¡m f¢ÕQjh‰ fË¢a fy¡Q hRl
A¿¹l ¢eu¢ja f’¡ua ¢ehÑ¡Qe Ae¤¢ùa
quz1973 p¡m f¢ÕQjh‰ f’¡ua BCe¢VL
j§m BCe ¢q-p-h -l-M h¡jé¾V plL¡l fË-u¡Se
Ae¤k¡u£ HL¡¢dLh¡l HC BCe¢V-L pw-n¡de
L-lz73aj pw¢hd¡e pw-n¡de£l -fËr¡f-V
j¢qm¡,af¢n¢m S¡¢a J EfS¡¢al SeÉ Bpe
pwlre Hhw NË¡jpi¡, NË¡jpwpc Hhw NË¡-j¡æue
p¢j¢a NWel jdÉ¢cu f¢ÕQjh‰ f’¡ua hÉhÙÛ¡
L¡W¡-j¡Na¢cL
-b-L
NZa¡¢¿»L
q-u
EW¢RmzfËaÉL Ù¹ll f’¡ua fËd¡el j¡V
Bp-el HL a«a£u¡wn e¡l£-cl SeÉ (af¢n¢m
S¡¢a/EfS¡¢a e¡l£pq)pwl¢ra ¢Rmz HjeL£,
NË¡j J hÔLÙ¹-l p¡d¡lZ pcÉp J fËd¡-el Bpe
pwlr-Zl h¡C-lJ ¢ehÑ¡Q-e e¡l£-cl fË¢aà¢¾àa¡
Ll¡l A¢dL¡l ¢Rmz
afe h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u ay¡l œu£
EfeÉ¡-pl j¡dÉ-j pju J pj¡S-L HL pjNËa¡u
d-l l¡M-a -f-l-Rez KfeÉ¡¢pL hm-a ¢a¢e
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öd¤j¡œ pjul i¡oÉLl ee, ¢a¢e C¢Ãpa pj-ul
fËÙ¹¡hLJzAbÑ¡v Bjl¡ -ki¡-h pju-L h¤-T¢e-u
b¡¢L KfeÉ¡¢pL a¡-L j¡eÉa¡ -cJu¡l SeÉ öd¤
EfeÉ¡p -m-Me e¡ hlw ¢a¢e Bj¡-cl -cM¡-a
-nM¡e k¡ Bjl¡ -c¢M¢e h¡ -cM-mJ i¥m
-c-M¢Rz¢a¢e SNv J S£he-L -cM-a -nM¡e l©f
J l©f¡¿¹-ll jdÉ ¢c-u, ru J ¢hÙ¹¡-ll jdÉ ¢c-u
HjeL£ ¢hhlZ J ¢h-nÔo-Zl jdÉ¢c-uz
afe h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u Ešl¡¢dL¡l p¤œ k
c¤-¢ae¢V ANËhaÑ£ cnL-L -f-u-Re,-pC pju
h¡wm¡N-Òfl
nl£-l
-k
f¢lhaÑe
O-V¢Rm,hm¡h¡ýmÉ,HC f¢lhaÑ-el -fR-e ¢Rm
A-eL i¡P¡Ns¡l fhÑ Hhw fË¢a¢V f-hÑl Evp
¢Rm
avL¡m£e
BbÑp¡j¡¢SLa¡l
NiÑNqª z-cn¢hi¡N, Apjf§ZÑ ü¡d£ea¡, ü¡d£ea¡l
EšlL¡ml
üfÀi‰,
üfÀi‰l
A¢eh¡kÑ
gpm,p¡j¡¢SL S£h-el A¢ÙÛla¡,ea¥e L-l
p¡j¡¢SL ¢heÉ¡-pl -jl¦LlZ,
l¡S°e¢aL
j¡e¢Qœl â¥a lw hcm-HCph BbÑp¡j¡¢SL
Ef¡c¡e…¢mL ¢Ol hÉ¢š² Hhw pj¢øl
¢hfæa¡,pwNË¡j Ec¡p£ea¡ HC pj-ul NÒfL¡l-cl
q¡-a N-Òfl nl£-l O-V k¡u hÉ¡fL
i¡PQ¥lzfË¡unC N-Òfl -fË¢r-a Hhw ¢hÙ¹¡l OV-a
b¡L hÉ¢š²L ¢OlCzpj¢øL fRe lMz
NÒfl p£¢ja f¢lpl hÉ¢š²l j¡dÉjC pjNËl
-fËr¡fZ OV-a b¡-Lzg-m N-Òfl j-dÉ Ef¢ÙÛa
M¤hC r£Z q-a öl¦ L-lz -c-hn l¡u -b-L
nÉ¡jm N‰¡f¡dÉ¡u h¡ p¤¤e£m N‰¡f¡dÉ¡-ul fËbj
¢cLl NÒf hÉ¢š² j¡epl k fË¡SLne f¡C,
a¡ A-eLV¡C pj¢øl -Qae¡l HL¢V M¢äa
fËL¡nzHlf-l B-p "q¡w¢l B-¾c¡me'"¢ej
p¡¢qaÉ B-¾c¡me'n¡Ù»¢h-l¡d£ NZB-¾c¡me'Hph
¢j¢m-u ¢j¢n-u Hhw e¡e¡ à¡¢¾àL pj¡q¡-l -k
rœi¨¢j l¢Qa qu¢Rm, pC rœi¨¢jL
Ešl¡¢dL¡l ¢qph m¡i L-l-Re
afe
h-¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u J a¡yl pj-ul NÒfL¡-ll¡z
Q¨s¡¿¹ ¢hQ¡-l l¡Se£¢a q-µR -nËZ£à¾à ¢L¿¹¥ h¡wm¡
EfeÉ¡-pl p§Qe¡L¡-m J flhaÑ£ pj-uJ Bjl¡
-k l¡Se£¢al QQÑ¡ -c¢M a¡ -nËZ£à¾à-L a¥-m
d-le¡z-p l¡Se£¢a j§ma -nËZ£ü¡-bÑlzKfeÉ¡¢pLl¡
pL-mC jdÉ -nËZ£l L¡-SC a¡y-cl l¡S°e¢aL
¢Q¿¹¡u a¡yclC nËZ£ü¡bÑl fË¢agme z h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ
E-õM L-l¢R-me -k-

""Bd¤¢eL i¡lah-oÑ EµQ-nZ£ÙÛ-m¡-Ll
Ahea£ O¢Vu¡-R, n§â AbÑ¡v fËS¡l HLV¥
8
Eæ¢a O¢Vu¡-Rz''
a¡yl hš²hÉl paÉ¡paÉ ¢hQ¡l BhnÉL ¢L¿¹¥ h¤T¡
-Nm, HC Ae¤i¢¨ a h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ k nËZ£l A¿¹ÑNa
-pC -nËZ£l SeÉ paÉz
l¡Se£¢al rœ HLV¡ hs fËnÀ qµR
-ea«aÆ,L¡l -ea«-aÆ B-¾c¡me q-h? -cM¡ k¡u
h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ ¢hnoi¡h h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ hÉ¢š²l p¤¤¢n¢ra
-ea«-aÆ ¢hnÄ¡p -l-M-Rezlh£¾cÊe¡b -ea«aÆ a¥-m
¢ca QuRe EµQ¢n¢ra J EµQ¢hšl
q¡a,nlvQ¾cÊ
ke
h¢ˆjQ¾cÊl
fbl
f¢bLza¡l¡nˆl fËbj¢cL p¡jÉh¡cl fËi¡h
ea«aÆ AfÑe Ll¢Rme ¢ejÀ¢hšl q¡a i¡l a¥m
¢c-u ¢e¢ÕQ¿¹ q-u-Rez¢iæf-r,j¡¢eL h-¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u
hÉ¢š² ea«aÆ ¢hnÄ¡p Llee¡z L¡lZ, a¡yl j-a
hÉ¢š² rja¡q£e Hhw jdÉ¢hš nËZ£l Ahru
A¢eh¡kÑza¡yl L¡-R -ea«aÆ B-f¢rL,fË-u¡Se
Ae¤p¡-l -ea¡l Eáh qu h-m a¡yl ¢hnÄ¡pzHC
-ea¡ nËjS£h£J q-a f¡-lz j¡¢eL h-¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡-ul
ja,¢n¢ra jdÉ¢hšl frJ ea«aÆ cJu¡
pñhflz¢L¿¹¥ a¡l p¢WL -ea«aÆ c¡-el f§hÑnaÑ
qm -nZ£Q¥¢aÉz
KfeÉ¡¢pL afe h-¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u
l¡Se£¢a pð-å p-Qae ¢R-mez L¡lZ, ¢a¢e
q-me h¡Ù¹h¡c£ mMLza¡yl V¡ysh¡wm¡l œu£
EfeÉ¡-p
haÑj¡e
pj-ul
NË¡jh¡wm¡l
pj¡S¢QœzNË¡jS£hel låÊ låÊ l¡Se£¢al
-O¡yVzp¡d¡lZ j¡e¤o-cl j-dÉJ l¡Se£¢al -jl¦LlZ
O-V-Rz-mM-Ll EfeÉ¡p l¡Se£¢a pÇf-LÑ,
l¡S°e¢aL cm pÇf-LÑ Ec¡p£e q-u -hy-Q b¡L¡
k¡ue¡z
AeÉ¢c-L k¡yl¡ l¡S°e¢aL h¡Ù¹ha¡ -b-L
c§-l p-l b¡L-a -Q-u-Re a¡y-cl j-dÉ L¡hÉ
fËhZa¡ A¢dL f¢lj¡-e -cM-a f¡Ju¡ k¡uz-kje°puc Ju¡m£Eõ¡q, n¡jp¤¤Ÿ£e Bh¤m L¡m¡j-
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l¡Se£¢a pÇf-LÑ Ec¡p£e ¢R-mee¡za¡yl fËd¡ea
NË¡jS£he ¢e-u ¢m-M-Re ¢L¿¹¥ NË¡jS£h-el -k
p¡j¡¢SL
¢Qœ
¢cuRe
a¡
l¡Se£¢a
¢hh¢SÑaziN£lb ¢jnË HL¢c-L pju J f¢lp-ll
Ef¢ÙÛ¢a Hhw AeÉ¢c-L j¡e¤-ol ¢hhaÑen£m
-fË¢ra J fËu¡Zi¨¢j -c¢M-u-Rez a¡yl EfeÉ¡p
A¿¹NÑ a
"e£m-pË¡a'
(1990)
-b-L
"S¡e…l¦'(1994) fkÑ¿¹ nLs -b-L ¢hµRæ
j¡e¤-ol
N¿¹hÉq£e
¢j¢Rm
-cM¡
k¡ue¡zEc¡qlZül©f"aúl'(1992)-a
-cM-a
f¡C,NË¡j£Z AbÑe£¢al ¢eu¿¹¡l¡ ¢Li¡-h -nËZ£ü¡bÑ
AV¥V l¡M¡l S-eÉ l¡øÊ£u fËa¡-fl fa¡L¡h¡q£
l¡Se£¢al n¢lL b¡-L ¢QlL¡m, iN£lb ¢jnË HC
l¡S°e¢aL h¡aÑ¡ R¢s-u ¢c-a -Q-u-Re a¡yl
lQe¡uz "jªNu¡' (1jMä-1996, 2uMä-1997,
3uMä-1998) AeÉaj Ec¡qlZz
k¤-Nl hcm O-V-R, e¡l£ pj¡-Sl
Eæ¢a,pj¡-Sl p¡d¡lZ Eæ¢a -b-L ¢h¢µRæ -L¡-e¡
hÉ¡f¡l
euz
hÙ¹¥af-r,
e¡l£-cl
l¡Se£¢a,AbÑe£¢a-a AwnNËq-Z -c-nl LaV¡
ANËN¢a q-µR a¡ ¢c-uC -c-nl p¡j¢NËL ANËN¢a
f¢lj¡f Ll¡ k¡uza-h,k¤-Nl hc-ml p¡-b p¡-b
pj¡S ¢hL¡-nl g-m B¢iS¡aÉf§ZÑ h¡ EµQ
pÇfËc¡-ul e¡l£l¡ ¢LR¥V¡ p¤¤-k¡N p¤¤¢hd¡ -i¡N
Ll-mJ ¢ejÀ pÇfËc¡-ul e¡l£l¡ Ah-qm¡ J
Ah‘¡l ¢nL¡l quR ¢QlL¡mz1992 p¡ml fl
k pjÙ¹ l¡SÉ e¡l£cl SeÉ ¢œÙ¹l£ f’¡ua
¢eh¡QÑe pwO¢Va qu -pM¡-e af¢pm£
S¡¢a/EfS¡¢a e¡l£p¡j¡-Sl fË¢a¢e¢dza¡l jdÉ
¢c-uC afe h-¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u HC Ah-q¢ma e¡l£
pj¡-Sl ¢Ql¡Q¢la fcÑ¡p£e fËb¡ -b-L p¡j¡¢SL,
l¡S°e¢aL, AbÑ°e¢aL pCp‰ f’¡ua bL
-f±lpi¡ fËi«¢a ÙÛ¡-e a¡-cl ü¡¢dL¡-ll ab¡
rja¡l A¢dL¡-ll Lb¡ a¥-m d-l-Re f¡WL
jq-ml p¡j-ez
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ABSTRACT
Standardisation of Accounts has been a constant effort and concern to the various
professional accounting bodies both national and international. Standards are a set of rules
that are aimed at making accounts more consistent, comparable and thereby bringing in a
harmonisation of accounting policies and principles and practices that, in turn, are
expected to enhance corporate governance and responsibility. One of the recent
developments in the field of standard setting is the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS). At the wake of globalisation, an attempt to bring in parity in the
reporting of Financial Statements before the users has been made by the professional
accounting bodies by trying to formulate a single set of accounting standards to be followed by
the world. Since many countries including India have their own set of national Accounting
Standards that are different on many counts especially on the socio-economic, cultural and
legal norms, following of a set of common standards that are altogether different in practice
will require some compromise between the prevailing standard norm and the new provisions.
The present paper mainly attempts to focus on the steps adopted in India and problems
being faced in the convergence of IFRS with Indian Accounting Standards and thereby
to throw light on the convergence issue by highlighting the convergence attempts taken by
the IASB and the FASB on the international front.

Accounting Standards are certain
guidelines that direct the manner of proper
application of a particular accounting
principle in the preparation and presentation
of the accounts of an entity. Many such
standards are available throughout the world.
Each country is having its own set of
accounting standards on one hand and
International Accounting Standards [as given

by the International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC)] on the other and
accounts are being prepared and presented
applying the standards that suits to the
country economically, socially and in legal
terms. This is because business is the part of
a society and it reflects the social, cultural,
economic and legal norms of the place it
belongs to.
Of late, the globalisation factor has
brought about a sea change in the world of
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Objectives of the Study:
The present paper mainly attempts to
focus on the steps adopted in India in the
convergence of IFRS with Indian
Accounting Standards and thereby to throw
light on the convergence issue by
highlighting the convergence attempts taken
by the IASB and the Financial Accounting
Standard Board, USA (FASB) on the
international front.
Convergence: Meaning and Necessities:
Convergence means alignment of the
standards of different standard setters with a
certain rate of compromise, by adopting the
requirements of the standards either fully or
partially. The Wall Street crash (1929) in the
past and other corporate failures during
recent times like bankruptcy of Enron
Corporation (2001), fall of the Lehman
Brothers and the American Insurance Group
(AIG) (2008) and the Satyam Scandal
(2009), all have pointed towards a bad
corporate governance resulting in the nonreliance of the investors on the corporate
business in particular and the loss of faith on
the corporate by the society at large.
Moreover, at the advent of globalisation,
business activities of the corporate sector in
particular have increased manifold. In a
globalised economy, the business has to keep
itself updated with facts which demands
standardisation of accounting and reporting
in a manner that the accounts of different
countries become harmonised and hence
understandable to all its users. More
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India has got its own set of national
Accounting Standards [as given by the
Accounting Standard Board (ASB)] that are
different on many counts especially on the
socio-economic, cultural and legal norms.
Accounts and Financial Statements are being
prepared in India by applying these
standards. The present era of globalisation
needs application of some common standards

so that the accounts of each country are
globally understandable and acceptable. It is
worth mentioning here that, following of a
set of common standards that are altogether
different in practice will require some
compromise between the prevailing standard
norm and the new provisions. The standards
given by the two authorities (IASB and
ASB), although aim at better reporting
practices, yet there are differences in the
methodology and applicability of the
standards. Hence convergence of the
standards is sought for.
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business and it is observed that many
countries (e.g. India) have been trying to or
have made changes in the laws governing
business to bring in global adaptability. Once
a business enters into global platform, it
needs to prepare and present its accounts in a
manner that is understandable to the world
since accounts are regarded as the language
through which a business communicates with
the people, known as users of accounts.
Hence, application of the country-specific
accounting standards is not enough to make
the accounts globally understandable.
Keeping this into view, standardisation
of accounts has now become a routine work
and a matter of serious concern to the
various professional accounting bodies. This
is also because, standards are known to be a
set of rules that aim at making accounts
more consistent, comparable and thereby
bringing in a harmonisation of accounting
policies and principles. A set of prudent
accounting standards is expected to enhance
corporate governance and responsibility that
is a much talked-about topic as of now.
One of the recent developments in the
field of standard setting is the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). These
are
principles-based
Standards,
Interpretations and Framework adopted by
the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) since its inception in April
2001 [earlier known as International
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC)].
The IASC from 1973 (the year of its
formation) till 2001 have pronounced as
many as 41 International Accounting
Standards (IAS) and the IASB has added
eight new standards. These are collectively
known as the present IFRS.
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By this time, many long term joint
projects have been undertaken by the above

Convergence of IFRS and India:
In India, the process of convergence has
made the take-off with the initiatives taken
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India (ICAI) in the pronouncement of new
accounting standards. At present there are in
total 32 Indian Accounting Standards, and
the last one, i.e. the 32nd relates to IFRS 7 the
Financial Instruments: Disclosure. In regard
to better reporting practice, the National
Advisory Committee on Accounting
Standards (NACAS) was formed in the year
2001 to render advisory service regarding
accounting standards to the Government.
The ICAI affirms India‟s adoption of the
IFRS from April 1, 2011 onwards for large
sized companies, i.e. those having Net worth
of INR 1000 crores or more, turnover more
than INR 100 crores and borrowings more
than INR 25 crores. In this attempt, some
distinct phases for adoption of IFRS with
Indian Standards have been proposed by the
ICAI. In the First Phase, Companies which
are part of NSE Index – Nifty 50, Companies
which are part of BSE Sensex – BSE 30,
Companies whose shares and other securities
are listed on a stock exchange outside India
and Companies whether listed or not, having
a net worth of INR 1000 crores or more are
required to prepare Opening Balance Sheet
as at April 1, 2011. Similarly, Companies not
covered in Phase I and having Net worth
exceeding INR 1000 crores will require
preparing Opening Balance Sheet as at April
1, 2012 under Phase II, while Listed
Companies not covered in earlier phases will
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Convergence of IFRS and US-GAAP
In the year 2002, with a view to
converging of the standards, the IASB and
the FASB have signed a MoU to adopt
various initiatives, popularly known as the
Norwalk Agreement. In that agreement both
the boards have pledged to put their efforts
to make the standards more compatible and
practicable. In April and October 2005 they
reaffirmed of their priority in making a set of
high quality global standards. Again in
February 2006 both the standard setting
boards signed a MoU on three main points of
principles to be reached by the year 2008.
These principles are, (i) convergence of the
accounting standards by bringing in a set of
high quality common standards, (ii) instead
of eliminating differences between the two
standards, a set of new common standards be
issued for the benefit of the investors and
(iii) replacement of the old standards to bring
in convergence. The SEC, by this time has
loosened some of its restrictions that they
had imposed on the operation of the non-US
listed companies in the US earlier and has
welcomed the idea of common set of
standards. Since then, in a bid to make a
compromise, these professional accounting
bodies have engaged themselves in a
toilsome work towards convergence.

two standard setting bodies. Some of the
projects undertaken are:
1. Designing of Conceptual Framework
2. Fair value measurement guidance
3. Valuation
and
Disclosure
of
Financial Instruments
4. Presentation of Financial Statement.
5. Accounting for and presentation of
Intangible assets.
6. Accounting for Leases
7. Presentation of Liabilities and Equity.
8. Revenue recognition, etc.
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precisely, the accounting and reporting
should be in a manner that could be easily
understood by the present stakeholders and
the prospective investors for taking
appropriate decisions. This requires that the
different accounting standards be bent
towards formulating a set of Global
Accounting Standards (GAS). The Securities
and Exchange Commission, US (SEC) also
has recommended formulating a High Power
standard that can serve the purpose of
disclosure on global terms. Convergence of
accounting standards has now become a
necessary step to make the accounting
reports more reliable.
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have to prepare their Opening Balance Sheet
under IFRS as at April 1, 2014 under Phase
III.

Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI). These authorities are constantly
working in bringing up a successful
convergence.

Besides ICAI, the other players in the
field of convergence of IFRS and Indian
Adoption of IFRS will need a well-knit
Accounting Standards are National Advisory
standards having international appearance
Committee on Accounting Standards
with Indian flavour. The table below
(NACAS), Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
(Saxena, 2009) displays certain differences
Insurance Regulatory and Development
between IFRS and Indian Accounting
Authority (IRDA), the Government in
Standards:remodelling of Income Tax laws and the
Subject
IFRS
Indian GAAP
Comprises of
Components of Financial Comprises of
_ Statement of Financial
_ Balance sheet
Statements
Position,
_ Profit and Loss A/c
_ *Statement of
_ Cash flow statement and
Comprehensive Income
_ Notes to Accounts
_ Statement of Cash flow
_ Notes to Accounts
_ Statement of Changes in
Equity
(Note * - Also includes
items of other
comprehensive income
such as revaluation gains,
foreign exchange
fluctuations, etc)
No particular format
According to the format
Format of SOFP
prescribed. However IAS
prescribed in Schedule VI
prescribes disclosure on
to the Companies Act
the basis of current and
1956, Banking Regulation
non-current assets and
Act for Banks etc.
liabilities.
IAS 1 prescribes the
According to the format
Format of Income
format of income
prescribed in Schedule VI
Statement
statement.
to the Companies Act
1956, Banking Regulation
Act for Banks etc.
Exempted for Level 3
entities as prescribed by
ICAI.
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Mandatory for all entities
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Statement of Cash Flows
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Dividends proposed
after
the end of the reporting
period

Dividends declared after
the end of the reporting
period but before the
financial statements are
authorised for issue are
not
recorded as liability in the
financial
Allocated on a systematic
basis to each accounting
period during the useful
life of the asset.

Depreciation rates

Change in the
depreciation
Method

Treated as a change in the
accounting estimate and
hence is accounted for
prospectively.

Entire class to be
revalued

If an item of property,
plant and equipment is
revalued, the entire class
of assets to which that
asset belongs should be
revalued.
Mandates component
accounting.
Functional currency is the
currency of the primary
economic environment in
which the entity operates.
Functional and
presentation currencies

Component accounting
Functional and foreign
Currency

Indian GAAP requires
extraordinary items to be
presented in the profit and
loss statement of the entity
distinct from the ordinary
income and expenses for
the period. As a result,
extraordinary items are
considered to determine
the profit / loss for the
period.
Dividends declared after
the end of the reporting
period but before the
financial statements are
approved are recorded as
liability in the financial
statements.
Depreciation is based on
the higher estimate of
useful life of the asset, or
the rates prescribed by
Schedule VI of The
Companies Act 1956.
Treated as a change in the
accounting policy and is
accounted for
retrospectively (i.e. for all
the relevant previous
years). Any excess /
deficit in the case of this
kind of recalculation must
be adjusted in the period
in which the change is
effected.
An entire class of assets
can be revalued, or
selection of assets for
revaluation can be made
on a systematic basis.
Recommends component
accounting.
No concept of functional
currency.
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IFRS prohibits the
presentation of
extraordinary items in the
statement of
comprehensive income or
in the notes.
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Presentation of
extraordinary items
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may be different.
The standard contains
detailed guidance on this.

Goodwill

Goodwill is not amortised
under IAS 38 but is
subject to annual
impairment test under
IAS 36.

AS 14 provides that
goodwill arising on
amalgamation in the
nature of purchase is
amortised over a period of
5 years.

Measurement of
intangible
assets
Actuarial gain or loss

Can be measured at cost
or revalued amount.

Are measured at cost only.

IAS 19 gives three choices
for the treatment of
actuarial gains or losses
arising on measurement of
employee benefits.

Contingent asset
disclosure

Contingent assets are
disclosed in the financial
statements only if the
inflow of economic
benefit is probable. ( Para
37)

Actuarial gains and losses
should be recognised
immediately in the
statement of profit and
loss as an income or
expense.
Contingent assets are
disclosed as part of the
director‟s report
(approving authority) and
are not disclosed in the
financial statement.

IAS 29 – Financial
Reporting in
Hyper Inflationary
Economies prescribes
reporting requirement for
entities operating in
hyperinflationary
economies.
under global platform, convergence becomes
The above table shows that there are many
an essential task.
points on which the IFRS and Indian GAAP
are
different,
especially
regarding
Expectations from convergence:
presentation of financial
statements,
Convergence is expected to ensure the
treatment of goodwill, inflation accounting
following:
and contingent assets disclosure. Hence, in
a) Same language of business
order to ensure transparency of accounts
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There is no equivalent
standard.
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Entities operating in
hyper
inflationary economies
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The ICAI
1. The ICAI has been playing active
role in remodelling the Accounting
Standards in India that can be
globally accepted. Since the year
2000, the beginning of the
convergence era, it has either
pronounced new standards or has
revised the existing ones. To speak of
a few such standards, AS 7
Construction Contracts has been
revised to become valid on and from
1st April 2003, similarly, AS 11, The
Effects of Changes in Foreign
Exchange Rates has been revised and
operative from 1st April 2004.

The Government
3. As regards the legal framework, the
Government has been keen enough to
remodel some laws to suit the
convergence process.
(i)
The
Department
of
Corporate Affairs has
designed a new company
law contained in the
Company Bill 2009 to be
implemented soon.
(ii)
The taxation laws have
also been rationalised into
the Direct Tax Code Bill
and the Goods and
Services Tax that are
expected
to
become
operative soon.
(B) Some obvious problems ahead:
Fair Valuation:
One of the most talked about point that
appears to be vexed at present is the concept
of Fair Value in the valuation of the assets,
particularly the intangibles, goodwill and the
financial instruments. This problem arises as
Indian standards require historical cost as the
basis of valuation in most cases. Moreover,
fears are expressed from many quarters that
the fair value concept would reduce the
assets value of an Indian company sharply.
For instance, Companies like Tata Steel,
Tata Motors and Hindalco, that acquired big
companies overseas through borrowed funds,
paid additional amounts above the enterprise
value for the goodwill of the foreign
companies, that typically reflects the extra
amount for synergy benefits, research and
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An Insight into the Convergence Process:
(A) Attempts made so far:
Attempts are being made in institutional
capacity by the ICAI and the Government for
legal back-up in India to bring about IFRS
convergence. The activities done till now in
India regarding convergence can be
highlighted in brief as below:-

Moreover, seventeen standards were
newly issued in between 2000 and
2009, of which AS 30, 31 and 32
deals with Financial Instruments,
conforming to IFRS 7.
2. In the matter of extending training
and
cooperation
regarding
convergence work, the ICAI has been
putting its best efforts.
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b) Cross border flow of investments
leading to economic growth
c) Comparability of the financial
statements on global parlance
becoming possible
d) Globalisation of economy and world
trade. Harmonisation along with
convergence in accounting practice
will ensure better world trade.
e) Advantageous
to
multinational
companies as convergence will help
bringing in a common accounting
practice.
f) The work of the standard setters and
the governments of the developing
countries becoming easier.
g) The work of the tax authorities made
easier by converging accounting
practice for taxation.
h) Saving of time and money in
planning and executing of accounting
and auditing.
i) Costs involved in the access to the
capital market are expected to reduce.

Disclosures in Financial Statements:
The Companies Act 1956 under Schedule
VI prescribes a detailed form for disclosure
and lays great emphasis on the quantitative
aspect of information such as, sales, amount
of transaction with related parties,
production capacities, etc. On the other hand,
the IFRS gives more stress upon the
qualitative aspect of information such as,
qualitative information of the stakeholders,
terms of related party transactions, risk
management policies, sensitivity analysis of
the currency, etc. Further, IFRS requires
segregation of all assets and liabilities into
current and non-current, which is not
appropriately reported by Indian companies.
This is because, under the Indian GAAP,
even some long term deposits and advances
are reported under „current assets, loans and
advances‟.
Proposed Dividend:
Another important problem is related to
the treatment of proposed dividend. Under
the Indian GAAP, provision is required to be
made for proposed dividend that may be
declared by the entity and approved by the
shareholders after the Balance Sheet date. On
the other hand, under the IFRS dividends
proposed or declared after the balance sheet
date is not regarded as a liability. According
to the IFRS, proposed dividend is a nonadjusting event and should be recorded as a
liability in the period in which it is declared
and approved. This is another problem area
where a compromise needs be made.
Recent Up-dates on Applicability of IFRS
in India:
The new Company Bill gives a renewed
format for presenting Profit and Loss

Account while the form of Balance Sheet is
drawn under vertical method taking into
considerations of the ruling under IFRS. The
Direct Tax Code 2012 also attempts to
simplify Indian Income Tax and Wealth Tax
provisions. These attempts indicate a
positive march towards convergence process,
though in a slow pace.
It is being observed that some countries
for instance, South Africa, Hong Kong,
Australia, Montenegro, etc. (Wikipedia)
could adopt IFRS so far. India, on the other
hand, failed to adopt IFRS-converged
standards till date although it announced of
the adoption by 1st April, 2011. Some of the
obvious reasons of non-adoption might be:
a) Non-recognition
of
Accounting
Standards by the Indian Income Tax
Law
b) Hurdles in shifting to Fair Value
Accounting from the present
Historical Cost Accounting system
c) Lack of proper guiding rules towards
convergence
d) Lack of consensus among the
Stakeholders, Directors, Accountants,
Auditors, etc. relating to convergence
matter
e) Lack of properly trained personnel to
help in the process of convergence.
In recently published news (2012, Nov), it
is known that some of the IFRS-converged
standards (known as Ind Accounting
Standards or Ind- AS) have been designed
and made available at the website of the
MCA (Ministry of Corporate Affairs)
Government of India to help the stakeholders
in getting familiar to the standards and in
deciding upon the date of its adoption.
Conclusion and Suggestions:
In the process of adoption of IFRS,
difficulties have cropped up particularly
relating to the differences lying in between
the prevalent standards and the IFRS norms.
The applicability of IFRS in India in
particular needs be made keeping such
difficulties in sight. The process of
convergence has been making a slow but
steady progress till now. It can be expected
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development and other off-balance sheet
items would get reduced if these are valued
under the norms of IFRS.
Concept of Substance over Form:
Indian Accounting practice considers the
written contract and the form of the
transaction rather than the substance.
Adoption of IFRS norms would cause
difficulty in the revenue recognition process
following substance over form.
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to have a common set of IFRS-converged
standards within a short span of time.
As the convergence work is still going
on, the practical application of IFRSconverged standards are yet to come up. As
such, threat of problems in the postapplication periods cannot be denied and
moreover, the types of such problems cannot
be forecasted for certain at this point of time.
Hence, preparation of IFRS-converged
standards is a challenge before the preparers
both in India and outside.
Suggestions:
Following points can be suggested at this
point of time in regard to convergence:
1. Convergence should mean only
compromise between the norms of
the standards. It should in no way
distort the cultural, socio-economic
and legal identity of an entity. Hence,
the preparers of IFRS-converged
standards should be careful in this
regard.

2. More number of trainers should be
engaged to help the preparers.
3. The stakeholders must be properly
educated in this line so that they can
understand the IFRS-converged
reports properly and can take their
decisions.
4. Necessary modifications need be
made in the laws governing business
so that minimum hurdles are faced to
apply IFRS-converged standards.
5. The idea of convergence of IFRS
with other national standards and US
GAAP should be publicised through
Seminars,
Workshops
and
Symposiums, etc. and later on the
same may be put in the syllabi in the
subject of Accountancy in the degree
level courses of Universities in India
in particular so that graduates become
compatible to the new guidelines of
accounting.
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Abstract
Tea Estate labourers play an important role in our society. Our society will never be complete
without their involvement and contribution. Therefore, it is essential to study the socioeconomic condition of this particular section. In our proposed study, I want to highlight the
socio-economic conditions of this section not in general but specifically in connection with
Lopohia Tea Estate of Jorhat district. Accordingly, we have framed some objectives to study
the socio-economic condition of labourers of that particular Tea Estate.
Key Words: Socio-economic, Labourer, Tea Estate.

But, unfortunately as far as life
situation of the tea labourers are concerned,
things are not as ideal as it should be in our
country and especially in Assam. Here a tea
labourer hardly gets a chance to lead a good
life let alone a rosy one. As described by
Wikipedia, the tea tribes of Assam are
among the backward and most exploited
tribes in India. Though their newer
generation is comparatively educated and
now it has intellectual and professionals in
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Tea is a labour oriented enterprise as
it is agro-based. It requires labour at every
stage of its work right from clearance of

jungle, making the land suitable for
plantation, work for the nursery, giving
manure both in the nursery and in the
plantation area, spraying of pesticides, drain
cutting,
path
making,
plucking,
manufacturing and then finally dispatching it
to different destinations. Hence labour is the
heart and soul of tea plantation. Without
labour not a single tea plant can survive as
no baby can survive without mother.
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Introduction: From time immemorial tea
has been eulogized in so many ways.
According to eighteenth century English poet
William Cowper, “It is the cup that cheers
but not inebriates”. And it is this very fact
that has made tea such a wonderful beverage
popularity of which never seems to diminish.
To add to that it is also one of the cheapest
beverages in the world. People right from the
intellectuals, down to the ordinary manual
workers in different fields of activities feel
pleasure while sipping tea and get relief,
relaxed and refreshed. In many a country like
in India a day can only begin with a sip of
tea. A survey conducted by the Indian tea
board reveals that 89% of the people take tea
as their habit, 8% for refreshing their minds
and 3% for appeasing hunger.
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The proposed study is primarily
concerned with an assessment of the socioeconomic condition of the tea garden
laborers in the Lohpohia tea estate in the
Jorhat district of Assam. The main objectives
of the study are:
 To study the causes of poverty ,
ignorance and illiteracy of labourers in
our proposed tea garden (Lohpohia Tea
Estate)


To study the socio-economic
backwardness of labourers of our
proposed tea garden.



To study the awareness and
involvement of the laborers in
common social and political aspects.

Methodology:
Not much information is available
from secondary sources to prove or
disprove as to indifference or
difference of the community in the
study area.
The proposed study therefore would
build upon the information collected
from the primary sources, although it
would use secondary information
wherever available. The primary data
will be also collected from the
structured questioners‟ administrated
at the household level.
Delimitation of the study:
In our study we select only a
single tea garden and we take only
twenty samples randomly from the
labourers. This is very much complicated
to draw a conclusion from these limited
sources. Apart from this we consider the
socio-economic condition only of the tea
garden laborers. In spite of these
delimitations we try our level best to
draw some conclusions of socioeconomic condition of tea garden
laborers in general and particular in the
Lohpohia tea estate of Jorhat district by
our limited samples.
Findings and Analysis:
FINDINGS FROM THE GARDEN

The study area:
Name of the Tea Estate: Lohpohia Tea Estate
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Objectives of the study:

Jorhat is one of the districts of Assam
and which is known as the „Tea capital
of the World‟. For our study we select
the Lohpohia tea estate of Jorhat
district, which is 7 k. m. away from
Jorhat District.
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various fields. The tea tribes, being basically
labourers, live in village inside tea estates.
These estates are located in interior places
and this contributes to the backwardness and
exploitation of them by the tea planters. The
workers devoid of the basic amenities of life
live in impoverishment and die in obscurity.
The tea planters usually exploit the tea tribes
in every possible way; Agitation of labor
against the management is common. Noneducation, poverty, addiction of male and
some part of females to country beer, poor
standard of living and health facilities are the
immutable problems in their live. There are
instances when tea-planters don‟t even
supply the life saving drugs when workers
are dying out of epidemics. „Welfare officer‟
appointed in every tea-estate due to
compulsion from govt. of India, are mostly
showpiece than of any good.
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Total Number Of Labourers:- 449

teachers, where
provided.

 Where 260 is the number of male
labourers.
 189 is the number of
labourers.

mid-day

meal

is

 For further study the labourers
has to move 4 kms away from the
garden for middle and high schools.

female

 The student‟s studying at college
travel 7 kms away from the garden to
the Jorhat Town.

 Daily Wage for the labourers:- Rs
66.50 Per labour (Male or Female)

 In the garden labors are facilitated
by :-



Economical status: - Medium

 There is a good relation of the
labourers with their managerial staff.


The Garden has its Own Factory.

 Having their own factory they still
collect raw material, i.e., green leaves
from other Tea Estate.
 The other factory charges them for
their green leaves at an increasing rate of
price which was Rs 15 at 2008. Rs 17 at
2009 and Rs 20 at 2010.


The garden has a labour union.



It has also a primary health center.



Children‟s were properly vaccinated.

Anganwadi
Center,
Community Hall, Playground.
 Distance from
highway :- 1 km.

the

Club,

national

 Distance From Railway Station:2 km.
 Festival
laborers:-

arranged

by

the

Durga Puja, Jhumur, Charak Puja,
Bihu, Kali Puja, etc.
 Steps Taken By the managerial
staffs For Welfare:-

 There‟s no facility of pharmacy in
the garden.

D.D.T, Free Medicine, Umbrella,
Aprons, Blanket, Shoe, Chappal, etc.

 Ambulance, Nurse/Doctor facility is
provided.

 Approx
Budget for different
welfare schemes is 2 Lacs.

 For the better treatment the labourers
has to travel 7 kms away from the garden
to Jorhat Town.
 There‟s a proper electricity facility
in the garden and it is provided to all the
household residing in the garden.
 There‟s a primary school situated
inside the garden with 2 total numbers of

Findings and analysis from the households
of the Tea Estate.
As human society is dynamic, its
socio-economic
and
political
landscape go on changing constantly,
due to physical, socio-cultural and
political forces.
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Total Area:- 337.34 (Hector)
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 Among the sports and games,
football, cricket and kabaddi are the
most common games in the Tea
Estates. Apart from these outdoor
games, carom and cards are mostly
played in common places. Sometimes
they play cards for recreations, but
sometimes with cards they are deep
into gambling.
 From the data available it is clear
that the general living conditions of the
labourers are poor and unhygienic.
Most of them are living inside their
huts. They also use open space for
toilet in the present economic reforms
era. At the same time they also use
river water for drinking. On one side
they are very poor but on the other side
they are using or purchasing liquor and
intoxicants. They are, infect, victims of
their own habit.
 Most of them have their saving
habits. For save their money they

 In our proposed study Tea Estate
Public Distribution System(PDS) is
available. Basically kerosene, rice,
sugar are distributed under the
system.
 From our survey we find that
electricity is available almost all the
households.
 For fuel they use wood and
kerosene; only three families have
LPG connections.
 In our limited sample of the
proposed Tea Estate there is no
maternity death or infant mortality.
This is very much welcoming. Child
labour also not found in our samples.
 Literacy can be considered as acid
test of socio-economic and cultural
improvement of a society. Education is
considered as the major component of
human resource development and
socio-economic
and
political
development of the society. In our
limited sample out of 120 persons
almost 40 are illiterate, i.e., around
34% are illiterate. This in not a very
bad sign. Most of the illiterate are aged
persons. But in the present generations,
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 Tea Garden labourers enjoy most
of the puja festivals. Durga Puja,
Manasa Puja (Bishashari Puja ) are
the most common ones in all the tea
Estates. In our proposed tea garden
they also enjoy the common puja
festivals held in Assam. Each festival
in the tea garden is celebrated with
dance and music. Jhumur is the must
outstanding tune of tribal culture in
the tea estate. Though the income is
very much limited but they spend Rs
3000(Three Thousand) on an average
per annum for various festivals.

basically use Bank, LIC and Provident
Fund. For the permanent labourers
Provident Fund is almost compulsory.
At the same time on emergency they
take loans from Provident Funds,
shopkeepers or from relatives. But,
they suffer because of a very high rate
of interest when they take loans from
shopkeepers. In spite of this high rate
of interest they can‟t ignore these.
Because, these types of loans they have
easy access to.
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 In our randomly selected 20
household samples, altogether there
are 110 family members. Out of
which 57 males and 53 females.
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the number of illiterate decreases.
Among the present generations
schooling habit increases. Some factors
like mid-day meal, Sarva-Siksha are to
some extent effective in this regard.
But, in the present situation there are
also some drop outs.
 Most of the households are living
below the poverty line. From our field
study we have seen that the root cause
of poverty is basically inheritant in
nature. As their parents are poor the
next generations also face the same
problem of poverty. Apart from this
inheritant cause, some other causes,
like, low wages, lack of job opportunity
and work culture of the people are
highly responsible for their poverty.
 If we study their political
awareness and their involvement in
politics most of them are not aware of
it. None of them from our sample
directly involved in any political party.
Only three females are the members of
local Mahila Samiti. But, all the
persons who have their voting rights

they usually use their voting rights in
different elections. This is a very good
sign in respect of political participation.
CONCLUSION:

In conclusion it may be said that, the Tea
community are highly deprived in all
respects of socio-economic and political
aspects. Therefore, it is a high time for the
government as well as the owners and
management to come forward and uplift this
particular society. Otherwise this section of
our society remains static. Now a days,
though some facilities are provided by the
government and as well as by the
management, but, this is not enough for all
round development of the society. Some
undesirable incidents are taking place in
different Tea Estate in the state in present
situation. Therefore, it is highly essential to
create a good relationship among owners,
managerial staff and labourers. For this,
owners, managerial staff and labour union
must come forward and through proper
negotiations they must solve their problems.
Otherwise some bad incidents will
continuously affect the Tea Estate.
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Challenges of unit cost Control of higher education in
B.T.A.D
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Reasearch Scholar, CMJ University, Shillong, India.
Abstract
The paper tries to evaluate the problem of unit cost control for graduating a student in BTAD.
The study conducted in the various higher education institute in the 4 district of B.T.A.D(
Bodoland territorial area districts ) brought to light various cause and reasons for increasing
of cost of educating a student in the institute of BTAD area. The study evaluated that the cost
of higher education is higher in BTAD because of various factor and lack of management
ability of the institute to impart education in the area.

Unit cost control in B.T.A.D is the challenge
for the entire education system as the
strategy adopted for the purpose is not able
to bring out the success so far. B.T.A.D
education system has not been able to fulfill
the necessity of the area, for the various
problems influencing it. Unit cost
measurement with the factor determining in
the area is not only a challenge but a move
towards the dark without any route further
on. The study so conducted brought to light
the pro and con of the cause of the failure of
the B.T.A.D education system.
The finding of the study indicated that the
cause of the increasing of unit cost of various
institute vary with the time and reason. If
B.T.A.D are to cut of “the unit cost of
higher education” the strategies are to be
designed studying the problem prevailing in
the area.
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The unit cost is calculated with a formula as
under
Total expenses
Total successful candidate
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Introduction
B.T.A.D always has been in one or other
crisis. The educational upliftment is in going
process in the four districts under B.T.A.D.
The level of education in the area as
compared to level of country is still long way
to go. The higher educational institute in
B.T.A.D is limited and the entire populations
depend on the few available in the area. The
cost incurred by an institute for graduating a
student is unstable and largely high, because
of the low number of successful student as
compared to the student enrolment. The
institutions calculate unit cost considering
the factor such as infrastructural cost,
teaching staff salary, nonteaching staff
salary,
development
expenses.
The
institution of B.T.A.D is under construction
so for the last few years the infrastructure
cost has raised to its height, which has lead
to the increasing in the unit cost along with
the development activities as funded by
central, state or other authority for
development of the area.
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Objective
1. To determine cause of high unit cost
2. To determine factor influencing the
unit cost
Position of higher education of B.T.A.D
area
B.T.A.D area is economically backward near
about 95% of people lives under village, cut
off from all the basic facilities as needed.
Education is lagging behind as number of
institution as needed is not available or the
Serial
number
1
2
3
4
5

Period
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011

facilities need to be provided is not equally
distributed. The number of college imparting
education in B.T.A.D is less than 35 in
number. The higher education institution in
BTAD are under various status like
government, private, provincialised and
deficit grant-in –aid system. So, the benefit
enjoyed by all the institution is not same at a
time. At the same time the institutional cost
or cost incurred for salary or development
activity are also not same.
The average percentage of successful
student for the last five years is
highlighted in the table bellow:Successful
Student
15%
16%
19%
21%
29%

Chart showing successful student (for five year period) in BTAD.
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
SUCCESSFUL STUDENT

5%
0%

Source:
field
survey
(institution
report
of
B.T.A.D)
Considering the total pass student in the five year period successful candidate percentage is

2. Lack of trained staff
3. Lack of environment for education
4. Weak development facilities

1. Weak education system
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The low percentage of successful student
is for various causes such as
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determined.
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Education environment is still to be
developed if the successful number is
increase, the study viewed that along with
the system of education prevailing in
B.T.A.D. the facilities to be provided for
staff and student is always not available so if
the turn over is needed to be developed the
promotional step are to be designed in
among the system in education.
Control of higher education unit cost

unit cost is by increasing number of
successful student. For increasing the
number of successful student both student as
well as staff needs to be aware of the
problem, so that it can be controlled. Cost
included for calculating unit cost of higher
education is never been same it changes with
the environment and the factors of the
system in education and the external part of
education in B.T.A.D. The controlling factor
is to be designed according to the necessity
of the area as the present scenario of
education in the area is much backward to
that of the countries education position.

The cost incurred cannot be deducted as
expense
incurred
for
infrastructural
development is must for providing facilities
for the student. The only means to cut off
The problem as estimated during the study from the respondent are

Serial number
1
2
3
4
5

Problem

Respondent in percentage

Financial
No facilities
Lack of staff
No interest
Other

40
22
13
8
17

Chart showing the problem of higher education:-

respondent
financial
no facilities

lack of staff
no interest
other

As shown in the above table it‟s very
clear that the student successfully
passing out degree from the institute of
B.T.A.D is very low. Management
ability also comes to question as even
after huge investment for institutional
cost the expected result is not outlet.
As responded most of the institute has
a high expense for development and
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Finding
The region is economically poor. So, most
of the student had to put emphasis on
earning then learning, which lead to drop
out or unsuccessfulness.
Causes behind high unit cost of higher
education in BTAD are
1. Low successful candidate
2. Weak management ability
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Source: field survey
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even some of the institute keep no
proper record of their expense. So, it
turns us to think that if unit cost of
higher education is high, institution
inefficiency is one of the main causes.

Suggestion
The education needs instant improvement,
if B.T.A.D is to develop all other sector of
the area.
1. Quality based education from
elementary level should be
encouraged
2. Development
and
awareness
program must be conducted to
encourage student
3. Training to staff must be conducted
to understand the student better
4. Government must take initiative to
set up more educational institute
5. Development facilities should be
provided
6. Security of earning after learning
must be taken care of by the
government.
The study so undertaken is just a step to
point out the real picture of B.T.A.D,
increasing cost of educating student. The
above suggestion can be a step that can be
taken by government as well as the
administrative body to control the unit cost
of higher education in B.TA.D.
Conclusion

The higher educational institutes in
B.T.A.D are in need of quick growth. For
better performance of the higher education,
the elementary level of the education
system needed to be developed, as because
the weak categories of student turn over
towards the college cannot be expected to
bring out the best result in higher education.
Lacking of awareness was seen among the
B.T.A.D student in the matter of importance
of education or the improvement criteria for
better result. So it becomes absolutely
necessary to take a step for development
through encouragement of student. The unit
cost is higher as
investment on
infrastructural cost has increase recently but
it could have been much lesser if the vast
difference prevailing in between enrolment
and successful student would not be higher.
On the part of all people engaged in higher
educational program in BTAD it became
compulsory to think innovatively to create
an atmosphere of learning in among the
student. Along with all step possible to be
taken for student development management
of the institute must be efficient enough to
utilise the resource without wastage.
BTAD education system need quick look,
and to develop the system necessary
facilities needed to be developed by
institute or by government interference.
Problem of dropout or disturbance can be
seen in among the student continuing in
higher education for financial crisis or for
lack of security after study. Immediate step
to secure them needed to be taken by
government to prepare the student mentally
to get successful in higher education.
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THE BIRTH AND DEATH RITUALS AMONG THE
SANTALS OF ASSAM
Nayan Jyoti Das
Asstt. Professor, Department of English, Janata College, Serfanguri,
Kokrajhar, Assam

Abstract

condition‟(1) and to control these dangers and
to have emotional need of restoring hope and
confidence, these life crises moments are set
off by various socio- religious rituals and
festivals.
Shift from one stage to another e.g.
from pregnancy to child birth, from birth to
initiation, from initiation to marriage, from
marriage to funerals etc. disturb both the life
of the individual and the life of the society.
Danger always lies in transition. The person
who passes from one stage to another is
himself in danger and emanates danger to
others and the functions of theses
celebrations are to reduce the harmful effects
of the disturbances.
JANAM CHATIAR (BIRTH)
The birth of a child is a great event
among the Santals. The birth of a child
imposes on the family a new set of rights and
duties. The child becomes a fresh claimant
to family property (2). At the birth of a child,
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INTRODUCTION
The life-cycle of an individual Santal
is marked by several different rites and
ceremonies connected with various stages of
life. These rites are mainly concerned
with Santal traditional beliefs and practices
concerning both the benevolent and the
malevolent spirits. The rites and ceremonies
are performed to secure the active help of the
benevolent spirits and the passive
forbearance of the malevolent ones so as to
ensure the safety, well-being and prosperity
of the individual and his family at different
stages in the life-cycle. The turning points,
in the life cycle of an individual Santal, are
the critical occasions of birth (Janam
Chatiar or Nim dakmandi), initiation (Caco
Chatiar), marriage
(Bapla)
and death
(Moron). As O‟ Dea (1969) points out, „In
such crises men are potentially exposed to
the dangers involved in the contingency and
powerlessness inherent in the human
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Santal is the largest homogenous tribe of India. They entered Assam as the labourers of the tea
gardens established by the British and as a part of the Resettlement after the Santal Revolution
during 1885-87 more than a century ago. Though they came into contact with their Aryan,
Dravidian and Mongolian neighbours since time immemorial, most of their traditional customs
and rituals along with religious practises have been unaffected by the influence of their
neighbour. The life cycle of a Santal is marked with birth, initiation, marriage and death.
Where birth in a Santal society is regarded as the most important and crucial event, death,to
them, indicate that the soul, after leaving the body, becomes a bonga (spirit) joining the abode
of its deceased ancestors.

and at birth. As such various precautions are
to be observed by the mother for the
protection of her womb.
She is not allowed to take any life
nor is she allowed to see or touch a human
corpse. She must not weep when a death
occurs. She must not go near a river or
stream where curins are believed to dwell.
She must not walk over the straw rope used
for binding bandis (bundles of storing
grains). She would not be allowed to lie
down in the courtyard or any other open
space lest Bongas and a particular type of
bird called Puni-cere might fly across her
body. She must not put a flower of Jackfruit
in her hair otherwise the child in the womb
would shrivel as the jackfruit flower does
when it dries. There are some other
precautions also to be strictly observed. At
the time of thunderstorm a pregnant woman
should stay indoors and put her fingers in her
ears so that the child does not hear the sound
otherwise the child would be born coward.
She is not allowed to make bread herselves
because it may wrinkle the child‟s ear. She,
in any circumstance, be allowed to plant or
break a turmeric root, lest the fingers of her
child be forked, or the child might get an
extra finger. She cannot make leaf cup; if she
does so, her child will be born with split lip.
If she looks upon an elephant during
pregnancy her child‟s tongue would be very
long and the ears would be large and flappy.
Certain restrictions are imposed on the father
also. He must not take any life and should
not come into contact with dead bodies. He
should restrict himself for eating the flesh of
the head of an animal sacrificed or slained in
the hunt.
The Santals believe that if all the
precautions are observed carefully, the birth
of the child become easy and in case of any
difficulty, the Ojha is called for to find out
which bonga is offended. And once it is
found, a vow is made to make proper
sacrifice for a speedy delivery. When the
child is born, the umbilical cord is cut off by
the midwife with the help of a sharp iron
arrow. At the time of delivery though elderly
women of the village gather at the house, no
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both the village and the family are
considered unclean. As a matter of fact, no
sacrifice or other religious ceremony is
performed. The purification ceremony after
childbirth
is
called Janam
Chatiar. Janam means „birth‟ and Chatiar, a
word
connected
with
the
Hindi
word chut which means „polluting‟ (3). Until
this ceremony takes place, no one is even
allowed to eat or drink with the family. The
cleansing ceremony in which the whole
village community as well as the relatives
and friends of the family participate usually
takes place five days after the birth of a boy
and three days after the birth of a girl. In the
cleansing ceremony, the child is given a
name (4). The name-giving ceremony is the
essential
part
of
the Janam
Chatiar ceremony because in giving the
child a name, the father recognizes the child
as his own and the child acquires a definite
status in the village and among its
kinsfolk. In fact, the child is recognized to
be a Santal. The name-giving also imparts
the social obligations of the household to the
newly born child. This cleansing ceremony
has mainly a three-fold function: 1) to purify
the house and the village from the defilement
caused by the birth of a child; 2) to name the
child, thus formally admitting him/her into
the father‟s clan and sub-clan and giving the
protection of father‟s spirits and 3) to
incorporate the child into the „outer fringes
of the tribe‟.
One of the greatest things that a
Santal couple fears is to have no offspring. A
man can legally divorce his wife for not
having child and the vice versa. And he can
even have a second wife with prior consent
from his former one. If a couple cannot get
any child, they first consult a Raranic‟
(medicine man) who prescribe medicine. If
this is unsuccessful recourse is made to
supernatural aids. The woman approaches an
Ojha (medicine man) who devinises whether
Bongas are obstructing the way. If so, a fowl
is sacrificed in the name of the Bonga
responsible. The Santals believe that human
beings are more exposed to the supernatural
evils when they are in their mother‟s womb
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Paternal blood relatives are invited
for the Janam Chatiar ceremony. The
villagers also gather at the courtyard of the
house of the new born baby on the fixed day.
The menfolk so gathered get shaved by a
barber starting from the Naeke and ending
with the father of the new born. The midwife
brings the new born baby to the courtyard
where the barber cuts some locks of the
child‟s hair and put in a leaf cup. There he
pours some oil in the leaf cup and gives it
back to the midwife who after mixing the
same with turmeric rib the child‟s head.
Then the males present there left for taking
bath. In their absence the midwife winds two
pieces of cotton thread around the arrow
used to cut the umbilical cord and collects
the child‟s hair in a small bundle. On the
return of the menfolk, the midwife carrying
the child leads the women folk along with
the mother of the baby to take bath.
Reaching the spot, the midwife unwound one
of the sting around the arrow, ties the bundle
of the hair with that thread and invoking
Maran Buru and the ancestral spirit of the
child‟s father to take care of the child let the
bundle of the hair float in the water.
On returning home the child‟s mother
is made to sit at the veranda with the baby.
The midwife unwound the other string from
the arrow, soaked in turmeric oil and ties
around the child‟s waist as loin sring. She
mixes some rice powder with water and let it
trickle into the left hand palm of the child‟s
mother who rubbed it on her forehead and
sips a little. Then the midwife takes the baby
on the parkom (bedstead) where the child
was born. The midwife sprinkles adwa caole
flour mixture with water on four legs of the
bedstead and also on the child. Then she
sprinkles the adwa caole flour water mixture
to child‟s mother and the assembled people.
Once it is over, the midwife takes out the
baby to the courtyard and announces the
name of the child. Giving the name is very
important to the Santal community because it
formally admits the child into his/her father‟s
clan and sub-clan thus protecting the child by
the father‟s Bonga. In this way the father
removes all the traces of illegitimacy, if any,
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male is allowed to attend the same. The
placenta and the afterbirths are buried near
the main door of the room where the delivery
took place. Santals believe that if it is not
buried and eaten by dog or any other animal,
the mother may fall sick. It is also believed
that if afterbirth is buried deep so that the the
next birth is delayed. And if it is buried near
the surface, it will bring the next child soon.
The Santal donot tell their birth place but
refers only to the village where his/her after
birth is buried.
After the birth is taken place, the
father is informed by the womenfolk present
there and he, with a large stick, beats the roof
of the house to drive away the bhuts or
curins. Villagers on hearing the birth ask for
whether the child is dipil or bharia means
girl or boy.
A ceremony called Met‟ halan is held
on the same day of the birth. The mother and
the midwife sit on the floor facing each
other. The mother fills a leaf cup with rice
beer and gives it to the midwife who throws
away its content on the left hand side. The
process is repeated thrice. By doing so both
the child and the mother become immune
from any imminent danger as per belief.
If the child delivered is a dead one,
the child‟s body is buried under the ground
and not burnt in fire to ashes. On the other
hand if the mother dies during the pregnancy
or during child birth it is believed that her
spirit will turn into a curin. Hence such
women are buried deep into the ground after
inserting iron nails on the sole of the feet to
stop its escaping.
As said before, the ceremony is
usually observed five days after the birth of a
boy and three days after the birth of a girl.
But in some special cases this time rule is not
strictly followed and the ceremony is
anticipated if a festival is imminent. If the
birth is taken place on the eve of a wedding
or on the day before the new moon then also
the ceremony is anticipated because the
Santals believe that it is not good for the
child to be named in a different month than
that of his birth month.
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DEATH RITUALS
The Santals believe that when a
person dies, his social personality is not
annihilated but rather transformed. Some of
the expressions used to denote the death of a
person indicate that the soul, after leaving
the body, becomes a bonga (spirit) joining
the abode of its deceased ancestors. Thus
they have the expression: nitok‟ doe
hapramena, meaning „he has become
ancestor‟. The belief in the soul of a person
becoming bonga and joining the abode of his
ancestors is explicitly evident in all the
rituals and ceremonies connected with
death. The Santals‟ notion of death may be
summed up by the following passage of W.
G. Archer (1974):
“Death is a victory for all those antiSantal forces which are represented
by hostile bongas. It is as if the dead
Santal has betrayed his trust, has
failed in his main duty-to go on
living. To die is therefore to pollute
and for the moment the whole village
is bereft of its tribal guardians and
deprived of ghostly care. At the
same time death subjects a man to
violent
unnatural
change. He
remains a Santal. He is still a
member of his family but until he
has safely reached the country of the
dead, he is a man with a
grievance. He can no longer do the
things which Santals value most for
he is abruptly deprived of sex and
the company of his children. He is
„out of position‟. He no longer
„belongs‟ and only the most careful
conduct by his family can ensure his
due demission. He is now much
more a bonga than a man - a ghostly
force invisible but intimately
real. The danger which killed him
still infects his person and until the
funerary process is over, he must
remain a source of menace to all the
members of the family. When he has
achieved the final status of ancestor,
he has still a bonga nature and can
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by recognizing the child as his own. Thus the
child is considered to be a Santali.
Traditional systems are there to
assign the name of a child. The first born
child is named after the paternal grandfather,
the second after maternal grandfather, third
paternal granfather‟s eldest brother and
fourth maternal grandfather‟s eldest brother
and so on. Daughters receive the names of
equivalent female relatives in the same order.
In the case of the father being a ghar jawae
and ghardi jawae, names of the maternal
side come first. In the case of twins the
names are normally borrowed from Hindu
mythology. E.g. If both the childs are male
they are named as Ram and Lokhon. If both
the childs are girls, they would be named as
Chita and Khapra and if one child is boy and
the other is girl, they would be named as
Ram and Chita etc.
The Santal do have two names, one
cetan nutun (outer name) and the other bhitri
nutum (inner name). The inner name
corresponds to the relative after whom the
child is named and normally the child is not
called by that name. The cetan nutun is a
kind of nick name which is replaceable.
The ceremony is concluded with the
drinking of gruel made of rice boiled in
water with Nim leaves. That is why the
Janam Chatiar is sometime called as Nim
dak‟mandi ceremony. The household offers
some some rice gruel to Maran Buru and
ancestors‟ spirit invoking them to give the
baby long and progressive future life. After
taking Nim dak‟mandi the villagers as well
as the relatives return to their home.
When a child is born to a Santal girl
out of a wedlock, the girl‟s household is
temporarily outcasted (pante beggar) till
arranging a father for the child. This is done
in two ways. First, if a person is proved to be
the genitor whether he accepts the paternity
or not, he either has to marry the girl or pay
for a husband. Second, if the village cannot
prove who the real father is then a suitable
father is arranged. In both the cases Nim
dak‟mandi ceremony removes the traces of
illegitimacy and the child takes the Bongas
of his father.
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performed, the soul of the departed person
will remain as manace to the living members
of the family. Hence on death of a person in
the village, family members and village
community co-operate in performing the
funerary rites.
On death occurring in the village the
Godet inform all the villagers starting with
the Manjhi. The relatives of the deceased
persons who live in a reasonable distance are
also informed. They all gather in the house
of the deceased. The body is then prepared
for cremation or burial.
The body is anointed with oil and
turmeric, dressed in new clothes and laid in a
parkom brought out to the courtyard. In case
of a woman whose husband is still alive
vermillion is put on her forehead by a female
relative. A piece of cloth containing some
money, a brass plate, drinking vessel and
other gifts donated by relatives as token of
mourning is placed on the bedstead. The cot
on which the deadbody is placed is carried
thereafter by four relatives or friends on their
shoulders to the junction of roads at the end
of the village street; here the parkom is
downed for a while and all the women of the
house and of the village anoint the body with
oil and turmeric, and they put a sindur mark
on his/her forehead and the roasted cotton
seeds and paddy they drop down in small
heaps at the four bedstead legs. Thereupon
an ojha exorcizes the dead one with a fowl
waving round over him. From this junction,
no woman is allowed to accompany the dead
boby. And the man folk carry the dead one
on their shoulder to the burial place.
On reaching the outskirt of the
village, the cremation pyre is prepared by the
villagers in North- South direction fixing
four poles in the ground. Offered materials
on the cot are removed and auctioned to be
purchased by the villagers. But in case of a
death by T.B, Small Pox or Leprosy, the
offered materials are not auctioned and
therefore these are buried. The nails of both
hands and feet and forehead hair are cut and
enveloped in a new small piece of cloth
which is called Jan baha. The dead body is
taken around the cremation pyre three times
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on no account be ignored. He is not
as obvious as living Santals but he is
something to be reckoned with, a
power with whom it is even more
necessary to be on good terms that
when he worked and went about the
village” (5)
The Santals do not recognize the
possibilities of natural death. They opine that
the death is never due to accident but it is
caused due to enmity of certain bongas,
impersonal powers and withchrafts. They
believe that an individual has to fight
throughout his life against malignant
agencies that have put an end to his life.
They also believe that on the death of an
individual his social personality is not
destroyed but transformed. A Santal become
a hapram bonga only when all the funerary
rites have been performed in respect of the
deceased. Full rites are not performed in case
of of an unnatural death of a person or in the
case of a woman dying in pregnancy or child
birth. They believe that their ghost souls
hover around the world as bhuts and curins.
The Santals believe that their future
life is decided by the deeds performed in his
earthly life. A good man will be rewarded
while a bad man will be punished by Jom
Raja along with the Hudur Raja who
governs the nether world. It is believed if a
man, while living in this world, called
naopuri has treated others unjustly, after
death, in the place called hanapuri, he is
made to carry rotten meat on his head, fight
with huge worms or sit emerged in
excrement. Same fate will happen to those
defying the tribal code of morality and also
those who fail to show the traditional tribal
mark of sika and khoda in their body. On the
other hand a person who leads an honest life
in this world will be rewarded in hanapuri.
On death of a person his house and
his village becomes polluted. The village
bongas lift their protection and the
household is also deprieved of their Orak
bonga. No marriage, festival, or public
worship can take place in the village till the
funerary rites have been performed. Besides
these, as long as the funerary rites are not
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which is a manace to the household and the
village till this ceremony is performed.
Through this ceremony the villagers are
guarded against any dangers while the soul
of the deceased is get released from the
cluthes of evil agencies who caused his
death.
It is believed that by Tel Nahan
ceremony performance the village bongas
become clean, the village is purified and
festival and other worship can take place
once again. The deceased‟s immediate
family members still remain „in the shadow‟
but other relatives are free to perform
wedding and other sacrifices.
For Jan Baha um ceremony the chief
mourner after collecting a handful of earth
from the grave mixing with Jan baha burnt it
and put into a leaf cup. On returning with the
villagers to the deceased‟s house Jan baha is
purified by sprinkling of turmeric water by
the women gathered there. The chief
mourner carrying the Jan baha followed by
the relatives and villagers go to bath. There
the chief mourner is completely get shaved
and few others get shaved their beards only
and have bath and oiled. The chief mourner
in presence of all offers oil cakes and sal
twigs to Maran Buru, Pilchu Haram and
Pilchu Budhi and to the departed soul. He
implores Maran Buru to lodge the soul of the
deceased in the shadow of the house while
he invokes the departed soul to accept his
new temporary abode.
Every one then return to the deceased
house for Umul ader ceremony. Two persons
are possessed; one by Maran Buru and
second by the spirit of the deceased. After
taking rice beer and water, one of the
relatives ask the spirit of the dead person the
cause of his death. Once the villagers are
satisfied with the replies, the impersonate
person return to normal. The sacrificial
animals are offered to the soul of the
deceased by blowing on the back of the head
and the flesh after cooking with rice is fed to
the assembled. Rice beer is also given. The
head‟s flesh of the slained animal is kept
reserved for the deceased‟s family.
It is believed that the departed soul
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anti-clockwise direction and then put in the
pyre keeping the head towards south. In the
head side west pole a fowl is tied. The chief
mourner then puts burning fire with the help
of a nol stick in the mouth of the deceased
three times and then the dead body is burnt
into ashes.
BURIAL
On reaching the outskirts of the
village a grave is dug in the North- South
direction deep into the ground by the
villagers. The dead body on the parkom is
taken around the grave three times in anticlockwise direction. The nails of both hands
and feet and forehead hair are cut and
enveloped in a new small piece of cloth
which is called Jan Baha. The chief mourner
then put fire three times into the mouth of the
deceased. A cloth is laid into the grave and
the dead body is lowered in the grave with its
head towards the South. The parkom is
broken. The chief mourner followed by
others throws water into the grave till filled
up and a mound is then raised on the grave.
An earthen ware pot filled with water and a
winnowing fan containing some paddy is
placed beside the grave after purifying by
sprinkling of water mixed with cowdung.
In either case the mourners go for
purifying bath after which they anoint
themselves with oil mixed with turmeric.
The chief mourner has to save his head
completely.
As per community rule the eldest son
is the chief mourner in case the deceased
being a man. If the deceased does not have
any male children then the right of placing
the burning ember into the mouth of the
corpse is given either to father, brother or a
senior kinsman on the male side. In case of a
woman, it is the husband who carries out the
rituals. If she is a widow her eldest son does
the ritual.
The funerary ceremony known as Jan
Baha Um or „oil washing‟ which is also
known as Umul ader or „bringing in the
shadow‟ is most important and is performed
on the fifth day after the death. It is believed
that the death body of the person‟s soul will
remain in the clutches of hostile agencies
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has been released from the clutches of the
underworld through the Tel Nahan ceremony
and is on the way to his final abode. Through
a ceremony called Bhandan the deceased‟s
relative bid their final farewell to the dead.
By performing the Bhandan the deceased‟s
immediate family member once again is free
to offer sacrifice to their Bongas, attend
festivals and celebrate marriages.
BHANDAN
On the Bhandan day the deceased‟s
relatives and villagers once again gather at
the deceased‟s house. The chief mourner‟s
head is once again completely shaved while
the beards of the villagers present are also
shaved and all of them go for purificatory
bath. On their return, they are fed with taben
khajari and rice beer. Three persons are
possessed again by the spirit of the deceased,
the founder of the village and Maran Buru
respectively. The dead man is made to
identify himself. The three spirits are asked
whether they are satisfied with the ceremony
performed already in honour of the deceased.
On assenting, the three men emerge from
their roles.
A goat, given by the chief mourner, is
made to eat rice of the khond prepared. He
invokes the dead man‟s spirit to protect his
relatives and to keep away any misfortune.
The animal is slained by heating on the back
of the head by the Jogmanjhi with the help of
the blunt end of an axe. The side on which
the animal falls is retained by the deceased
family while the other side is used by the

villagers. Rice beer libation is also offered to
the deceased. The fowls are offered to the
ancestors mentioning each one of them by
name followed by rice beer libation. After
the beer libation the assembled drink rice
beer.
Thereafter the sacrificial offerings
brought by the relatives are offered
mentioning the giver‟s name. The lower side
of the slained animals‟s flesh is retained by
the deceased family and his relatives while
the upper side of the flesh is divided into two
parts, one part to be cooked while the second
part is divided among the villagers who take
their share to their homes. Before the food is
served the chief mourner offers some food to
the departed soul invoking to accept it and to
purify the household completely. The whole
night is spent feasting, dancing and singing.
Thus the funerary ceremony comes to
an end. The dead man‟s family is now free to
resume relation with the world of human
beings and of spirits.
If an infant die before the
performance of Janam Chatiar or Caco
Chatiar, he or she is not cremated but buried.
The last rite called bhandan is also not
performed.In case of a woman died of
pregnancy, the foetus is cut out and buried
separately. The woman is not cremated but
buried with the soles of the feet being pinned
with iron nails.
In
case
of
an
accidental death the dead body is not
cremated but buried and bhandan ceremony
is performed.
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1. C.f... O‟ Dea, Thomast.,1969, The Sociology of religion, Prentice- Hall of India Pvt.
LTD, New Delhi,P.40
2. Cf. W. G. ARCHER, Tribal Law and Justice … ,p.363
3. Janam Chatiar or Birth ceremony has a very critical importance because it bestows
social parentage and clan status on the new-born child. It also brings the child into
relation with a particular set of family spirits and deities
4. According to an immemorial custom, the first son is named after the paternal
grandfather and the first daughter after the grandmother. The second child takes the
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name of the maternal parents. Every child bears two names: bhitri n‟utum (inner name)
which is never pronounced in the family and cetan n‟utum (outer name). The outer
name is given to prevent bongas (evil spirits) from knowing the inner name due to the
belief that such knowledge would tempt evil spirits to harm the child.
5. W. G. ARCHER, The Hill of Flutes …, pp. 328-329.
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NANKAR UPRISING OF SURMA-BARAK VALLEY
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ABSTRACT

Boundary of this District was for the first
time fixed by Todar Mall‟s famous
assessment at the reign of Mughal emperor
Akbar, and during the colonial period, it
again came under assessment by the
Notification of British government, dated
18th June 1874.
Within this boundary, there was a
peculiar system connected with Zamindary
system that the Mirashdars and the land
holders would possess Nankar subjects,
whose conditions were not better than
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The present Sylhet division of
Bangladesh and Karimganj District of India
formed the District of Sylhet, during the
British period. This District was bounded on
the North by the District of Khasi and Jaintia
Hills (present Meghalaya); on the East by the
Jaintia Hills, for a short distance and by
Cachar and Hailakandi Districts as far as
Lusai Hills (Mizoram); on the South by the
semi independent state of Hill Tipperah
(present Tripura state); on the West by the
District of Maimansing (Bangladesh). The
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The Nankar uprising of Sylhet District now in Bangaladesh and present Karimganj
District of India was a purely subaltern uprising, a series of which took place at different
places of pre portioned Sylhet of erstwhile Surmavalley. At the time of British rule the
permanent settlement was extended over the District, but in a peculiar form.
One features of the Zamindary or Mirashdary system of Sylhet was that the
Mirashdars or land holders possessed Nankar Proza (tenants). They cultivated the land and
enjoyed the product of land without paying any revenue to the landlords. But they had to
render free services in houses or agricultural fields of Mirashdars or Zamindars, whatever
might be case. The term Nankar is derived from Persian words Nan and kar. The Nan means
Bread and Kar means service. So the term Nankar means earning of bread in exchange of
service. Actually the Nankar Proza or subject was such a wretched person who has no land of
his own for cultivation and even constructing his home and hearth. Again, the person was a
saleable commodity along with landed property.
The revenue system which prevalent in medieval sylhet gave the shape of Nankar system
which continued to British period with modification. Socio- economic condition of the Nankar
was beggar‟s description. However, this group of mankind once mustered courage to rise
against their Masters which developed the Nankar uprising in different places of present
Surma – Barak Valley and Sylhet division of Bangladesh.

The early history of Surma valley
(present Sylhet Division of Bangladesh and
Karimganj District of India) is hazy and not
clear, due to absence of available source
materials and evidence. Only a broad outline
with major gaps can be attempted. The traces
of the Nankar system are also found in the
early ages, which are evident from the land
grants issued by different ancient rulers of
Sylhet. R.S. Sharma, on the basis of Purana
comments that villages with agricultural
peasants (khetaka)should be transferred to
the Brahmanas. It also advises that Temples
and Mathas should be provided with lands
and slaves and given facilities for dance and
music, which would imply the gift of dancers
and musicians. From the Nidanpur Copper
inscription issued by king Vaskarbarmana it
is learned that the region had been within
Kamrup kingdom for about a hundred years
since sixth century A.D. The Aryanisation
of the region under the leadership of the
pioneer immigrant Brahmanas with plough
based agriculture as economic basis had its
beginning during this period. From the
Kalapur Copper plate issued by Samatata
king on the eastern Bengal incorporated the
entire region within his Banga kingdom.
During this period, the Chandrapura Matha
or Monastery situated
at Panchakanda

became a very reputed centre for learning.
From
two
Bhatara
inscription
of
Govindakeshaba Deva and Ishand Devas it
has founded 375 hales of land grant given to
the Brahmanas in Sylhet region for the
purpose of serving the Lord Shiva. The Lord
Shiva was also endowed with many
attendances such as Bellmetal workers,
Washermen, Baotmen etc. In the early days,
most of the lands of Sylhet were waste lands
and Irfan Habib in his work “Agrarian
System of Mughal India” mentioned that
Sylhet was a dense forest area in early days.
Most of the land grants given to the
Brahmanas in Sylhet were waste lands and
widely granted mainly for two reasons:Firstly, to serve the Temples and
Mathas by the society and Brahmanas were
in the top of the social pyramid. The
Brahmanas were assisted by other classes of
the society such as Washer men, Cobbler,
Boatmen, Barber etc. In return of services,
other classes of the society of Sylhet
received lands from Brahmanas for their
livelihood by cultivating the allotted land.
Secondly, to make the waste lands fruitful
for agriculture.
So the basic features of the Nankar
System had been found in the early land
grants of Sylhet. In the Sultanate period the
prevalent land grant was continuing but
different kinds of tax were imposed on the
people of lower section of Sylhet and the
Mughals kept the said system with
modification. As the Mughal administration
was highly centralized and during the reign
of Akbar entire Sylhet came under a Sarkar.
The Sylhet was ruled by Amil, locally called
Fouzder. In the Mughal period, in spite of
giving salary to the royal employees, land
grants were often made to them and the
allotted land was called Nan Land.
The continuation of the early land
grants and land tenure system of the Mughal
times, the Nankar system was a particularly
debilitating and anachronistic one, which the
British rule supported for their own interest.
The practice of having wage less labours in
exchange of food formed a favorable climate
in Sylhet district of Surma valley where
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bonded laborers. The Nankars cultivated the
land and enjoyed the product of land without
paying any revenue to the Zamindars or
Mirashdars. But they had to render free
services in the house of Zamindars or
Mirashdars, whatever might be the case. The
term Nankar is derived from Persian words
Nan and Kar. Nan means bread and Kar
means service. Actually the Nankar proza
(Tenant) was such a wretched person who
had no land of his own for cultivation and for
constructing his home and hearth. Again, the
person was a saleable commodity along with
landed property. So the Nankar Proza
(Tenant) may be called landless labourers
and partial bonded labourers, because they
had to render free services in the houses of
Zamindars or Mirashdars or their family
members.
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However, the Nankar tenents were
classified according to their occupation as
fallows:-

ii)

Kiran : The word comes from
Kissan (Peasant) and their
occupation was to work in the
agricultural fields of self (allotted
land by land lord landlord) and
landholders. They were also
providing free-services at the
houses of landholders and most
of the Latieales (gaurds) were
selected from Kiran community.
Bhandari : This section of people
were working as cook at the
houses of land holders.

iii)

Namasudra : They were fishing in
the lakes of landholders and
making bamboo articles and also
involved in cultivating.

iv)

Patni : Their main occupation
was Boating and fishing.

v)

Maimal : Fisherman and their
occupation was to keep fish in the
khas land or bil (lake) of the
landholders and they had to give
major portion of fish to the
landholders.

vi)

Malaker : Their work was to
carry palanquin locally called
Palki of landholders and their
family members.

vii)

Napit or Hazam :- Napit belongs
to Hindu barber community and
Hazam represented the Muslim
barber community. The duty of
the both were cutting the hair,
nail etc of the land holders and
their family members.

viii)

Duli or Bajani :- Duli means
Hindu musician and Bajani
means muslim musician. The
works of the both were to
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landlessness and poverty stricken people
were widespread, and where small or
medium size landlords called Mirishdars
out-numbered Zamindars.
According to the permanent
settlement 1793, in Sylhet district the
Choudhuries were the prime land holders but
there had been small land holders like
Tapadars and Talukdars. In the social
system, the Britishers had adopted a peculiar
policy i.e. the landholders who paid revenue
more than (pancha-satta) Rupees five
hundred to the British Govt. they were
termed as Zamindars. The land holders who
paid revenue more then Rupees fifty only
and less then Rupees five hundred were
called Mirishdars and those landholders who
paid less then Rupees fifty they were termed
as Tapaders and Talukdars.
Under the Mughal rule the Mughal
official‟s maintained local army who were
assisted by the royal army as and when
called by the Mughal Emperor. But In
Sylhet, under the permanent settlement
system, the land holders possessed Nankar
Proza (subject). They cultivated the land and
enjoyed the product of land without paying
any tax. But they had to render free services
in the houses of land holders and this system
was locally called HOD-BAGARI . In Sylhet,
the Nankar Tenants not only provided free
services in the houses of land holders but
also they protected the entire area of land
lords from internal and external forces.
In the slave system, the Master is
responsible for providing cloth, food, houses
to his slave, but in Nankar system nothing
was provided to Nankar except some
cultivable land. The land holders provided
only a small piece of rent free land from his
Khas tract locally called KHANA-BARI and
in return the Nankar had to surrender his
entire life and freedom to the hands of land
holders. On failure or denial of the orders of
Mirashdars the Nankar tenants were inflicted
with vigorous physical punishment. So the
condition of the Nankar tenants was more
deplorable than the house hold servants.

ix)

Dhupa
:
Dhupa
means
laundrymen. Their work was to
wash the cloths of land holders
and their family members.

x)

Mutchi : Muchi means cobbler
and their main occupation was
making shoes. They had to make
the shoes of land holders and
their family members.

xi)

Khasai : They slaughtered the
animals specially in the time of
ceremonial functions of
the houses of land holders or
other places.

xii)

Patikar : These people were
making mats and by sailing the
mats they earned their living and
presented mats to the landholders
from time to time.
The Nankar uprising of Sylhet
District now in Bangaladesh and present
Karimganj District of India was a purely
subaltern uprising, a series of which took
place at different places of pre portioned
Sylhet of erstwhile Surmavalley. However,
this group of mankind once mustered
courage to rise against their Masters which
developed the Nankar uprising in different
places of present Surma – Barak Valley.
With the out break of the First World War
(1914) the Nankar uprising was started.
During this period many Nankar uprisings
against Zamindars and Mirashdars took
place. But all these were suppressed by the
Zamindars and Mirashdars, as the Nankars
were not organized and not led by any able
person. However, the Churkhai Nankar
uprising 1922, (now in Bangladesh), the
Kulahura Nankar uprising 1931, (now in

Bangladesh), left great impact on future
Nankar uprising of Surma-Barak valley.
The second phase of Nankar uprising
started in an organized way in 1937. From
1937 to 1946 number of Nankar uprisings
had taken place. Some uprisings were
suppressed and some uprisings compelled
the government to rethink about the pattern
of land revenue system. The Badeshwer
uprising of 1938, (now in Bangladesh), the
Ronykholi uprising 1938-39, (now in
Bangladesh), Nankar uprising of Lauta
Bahadurpur 1945, (now in Bangladesh), the
Batarashi uprising of 1946, (now in
Karimganj district of Assam), the Mohakol
uprising of 1946, (now in Karimganj district
of Assam), and Kuna-Saleshwar uprising of
1946, (now in Bangladesh), brought a great
inspiration among the Nankar tenants of
Surma-Barak valley.
The third phase was begun with the
independence of India and emerged with two
Nations i.e India and Pakistan. The Sylhet
District of Surma valley was also divided in
to two parts, Sylhet (Pakistan) and
Karimganj (India). Though the partition took
place but the Nankar revolt was continuing
in both sides. During the third phase the
Nankar uprising continued along with the
Peasants movement of the district of Sylhet
and Karimganj sub-division of Cachar
district. In this period the Nankar uprising
reached in its pick. In 1949, the Uluree
(Saneswar) movement took place and six
Nankar tenants had been killed in police
firing and the famous daroga, Korom Ali
who had earned notoriously of murdering
immigrant Muslims in Nowagaon, Assam
was given the responsibility of Saneswar
police post for suppressing of the on going
Nunkar Movement.. Able Peasant leaders
like Ajoy Bhattacharjee, Ismail Ali, Aparna
paul Choudhury, and Shusma Dey along
with others volunteered to lead the uprising.
As a result the Nankar uprising along with
the Peasant movement turned in to a mass
movement. The Pakistan Government
arrested the Nankar leaders like Mr. Ajoy
Bhattacharjee, Sishir Bhattacharjee, Ismail
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Ali and Sudhanya and put them in to jail for
long time.
On 18th August 1949, under the
leadership of Aparna Paul Choudhury,
Ashita Paul Choudhury and Susma Dey a
meeting was held and about thousands of
peasants gathered to protest against police
atrocities and demanded release of the
leaders of Nankar Movement from jail but
the Pakistani Government suppressed the
move by arresting the said leaders and the
judge of the Sylhet court awarded them six
month imprisonment. In 1950, the Govt. of
the then East Pakistan and in 1951, the govt.
of Assam passed an Act. In which the
peasants or Royats were given “Joth right”
(occupancy right) over land they cultivated
but the Nankar tradition was continuing in
both sides.
In 1956 the Nankar tenants of
Banugash (Sylhet) rose against their
Zamindar who tried to suppress the revolt by
using police force but the move killed a
police officer on the spot. Finally the

government could realize that the problems
of the Nankar peasants and in 1956the govt.
abolished the total Mirishdari or Zamindary
system in Bangladesh. In 1958-59 the
Nankar tenants of Nalua, Bagon and Medol
village of Karimganj sub-division (India)
rose against the traditional Nankar system
with the help of Kishan Sabha. The landlords
of said area tried to suppress the move by
filing theft case against the Nankar leaders
but the movement could not be stopped.
Ultimately by the Act.of 1961,1962, 1963
and 1964 the government of Assam
abolished the Mirishdari or Zamindary
system in (Karimganj)Assam .
However, the governments of
both side abolished the total Mirishdari or
Zamindary system and with the abolition of
this system , the Nankar system disappeared
from Sylhet district of Bangladesh and
Karimganj district of India. But there is still
tension among ex-Mirishdars. Ex-tenants and
other social classes in both sides i.e. India
and Bangladesh.
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Abstract
The tea industry of Assam is more than 180 years old by now. The cultivation of tea on small
holding is comparatively a recent development. This Small tea cultivation is an integral
component of large scale tea industry of the entire state by producing nearly 25 per cent of
total tea production of the state. It provides ample avenues for self employment of educated
unemployed youth besides engaging family members. The high profitatibility coupled with the
prospect of getting steady income with minimum effort have attracted a large number of
educational youth both rural urban. In many empirical researches, it has been observed that
small scale tea cultivation was widely recognized as an integral part of economic development
of many countries and region of the world.
There is a large scope for entrepreneurial involvement as it provides employment, generates
income, wealth and act as a key force for economic growth of a region. It has also been found
that there are 68,465 Small Tea Growers in Assam contributing nearly 5 lakh families
associated with small tea plantation. It has the potentiality of the transform of socio-economic
condition of rural Assam. The cultivation of tea on small holding is the green revolution of
Assam which empowering many people for the first time and rejuvenating the state‟s economy.
These private initiatives taken up by small tea growers may cultivate the spirit of
entrepreneurship and would strengthen the backbone of the rural economy of Assam.
Present paper will try to explore the opportunity of tea entrepreneurship and its impact on the
rural economy of the state.

The typical plantation economies an outcome
of Colonial era could be witnessed in
different sectors and across the globe. In
Brazil and Malaysia it was rubber, in West
Indies it was sugar and in India it is tea. The

tea industry of India is one of the oldest and
perhaps the most efficiently organized
agricultural enterprises in the country. The
credit for the growth of tea industry goes to
the British entrepreneurs who invested large
capital during the initial days of plantation.
After the Yandabo Treaty (1826), British had
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acquired full control over the entire territory
of Assam; which has given incentives to the
British traders to expand their area under tea
plantation by acquiring Government land at a
very favourable term. After losing legal
monopoly of the tea trade between China and
Britain (1833), the East India Company
began to look for other sources of supply in
the newly conquered regions. Assam was
selected as the most accepted region for tea
cultivation because in the early 19th century
tea was discovered growing wild at many
places of Brahmaputra valley. The first
experimental tea cultivation in Assam was
started in 1836. In 1839, and first made tea
was sent to London Auction and received a
very positive feedback. This important
development was the starting point of the tea
industry of Assam.

ASSOCHAM, 2011). It is the second largest
producer in the world (988.32 mkg) after
China and fourth in world export. Tea (chai)
has become a common beverage for the
country which consumes around 90 per cent
of her total production. It is one of the oldest
industries and among the largest employers
in organised sector. Over 12 lakh permanent
and almost same numbers of casual and
seasonal workers are employed by the
industry (Gothoskar, 2012). The growth of
this industry in India was responsible for the
development of infrastructure and the
regional economy of many backward regions
like- Assam. Tea is produced mainly North
and South India. Assam dominates the
country‟s tea map by producing more than
half (51.48 per cent) of total tea production.

Number of
gardens

Total
Employment
production
( million k.g)
260 mkg
1 million

4.18 lakh

728 mkg

2 million

Page

Small Tea
157504
Garden
Big Estates
1686
Source: Tea Board of India

Area under
production
(in hectare)
1.62 lakh
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In recent year, tea industry of India has
In tea plantation, the regulations enacted by
witnessed many structural changes, which
the then colonial rulers were extremely
includes emergence of tea cultivation on
favourable to the European entrepreneurs.
small holding, rising competition in domestic
Due to lack of capital and knowledge over
market, introduction of Bought Leaf
tea cultivation, local entrepreneurs have
factories(BLFs),
(Das,2009).
Now,
taken little initiatives in tea cultivation
production of tea in India takes place in both
during the initial days. Even after the
large and small scale. Cultivation of tea on
independence, the situation has not change
small holding of land is a new concept in
much as British companies were taken over
India. According to Tea Board of India
by the private parties/companies who belong
(TBI), Small Tea Growers (STGs) has been
to main land of India. Therefore it is rightly
defined, as a person or group having
said that “the plantation sector in Assam
plantation area up to 10.12 hectares .At
thieved on alien interest, employed capital,
present STGs are became a very important
labours from outside the region and catered
constituent of tea production as it produces
to the needs of external market” (Nath,1997).
nearly 24 per cent of the total tea production
From the modest beginning, Tea Industry of
of the country and nearly 1.58 lakh small
India at present has a total business of
cultivators are directly engaged in tea
Rs.19000 crore and expected to reach Rs
cultivation.
33000 crore by the year 2015 (estimated by
Table 1: Tea Industry in India at a glance (2011)
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SMALL TEA PLANTATION:
Traditionally, tea is best known as plantation
crop. Tea plantation is often called tea
estates/gardens. Plantation comprises a large
area, producing a single agricultural product
as a commercial venture. This model
(plantation) was introduced in Indian tea
industry during the colonial period by the
British planters. Until 1950‟s, it was thought
to be the only way to produce tea on
commercial basis where production to sale
was controlled by the tea planters
themselves. Tea cultivation on small holding
belongs to a farm or production unit that
allocates its labour, land or other resources
for subsistence or semi subsistence income
from it. Thus, a small grower is the owner
and worker as well (Ahammed, 2007). The
growers produce only green leaves;
manufacturing and distribution parts are
managed by different persons or groups.
Cultivation of tea on a small holding is a usual
practice in many major tea producing
countries like- China, Japan, Sri Lanka,
Indonesia, etc.

the country‟s total tea production along with
the large estates. Inspired by the contribution
of STGs in leading tea producing countries,
many developing countries like Vietnam,
Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, etc. are also
utilising their unexplored vacant lands in the
vicinity of traditional tea growing areas for
plantation of tea on small holding.
Small Tea Growers (STGs) In India:
Tea cultivation on small holding is a recent
development in Indian tea sector. This
concept was initiated in 1930‟s, beyond the
traditional tracts of cultivation in Nilgiris,
Tamil Nadu (Chai Time, 2007). It was only
late 1980‟s or early 1990‟s, the cultivation
spread to the other tea producing states of
India like - Assam and West Bengal. After
independence, during the successive five
year plans the TBI has spent all its resources
in
trying
to
mobilise
big
tea
estates/plantations to increase production or
expand area under tea. Most of its efforts
borne little result (Bhowmik, 1991). Even
with the Government investment through
TBI and other agencies, there has been a
marginal increase in production. From the 8th
Five year plan (1992-1997) TBI has laid
down some emphasis on the promotion of
STGs. It has decided on this scheme because
all other attempts to increase area under tea
have failed. Therefore, it is proposed to
encourage
landless
labourers
and
unemployed youths to take up tea cultivation
in the tea growing areas of India.

Assam
West Bengal
others
Total North
India
Tamil Nadu
Kerala
Karnataka

Number of
STGs
(
2008)
64597
9990
9354
83941

Registered with TBI
(2010)

Area in Hact
(2005)

4561
1032
8865
14458

41,249
9500
7355
58104

68147
5402
14

10404
7412
14

43,157
4,810
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The concept of small tea cultivation came
into existence when Kenya in 1950‟s, had
decided to produce tea for export. The
Kenyan successful experience had created a
model of small tea growers in developing
and underdeveloped countries. Since then,
there has been a steady shift in tea
cultivation from big plantation to small
holdings (CDPA, 2008). Today, in most of
the tea producing countries, tea cultivation
on small holding significantly contributes to
Table 2: Distribution of Small Tea Growers in India
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Total South
India
Total India

73563

17830

48050

157504

32288

106,154

Source: Source: Tea Board, 2010 and All Assam Small Tea Growers Association

Traditionally agriculture sector of Assam
was underdeveloped and subsistence in
nature due to lack of irrigation and
investment, small holding, difficult terrain,
insufficient Government intervention. It
compelled the agriculturists to look for
alternative livelihood. Tea cultivation on
small holding was one of the alternatives for
the agriculturists to sustain their livelihood in
the long run as cultivation of tea provides
works and income throughout the year. This
can be termed as the beginning of an Indian
entrepreneurship in the tea sector (Deka,
2008). In the present context, in India there
are limited scopes for the growth of big tea
gardens as after independence a lot of
changes have taken place in the Government
legislations to improve the socio-economic
framework of the country. So, the alternative
for the growth of tea industry in India is left
only setting up of small tea gardens (Baruah,
2008).Finally, the Government of India as
well as Assam Government allowed the local
people to open small tea gardens by
abolishing all the barriers relating to the
growth of this sector (Saikia, 2008).
The first effort to popularise tea cultivation
in small holding in Assam was made in 1978
by Late Soneswar Bora (the then Agriculture
Minister of Assam) 1. His intention was to
utilise available fallow land and attract
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After independence, certain restrictions were
imposed on cultivation of tea to keep control
on quantity and quality of tea produce in
India. Under Plantation and Labour Act
(PLA) 1951, restrictions were imposed on
tenure system, land holding, land transfer,
minimum wage, etc. and PLA-1953, which
necessitates a prior approval from Tea Board

of India for tea cultivation. Tea Board of
India is responsible to regulate output,
quality and marketing of tea. It gives
approval on cultivation of tea on virgin soil,
subject to fulfillment of certain conditions such
as proof of ownership of land and size of the holding
on which plantation of tea is proposed, proof of
suitability of soil for cultivation of tea, proof
of financial soundness etc. All these
restrictions stood as hurdles to the growth of
tea cultivation on small holding.
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Growth of STGs in Assam:
The tea industry of Assam is more than 180
years old, but cultivation of tea in small scale
is a new development. During the initial
days, tea cultivation was quite colonial in
nature without the involvement of native
people. Few initiatives were taken by the end
of 19 th century by the local entrepreneurs.
This was limited within the influential
classes and not permissible to common
people (Gogoi, 2011). The local people
never got prime land for tea cultivation
(Deka, 2008). After positive feedback of
London Auction (1839), the Government
encouraged British entrepreneurs to invest in
tea cultivation. The investors were given
land on easy terms and the policy of Colonial
rulers was to favour their own people.
Laboureres also hired from outside the state
like- Bihar, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh and
other parts of the country. There was a dearth
of indigenous labour and capital and the
commodity market did not evolve within the
region (Nath, 1997). Besides, tea cultivation
was a new concept for the local people; they
might have lack of knowledge and interest to
take tea cultivation. Having their own land,
they did not want to work as a tea labourer in
the gardens. This stigma remained with local
people more than 150 years. The mistake
they have committed during the initial days
of tea cultivation deprived the whole
indigenous community from the industry and
became the silent observers of the growth
and development of tea industry of Assam.
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young generation to agriculture sector and
phenomenal. At present there are 700002
thereby to solve unemployment problem
(approx) STGs in Assam with a land
(Baruah, 2011). The abundance of uplands,
coverage of 1, 18,000 acre; contributing
suitable climate, availability of agronearly 30 per cent of the total tea production
technology services, skilled surplus labours
of the state. On the other hand, the acreage
from nearby big tea estates, ready market to
under big tea estates declined from
sell the green leaves in the estates factories,
4,09,684 hectares to 4, 01,512 hectares (1.99
the advantage of plantation crop over the
per cent) during 1991-2006. According to a
seasonal agricultural crops were the factors
survey conducted by the Government of
that encouraged the small and marginal
Assam, the major concentration of STGs (94
farmers who were engaged in other
per cent) is found in Upper Assam districts
economic activities to take up tea plantation
(Tinsukia, Dibrugarh, Sivsagar, Golaghat
(Das, 2010). The initial success was
and Jorhat).
Table 3: Growth of STGs in Assam
Year
No of Growers
Area (in hectare)
1978
16
60.836
1983
279
1154.871
1988
875
3359.637
1993
4594
14051.838
1998
16759
41423.303
2003
45444
89334.217
2008
67463
118058.304
2011*
68465
NA
Source: E- directory of Small Tea Growers Department of Ministry of Commerce Govt. of
Assam
*Small Tea Growers Data Bank, Published by Govt. Of Assam based on the survey on
14districts of Upper Assam.
From the table: 3, it is observed that the
of green leaf production (mkg) from the year
growth rate of STGs over the years is
2004-2009. In the year 2004 production of
phenomenal. It has grown from mere 16
green leaf was 218.41mkg and it rose to
small tea gardens in the year1978, increased
396.574 mkg in the year 2009.
to 68,465 in 2011. Figure: 2, shows the trend
Fig 1: Growth of green leaf production by STGs (in mill k.g)
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Source: Economic survey, Assam and All Assam Small Tea Growers Association
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In order to know how entrepreneurship is
good for development, it is necessary to
aware the types of entrepreneurial activity in
a region or a country is actually involved.
According to GEM, Entrepreneurship may
be divided into two:
(a) Necessity based
Opportunity based

(b)

It is observed that in every country, there is
some level of necessity and opportunity
entrepreneurship. When a person becomes an
entrepreneur because he has no better option
is called necessity entrepreneurship. On the
other hand, opportunity entrepreneurship is
an active choice to start a new enterprise
based on the perception that an unexploited
or underexploited business opportunity
exists. Opportunity entrepreneurship is one
of the important factors for employment
creation and acceleration of economic
growth. It is possible that necessity
entrepreneurship may not lead to economic
development because being pushed into
entrepreneurship (self employed) as all other
option for work either absent or
unsatisfactory can lead to underdevelopment.
On
the
other
hand
opportunity
entrepreneurship represents the voluntary
nature of participation and therefore
entrepreneurs expect their venture to produce
more growth firms and provide more jobs
(Acs, 2006).
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The economic importance of small business
in a developing country like India is much
more than innovative and invention; they
have been a vital source of absorbing
unaccountable no of person at place in semi
rural areas (Maurya, 2001). It requires low
capital and low level of barriers to entry. In
India, besides unemployment the economy is
facing many other problems like poverty,
illiteracy, poor health, etc. To overcome
some of the basic unsolved problems like
unemployment and income generation,
country may encourage entrepreneurship
through small
business. They are
characterized by the relatively labour
intensive choice of production, which
contribute to the society by enhancing the
employment capabilities of skilled and
unskilled, educated and uneducated labour
force which may otherwise remained
unutilized. The opportunity to enter into this
business venture may cultivate the spirit of
entrepreneurship which will empower the
economic growth of the society as well as
the economy.
Entrepreneur is an economic agent who
plays an important role in the economic
development of country. It is very old
concept according to which, anyone who
runs business is called an entrepreneur.
Entrepreneurship is basically concerned with
creating wealth through production of goods
and services, which in turn helps in the
growth of per capita income of a country. It
speeds up the process of activating factors of
production leading to a higher rate of
economic growth, dispersal of economic
activities and development of backward
regions. Entrepreneur looks for innovative
ideas and puts them into effect for economic
development Therefore entrepreneurship
occupies a crucial part of economic
development by triggering the economic
activities for the development of a region.
The relationship between entrepreneurship
and economic development is very simple

i.e. entrepreneurship creates new business;
new businesses on the other hand create new
jobs, intensify competition and may increase
productivity. As a result, entrepreneurship
will lead economic growth (Acs, 2006). Both
empirically and theoretically it has been
proved that entrepreneurs are the key force
for the economic growth of a country
(Karlsson, Friis, Paulson, 2004). Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) also
supports this view and observed that there is
no country in the world with higher level of
entrepreneurship and low level of economic
growth (UNCTAD, 2004).
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Tea cultivators have used suitable areas
which were either un-utilised or underutilised. It is estimated that nearly 20 million
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Cultivation of tea on small holding can
be one of the most convenient sectors for
developing entrepreneurship culture
among the rural people of Assam. Tea
growing in any scale, either big or small is
an enterprise since it encompasses all
elements of production viz. land, labour,
capital and organization (Taparia, 2003).
Many studies (Mwaura and Muku, 2007;
Amartunge
and Shiratake,2002),
has
highlighted the fact that small tea enterprises
are playing a major role in reduction of
poverty, generation of employment etc.,
more effectively than their large counterparts
in many developing and under developed
countries. In Assam, the cultivation of tea in
small scale is an outcome of the
entrepreneurial ability of a group of local
youth in the latter part of 1970‟s (Goswami,
2006). Active participation of the indigenous
people since its inception provides

Assam has been experiencing a social
revolution in the field of tea cultivation on
small holding for the last 30 years. It is an
active choice of the farmers because, Assam
is one of the finest places of producing tea in
the world .Tea, as a commercial cash crop,
has an increasing demand in and outside the
country. Natural factors like -soil, weather is
highly favorable for tea cultivation in Assam.
Infrastructural facilities like factories for tea
processing, auction market for made tea,
available land for tea cultivation, cheap
labour in and around tea growing areas,
technical and other necessary technical
knowhow, incentives provided by the State
for small tea cultivation are the biggest
advantages available for the local
entrepreneurs. These opportunities act as a
big push- factor to many rural unemployed
youths to take tea cultivation on small
holdings.
Tea cultivation on small holding is a family
run enterprise. Family members are actively
involved in maintaining the garden; only
seasonal labours on temporary basis are
engaged in these gardens. Small tea gardens
are not coming under the domain of PLA,
1951 which gives an advantage to the STGs
and thereby reduces the cost of production3.
Initial Investment for tea cultivation on small
holding is very less as investment requires
only for plantation. Crop failure in
agricultural sector is a regular phenomenon
in Assam due to lack of irrigation, flood,
lack of technology in production, etc. But in
tea cultivation, crop failure is limited very
occasional pest attack and natural calamities
(Banerjee, 2011).
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Therefore,
it
can
be
said
that
entrepreneurship plays an important role in
the economic growth and development of a
nation. It is purposeful activity which
includes
initiation,
promotion
and
distribution of wealth and services. An
entrepreneur is a crucial factor in economic
development and an integral part of socioeconomic transformation. It is a risk bearing
activity and challenging task, needs utmost
devotion, total commitment with fullest
involvement for his personal growth and
prosperity (Baruah, 2009). Entrepreneurs
undertake business activities, employ
themselves in that business and open up
employment avenues for the others.
Therefore, it plays s a fundamental role in a
country like India. It is now widely accepted
the fact that the active and enthusiastic
entrepreneurs can explore the potential and
available resources of country such as labour
capital and technology. Entrepreneurship
helps in the process of economic
development through increase in income,
mobilizing the available resources, creating
wealth, generation of employme nt,
etc.

sustainable livelihood opportunity to large
number of rural population. It provides
avenues for self employment to educated
unemployed youths, generating additional
sources of income to the farmers and
engaging family members directly with this
enterprise.
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hectare of land in upper Assam has been
brought under tea cultivation by the small
growers in the last decade.
According to All Assam Small Tea Growers
Association (AASTGA), at least five
workers are employed in each small tea

garden. It is estimated that about 2.40 lakh
people are directly employed in this sector
out of which 1.45 lakh is ex-tea garden
labour or excess number of workers from the
nearby big tea estates, specifically women
pluckers.

Table 4: Estimated Engagement of workers in Small tea sector

With the increase in the production of green
leaf in the state, manufacturing facilities like
Bought Leaf Factories (BLFs) has been set
up to help processing the green leaf in the tea
cluster. There are 220 BLFs in Assam with
average employment ranges between 20-25
workers and producing nearly 29 per cent of
the total made tea production of the state.
Many new business opportunities and
services like- supply of garden implements,
transportation of green leaf and retailed
outlets of agro chemical and manures, leaf
agents, packaging, etc.
Additional output of tea coming from STGs
will help to meet the national and
international demand for tea and also support
in maintaining exportable surplus which will
help in earning foreign exchange for the
country. Average production of green leaf at
STGs is 3500 k.g per hectare; which is much
higher than the average productivity of the
big estates (i.e. 1690 kg per hectare). Price of
green leaf has also an important motivator in
taking up tea cultivation in Assam. In the last
decade the price of one k.g green leaf was

11520
239004

sold in the range between Rs.8 to Rs.24 per
k.g. It also gives positive attitude for
utilising their available lands suitable for tea
cultivation. Involvement of local youth in tea
cultivation will create some role models in
the rural area which will encourage the
future growth of entrepreneurship in tea
sector. Establishment of tea gardens in new
areas will improve the local and regional
environment. It will help to check soil
erosion and destruction of natural vegetation
since tea plantations would cover land.
MAJOR CONSTRAINTS:
Tea small holdings are never expected to
assume the mode of dominant producers.
They are seen only as a means for providing
some additional earnings to the peasantry,
and thus absorbing of rural surplus labours
(Das, 2012). In Assam tea cultivation on
small holding is still in nascent stage. There
are some hindrances for the growth and
developments of this sector which include –
ownership of land, lack of finance, low price
realisation of green leaf, unorganised nature
of cultivation, etc. Most of the growers are
cultivating tea on Government ceiling land
without having formal ownership. The Land
Act of Assam restricts the transfer of
ownership right to the growers. This restricts
the growers to qualify for registration under
Tea Board, unable to take the advantages of
various schemes of Government, financial
intermediaries. Whatever the growth has
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Engagement of tea cultivation by the STGs
also contribute additional income to the total
income .The average income of the STGs is
Rs.49,598.264, which is much higher than the
per capita income of the state (Rs. 27,197) at
current price in 2009-10.

No. of Workers
81792
145692

Page

Category
Engagement of family member
Additional workers (extra of neighbouring tea
estates)
Engagement of sub staff categories
Total direct employment
Source: Statistical Hand Book Assam, 2006
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To restrict the unregulated
growth of small tea gardens, Tea
Board of India or the Government of
India should set up a regulatory
authority to look into the uneven
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indigenous people of Assam. The
problems which are highlighted like
land
ownership
problem;
can be shorted out by the
Government taking example from
other states.5 The only thing needed
here is the sincere effort from the
Government side and look this small
tea gardens a new development
initiative for the state.

If we can solve the land
ownership problem in Assam, we can
also minimize the problem of finance
to some extent of this sector; which is
one of the most important factors for
the growth of an industry. The
institutional finance and financial
assistance from Tea Board of India is
totally based on land ownership of
the cultivator in Assam.

In case of marketing, the All
Assam
Small
Tea
Growers
Association (AASTGA) can set up
co-operative form of cultivation and a
standard for production of green leaf
and their price before every teagrowing season. For proper price,
Government can come to rescue the
small tea grower with a minimum
support price concept, which is
applicable with other agricultural
products. Regulation such as
adoption of a formula for fixing the
price of the tea leaf to the STGs
would suffice.

Looking into the technical
problems of the small tea growers,
the Tea Board of India, Tea Research
Authority
and
corporate
tea
producers
should
take
the
responsibility to train different aspect
of tea cultivation to the small tea
growers. This will improve the
technical knowhow of the cultivators.

Page

been taken place in small tea cultivation in
Assam, the credit goes to the private
initiatives of individual growers. Since,
STGs do not posses their own processing
unit; and have to sell their produce to the big
estates or BLFs. being placed in the situation
of dependent subcontractors, tea small
holding remain in a stage of disadvantaged.
Tea small holding have just become a
convenient source for outsourcing by the
estate sector, which set price for raw tea
leaves. Sometimes these factories simply
return raw leaves, citing inferior quality or
compel small holders to accept the
unremunerative price (Das, 2012). Therefore
they are bound to sale their produce at
whatever the prices, offered by the estates or
the BLFs. the deceleration of the price of
green leaf so rapid in recent years that the
price offered by the large tea estates /BLFs
has come down from Rs 21/k.g ( in August)
to Rs.4/k.g (in October),2011. BLFs enter
into agreement for green leaf mostly with
intermediaries like leaf agents or growers for
volume of supply of green leaves. As the
STGs are un-organised and un- unionised,
they have the little bargaining powers with
the factories. Lack of market information,
absence of proper storage facilities,
transportation problem, etc., ultimately bring
down the price of green leaf. Moreover, the
Government imposes cess like leaf cess (0.20
paisa/k.g), land cess (Rs.22/k.g) on the
growers. Other than, this they have to pay a
fine of Rs 200/ bighas if they put the tea
under government fellow land. Unregulated
growth of this sector in Assam has given
raise the problem of price fluctuation of
green leaf in the market. Without going
through
the
marketing
and economic holding etc. many small tea
growers started cultivation of tea in the
remote areas of Assam enthusiastically
without technical knowledge; which
ultimately leads to the uneven development
of this sector.
POLICY RECOMMENDATION:

It is observed that small tea
plantation may rebuild the socioeconomic structure of the rural
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growth of this sector. In a liberal
economy, a regulator is must for the
proper development of a particular
sector, who will guide the
development process. Recently, the
State Government proposes the idea
of separate Tea Board for STGs to
ensure institutional supports for the
growers.
CONCLUSION:
The emerging regime of small holding by the
growers could be considered a bonus for
Indian tea sector. Establishment of small
units of production would provide fruitful
opportunities for self expression and
increasing their material wellbeing of the
local rural youths. In Assam, younger
generation feel frustrated because they do
not have assurance that their education and
other skills and talent would be fully utilized.
Therefore encouraging these youths in taking
up small/ medium level tea cultivation would

strengthen the backbone of the rural
economy and will also curb social unrest.
Economic benefits from the tea industry
enjoyed by the British before independence
and people from outside the state (Assam)
after independence. Native people did not get
their due share from the development of tea
industry. Tea industry of Assam can be
termed as oasis in a desert. The first
generation cultivators who have taken up
commercial cropping of tea are a radical step
towards a new social system in Assam. This
will empower the people of Assam with
dignity. This silent economic revolution by
small tea growers in the rural areas across
Assam has helped to tackle unemployment
problem apart from using unproductive land
in an environment friendly manner.
Therefore support should come from every
quarter to sustain this socio economic
revolution.

2.

3.

In the year 1978 the Agriculture
minister of Assam made an
announcement in the state Assembly
that there was no bar in the
cultivation of tea in a land measuring
10 bighas i.e. 1.35 hectare.
According to the first official survey
on STGs conducted by the
Government of Assam covering 14
districts found that there are 68,465
STGs in Assam. It may be noted that
in upper Assam districts, the growers
has gone for large scale conversion of
homestead land in to tea plantation in
recent times.
Tea production involves three
different costs - cost of cultivation,
manufacturing and social costs. STGs
are involved with cultivation only, the
manufacturing and social costs like
education, health, housing, subsidised
food, fuel, pension, etc. for the

4.

According to the estimates of All
Assam
Small
Tea
Growers
Association (2010), there are 68465
STGs; producing 279715417(000k.g)
of green leaf. The average price of
green leaf is Rs.12.14; therefore the
average income of the grower is [
(279715417*
Rs.12.14)/68465]
Rs.49598.26.

5.

The individual registration of STGs
with TBI is linked with the
availability of proper land documents.
In Tamil Nadu and Kerala, the Village
Administrative Officer certifies and
issues of land possession to an
individual grower. Only with land
possession certificate they can apply
for Tea Board registration. In West
Bengal, a No Objection Certificate
from the Land Reforms Department,
Government of West Bengal is the
prerequisite for registration.
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labourers (under PLA, 1951) are not
coming under their cost production.

Notes:
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ABSTRACT

Entrepreneurship is point of changes in
developing countries. It not only reflects the
possibilities to be which will lift high the
economy but create the uniqueness of any
economy. Women entrepreneurship aims at
raising awareness of problem of women
entrepreneur,
enhancing
dialogue,
promoting the exchange of best practices
and recommendation policies supporting the
development of women run companies.
Women now participate in all activities as
all women are guarantees equality by Indian
constitution. Assam-women excelled in the
fields of politics, literature, education and
religion. Assam no way backward to other
state of India but in spite of land full of

resource it has not been able to utilize the
human resource at the height. What may be
the cause we are to move a long way. It‟s
the time not for the 50% of the population
to join hand but to built a team jointly
taking even the female by the by with male
as they are almost 50% of the entire
counting of the country. Under either
scenario, in order to meet the new
challenges, a key course of action for
reinventing the public sector is to assess its
human resources capacities and to generate
appropriate strategies for human resources
development.
Women
entrepreneur
developed encompasses an array of
activities that enhances the ability of
women to reach their highest potential. In
every nation, attention to entrepreneurship
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The paper tries to focus on the women entrepreneur development prospect in BTAD. The
survey and the study brought to light the capacity of the women who came forward with the
ability to use the unutilized resource. The sample survey of the various district of BTAD
clarify that though immense prospect prevail in BTAD the zeal of the women to start
something new has been crushed down with the on going problem prevailing in the area. The
objective of the study was to explore the hidden prospect of women entrepreneurship and to
find technique to up lift anxiety for leadership in women while tracking to reach the expected
objective the methodology so adopted was a sample convenient method for various district of
BTAD. Mostly it was seen that Problems are many but to bring out the entire population out
of the grip of prejudice, mentally the women should get themselves prepared to change with
the changing environment.
Key words: entrepreneur, prejudice, zeal, opportunity.
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has always been a key element in its
development agenda. As fundamentally
man is the key to all problems not money,
so time has arrived to take initiative to
develop not the 50% but the entire 100% of
countries population. The initiative can
work miracles even with small resources
and draw wealth out of a barren land.
B.T.A.D which consisting of four district
Kokrajhar, Chirang, Baska, Udalguri
consisting of about 31.55 Lakhs (as per
2011 census) of population and about 48 %
is women but a negligible contribution
towards economy can be seen from the
category. Various factors have always been
an obstacle for the women to come forward
in an underdeveloped economy. The study
was under taken to bring out the real picture
of the entrepreneur development and the
prospect for it.

reports were also collected as secondary
data for determining the prospect of women
entrepreneurship and to develop a tool to
uplift women of the area.
Analysis of women position in B.T.A.D
Population
About 47 % of total population of BTAD
consists of women only 5 % inhabit in town
still with a tradition as a main base keep
them self confined to a boundary created by
society. The willingness to come forward is
still to be developed. Initiative has to be
taken by local government with the support
of state and central government by creating
facilities of education, by financial support,
employment reservation, etc. Problems are
many but to bring out the entire population
out of the grip of prejudice, mentally the
women should get themselves prepared to
change with the changing environment.

Objective
1.
To explore the hidden prospect of
women
Entrepreneurship .
2.
Find technique to up lift anxiety for
leadership in
Women.
Methodology of the study
The present study is to find out the women
empowerment impact in B.T.A.D area. The
economic condition has been studied and
data from various sources has been
collected to bring to conclusion the cause
and problem. The respondent was selected
from various districts through convenient
sampling method. Various books, journal
and information from government and NGO

Chart showing men and
population difference in BTAD.

Literacy rate
B.T.A.D with an area of 8795 Km2 has a
very limited number of schools distributed
through-out
the
region
providing
preliminary education. Higher education is
up hold by various statues instituted such as
government, deficit, provincilised, private
college but could only create a literacy of
67%. Women total educated level is much
lower to that of men that is only 62% of

total literate in B.T.A.D. Reason for low
literacy rate for women as found throughout the study is many some of that is social
barrier, lack of school in locality, poor
financial condition, dropout from school
etc.
Difference in literacy rate between men
and women

women

percentage
man

47%

women

53%
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Source: population census of Assam
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Source: government investigation
literacy rate, India 2011

on

Employed
The study investigated the women
employed under BTAD. The employment
opportunity for women is less in
government sector. So, women tried to
engage themselves in earning from the
economy through other possible sources. It
has already been viewed for the respondent
that there are various reason for engaging
themselves as an earner. The women
employed in BTAD are subdivided as:1.
Government employed include 13%
of total employed
2.
Private employed include 32% of the
total employed
3.
Labour include 40% of total women
employed in
B.T.A.D
4.
Entrepreneur include on 15% of the
women employment
Chart showing women employment in
BTAD.

percentage

2

retailer

17

3

wholesaler

2

4

Service

8

5

other

20

6

total

65

total involvement
government

labour

40%

32%

manufacturing

private
31%

28%

entrepreneur

retaling
wholsaler

12%

26%
3%

service
other

SOURCE: Primary survey of B.T.A.D and
employment exchange.

Source: field survey of B.T.A.D
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Entrepreneur
That India is underdeveloped can be easily
identified if area like BTAD is studied as
because women of the area is unaware or
entrepreneurship. They have the concept
that if they need to earn, their source of
income is cultivation or working under
Mahajans. The population having the
knowledge
of
entrepreneurship
is
negligible. Only 16% of population was
seen struggling to set up their own business
or source of income under own leadership.
Cause of unawareness is not the fault of
population but it‟s the failure of government
that the situation has not been created even
when employment opportunity is not
possible to be generated by government.
Analysis of women involvement in
B.T.A.D
Women of B.T.A.D have contributed
towards the economy by engaging
themselves in various activities taking
measures to create a position for themselves
as an entrepreneur.The table below shows
the role played by women in generating
income by their effort.
1 manufacturer
18
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Amid the obstacle, the women of B.T.A.D stepped forward to be an earner for the reason as
shown in the table

Serial
no

Reason

No
of
respondent

Percentage

1
2
3
4

Hobby
Money
Need
Self
dependent
Leadership
Family
support
Total

11
13
25
5

16%
24%
38%
7%

2
9

3%
13%

65

100%

5
6
7

Source: field survey in BTC area.

2
3
4
5

Reason

responde
nt

Percentag
es

Selfemployme
nt
Image
Ownershi
p
Equality
to man
Skill
advertisin
g

21

32.5

14
7

21.5
10.7

13

20

10

15.3

Table Showing Woman of B.T.A.D. for
being a Entrepreneur
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Seri
al
No
1

5.
Clay and colour works
Reason for being a women entrepreneur
Throughout the study, various working
woman
has
been
queried
with
questionnaires and analysis showed the
various reason for thinking innovatively in
an underdeveloped economy like B.T.A.D
area. Source may be what but women took a
step forward to tackle the barrier of all and
be a part of earner of the economy. B.T.A.D
is in unrest, in between economic growth
has reached at a best level unexpectedly.
The region is neither develop in education,
nor industry development is possible in
nearby days, keeping in mind the theme
women started engaging various work
possible to their capacity. As a blessing of
nature the area has been endured with
various natural resources locally. The
women of the area taking the advantage
came a step forward to utilize it to make it a
finished product or sale it as a raw-material
for other. Enough steps have not been taken
to promote agro-based farming including
poultry, dairy farm for milk and other
product.

Page

Analysis of prospect of women in
B.T.A.D
Out of total women population only 10%
has engaged in earning. If the area in which
the women of BTAD are skilled, is to be
developed and necessary initiative need to
be taken for proper training, providing
equipments, creating market for the product,
facilitating fund and then the unutilized
resource can be brought to use at its height.
Women in BTAD are coming forward with
new prospect in the following field as an
innovator
1.
Weaving
2.
Sericulture
3.
Agro based industry
4.
Designing clothes
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self-employment

32%

20%

image
ownereship

11%

22%

equality to man
skill advertising

Source: Field investigation of B.T.C
Problem
analyzing
of
women
entrepreneurship in B.T.A.D
1.
Women have fewer opportunities to
start their own business due to gender
barriers.
2.
Lack of fund
3.
Fluctuating market condition
4.
Prevailing of competition
Reason for un-successfulness
1.
Lack of support from government
and other source.
2.
High rate of Illiteracy
3.
No marketing scope
4.
No financing facilities
5.
No risk division possibility
6.
Traditional tool for work
7.
Social barriers
Like many other B.T.A.D is in grip of
prejudice. Its stagnancy towards upliftment
of women which is almost half of the
population is still behind and the system
will remain the same till when they will not
be able to be a part of earner. Society has no
doubt came forward to educate the female
child but the defect with the system till the
date, is unable to forget the gender
variation. The word is sufficient enough to
create a binding for the category.
Result
of
influencing
women
entrepreneurship
Very limited step has been taken to inspire
the entrepreneur. The step taken by local
authority to develop the entrepreneurship
among women section of the area has
influenced them to come forward to bring
out the innovative idea in among
themselves. In last five year statistic shows

Conclusion
Numerous statistical studies tell the story
there is room for improvement in women
entrepreneurship, with vastly more room as
one goes up the scale to think innovative. If
economy needed to be brought up one need
to keep up the pace to height utilizing the
human as well as the natural resource to
optimum level. Problem of financing was
seen in among the entrepreneur along with
resource availability and proper marketing
channel, government keen eye towards the
problem should be taken. Women should
create strength in their mind thinking
differently to be a part of the economy
standing by the by of men to take forward
the economy of the country. Area like
B.T.A.D has a low % of employment
opportunity by government sector so
entrepreneur upliftment will be a pulley to
bring up the downfall in the condition of the
area. The enthusiasm in women made them
to be an entrepreneur using the talent and
the locally available resources, possible to
be collected in around their locality. The
product produced by the entrepreneur in
B.T.A.D is nature-based and traditional
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% of respondent

that B.T.A.D has developed its economy
section and women contribution was about
25% of the total income of the region. The
turn over seems to be increasing yearly
enrolling thousand of women in various
works utilizing local resource available. The
demand for the local product has increased
in the neighboring state and women are now
thinking to renovate to move with their
product towards international market.
Suggestions
1.
Development of unique forum for
activating and facilitating contacts for
2.
Networking
women business
association
3.
Workshop and seminars
4.
Restructuring process has to be
developed from agricultural to industry and
service.
5.
Labour marketing policies need to be
design
to
support
women‟s
entrepreneurship.
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tools are used for producing it. But the
product has a quality which makes it to
capture its market in around the county
along with demand it has been generating in
foreign countries also. Women entrepreneur
deals in products made of sericulture,
bamboo craft, cotton work, leather work,
natural herbs etc. The step taken by them is

appreciable but lack of encouragement may
kill the ethos seen among the female section
growing in the recent days. Possible
initiative must be taken to keep the section
engage in their field by government and
other helping hand.
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Abstract

strike unabated and without notice and are
perceived to be on the increase in their
magnitude, complexity, frequency and
economic impact. These hazards pose to
threat to people, structures and economic
assets and assume disastrous proportions
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INTRODUCTION:
Flood has been mankind‟s constant though
inconvenient
companion
since
time
immemorial. The fury of nature can be as
disastrously beautiful as the gifts of nature
received gratis. Natural disasters continue to
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The world community now stands committed to reduce impact of disasters by minimizing the
loss of life and property, preventing environmental damage and socio- economic disruption
caused by extreme natural events. The process of building disaster resilient communities is the
most significant step towards achieving the objectives. In recent times there has been marked
changes in the approach towards Disaster Management. Now topmost priorityis given to
disaster risk management instead of confining all our efforts to post – disaster emergency
response. This new approach calls for proactive disaster management initiative in which local
communities have been assigned a key role. The Communities and their response play a vital
role in minimizing the damages caused by the disasters.
In this approach, an attempt has been made here to focus certain salient features of
community based disaster preparedness in Cachar district. The paper highlights the role
played by ASDMA community based disaster management activities and the role of and Social
Worker in this aspect.
.
Key Words: Community Based Flood Management, Disaster Management, Coping Strategies,
Social Work Intervention
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Contamination and pesticides & water
contamination.

DISASTERS AND FLOOD IN INDIAN
CONTEXT:
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FLOODS- AN OVERVIEW:
Floods have been a recurrent phenomenon in
India and cause huge losses to lives,
properties, livelihood systems, infrastructure
and public utilities. India‟s high risk and
vulnerability is highlighted by the fact that
40 million hectares out of a geographical
area of 3290 lakh hectares is prone to floods.
On an average every year, 75 lakh hectares
of land is affected, 1600 lives are lost and the
damage caused to crops, houses and public
utilities is Rs. 1805 crores due to floods. The
maximum number of lives (11,316) was lost
in the year 1977. The frequency of major
floods is more than once in five years.
Floods have also occurred in areas, which
were earlier not considered flood prone. An
effort has been made to cover the entire
gamut of Flood Management. Eighty percent
of the precipitation takes place in the
monsoon months from June to September.
The rivers bring heavy sediment load from
the catchments. These, coupled with
inadequate carrying capacity of the rivers are
responsible for causing floods, drainage
congestion and erosion of river-banks.
Cyclones, cyclonic circulations and cloud
bursts cause flash floods and lead to huge
losses. The fact that some of the rivers are
causing damage in India originate in
neighboring countries, adds another complex
dimension to the problem. Thus the problem
relating to floods getting more vulnerability
day by day. Continuing and large-scale loss
of lives and damage to public and private
property due to floods indicate that we are
still to develop an effective response to
floods and as such there is a need of an
comprehensive study which will not only
bring the effectiveness in the relief delivery
service strategies of the Government but will
further widen the structured method of
CBFM.
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when they occur in areas of dense human
habitations. Increasing population and
various
other
socio-politico-economic
considerations have forced people to live in
areas that are considered uninhabitable like
flood prone areas of major river systems and
the low lying areas along the sea and islands,
which are often inundated. Thus flood is
recognized as major disaster due to its
frequency and devastating nature.
Disaster can be defined as serious
disruption of the functioning of society,
causing widespread human, material or
environmental losses which exceed the
ability of the affected society to cope using
its own resources. The United Nations
defines disaster as “The occurrence of a
sudden or major misfortune which disrupts
the basic fabric and normal functioning of a
society (community). It is an event or a
series of events which gives rise to casualties
and / or damage or loss of property,
infrastructure, essential services or means of
livelihood on a scale that is beyond the
normal capacity of the affected communities
to cope with unaided.” Thus a disaster has
the
following
main
features:
Unpredictability,
Unfamiliarity,
Speed,
Urgency, Uncertainty and Threat.
Disasters can broadly be classified as
Natural and Man-made disasters. Natural
disasters includes famines, storms, epidemics
Drought, Hurricanes, Cyclones, Tornadoes,
Cold wave, Avalanches, Heat wave,
Earthquakes Landslides and Mudflows, Dam
Failures / Dam Bursts, cloud bursts etc,
whereas man made disasters can be
described as Air, Rail and Sea disasters, Fire
Explosions, Building Collapse disaster,
Industrial accident, Terrorism and communal
violence. Further for better account of the
classification of disasters we may further
classify disaster as Water and Climate
Related such as Man-made, Geological,
Chemical, Biological Disaster Such as
Bacterial Related, Food Contamination,
Other Fungal, Virus Related. Chemical
Disasters such as Toxic Gases and Nuclear
Radiation, Food Contamination, Soil

people of Assam. The people of Assam
witnessed heavy losses to life and property.
The International Decade for Natural
Disaster Reduction (IDNRD) has made an
effort to mitigate disaster worldwide.
Recognizing the rapid rising world wide toll
of human and economic losses due to natural
disasters, the UN General Assembly in 1989
took a decision to launch a far reaching
global understanding during the nineties to
save human lives and reduce the impact of
natural disasters. With this aim in mind, the
decade 1990-2000 was declared as the
‘International Decade for Natural Disaster
Reduction‟ [IDNDR]. The main objective of
the [IDNDR] is to reduce the vulnerability of
disasters through concerted international
action especially in the developing countries.
Thus it envisaged to mitigate the loss of life
and property. Social and economic
disruptions caused by natural disasters such
as earthquakes floods, Cyclones etc were
given due importance due its frequency and
severity. The IDNDR workshop in
Yokohama in May 1994. a plan of action for
disaster reduction called the Yokohama
Strategy was evolved. The Yokohama
Strategy gave guidelines for Natural Disaster
Prevention, Preparedness and Mitigation
Shifting the focus and emphasis from
disaster management to disaster prevention
and preparedness. Thus disaster management
has shifted its focus from response centric
approach to prevention and preparedness
approach and thereby widening the scope of
community based disaster management.
Over the years, many authors have
called for more coordinated community
emergency planning to mitigate against the
devastating humanitarian catastrophe that
can follow naturally occurring disasters like
floods,
hurricanes,
and
earthquakes
(Banerjee and Gillespie, 1994; Gandevia
2000; Kasapoglu et al., 2004).Social
Workers‟
skills
in
communication,
networking for community planning, stress
management and therapeutic listening
(Newburn, 1993) are key in both immediate
and longer term responses to disasters. There
is also a wider role that social worker can
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The unique geo-climatic conditions of India
make this region particularly vulnerable to
natural disasters. Disasters occur with
unfailing regularity and despite better
preparedness to meet all such contingencies,
the economic and the social costs on account
of losses caused by the natural disasters
continue to mound year after year. India is
the worst disaster prone country. 59% of the
land area is prone to Earthquakes, 12% to
Floods 8% to Cyclones70% of the cultivable
land is prone to drought 85% of the land area
is vulnerable to number of natural hazards 22
states are prone to multi hazards
Damage due to Natural Disasters in India
includes 3663 loss of life on an average per
year during the last decade. It is due to the
floods that cause highest numbers of deaths
from 1992-2001. A total of 63 % of reported
numbers of disaster affected people is only
due to floods.
Thus, India has a history of recurring natural
disasters. While the coastal districts of India
are exposed to flood and cyclones, India is
prone to acute droughts and a large section of
the sate is also pone to earthquakes. In
addition the state is also affected by disasters
like heat waves, epidemics forest fire, road
accidents etc. The two successive cyclones in
October 1999 in Ganjam and the super
cyclone that hit the 14 coastal districts of the
state of Orissa damaged the infrastructure
and disrupted public life. The 1999 Super
Cyclone change people‟s respective.
Government policies and approaches towards
management of Disasters. The vulnerability
of the state to disaster necessitates the
preparation of comprehensive disaster
management plans, the history of Disasters
substantiates the fact that about 80% of the
State is prone to one or more forms of
natural disasters. (MHA, GoI-2002)
The State of Assam is thus known as multi
disaster prone area where the flood and
cyclone are recurring phenomena. The state
is situated in the seismic zone V which is
recognized as most vulnerable zone in the
seismic map. On 15th August, 1950, Assam
witnessed a major earthquake with 8 on
Richter scale. It caused havoc among the
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casualties are very low as compare to
Maharastra and Gujrat. With the change in
approach from post- disaster emergency
response to disaster risk reduction, emphasis
is laid on proactive pre-disaster interventions
such as prevention, mitigation and
preparedness. While natural hazards can not
be prevented, measures can be initiated for
preventing hazards from turning into
disasters by strengthening the coping
capacities of the communities (Singh R.B
2006). The literature on Community based
disaster preparedness focuses extensively on
the coping strategies of the individuals,
groups and communities to deal with
disasters before the arrival of Government or
external help. The studies also show how the
traditional coping strategies are very much
helpful in minimizing the loose of the
nations. The communities which have weak
coping capacities the loss in terms man and
material are more as compare to those who
have well structured coping capacities. My
study will be focusing on community based
disaster management in Assam with special
reference to Cachar District.
It is by community preparatory
methods that the most significant impact of
flood damage and loss of potential can be
made. Such preparations currently include
basic
research,
development
and
implementation of building codes and other
structural measures, land use zoning, the
provision of information, disaster planning at
the level of communities, insurance and
rehabilitation planning and budgeting.
Prospects for future may include some
degree of prediction and control and thereby
warnings. (Singh S K, 1998). In Assam the
shift from response centric approach to
preparedness
approach
is
a
new
phenomenon, as such there is a need of
comprehensive study with will further widen
the scope of Community Based Disaster
Management.
The Disaster Management Cycle: It is the
range of activities designed to mitigate the
effects of disaster and emergency situations
and to provide a framework for helping
people at risk to avoid or recover from the
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play in the context of disaster management.
A growing body of literature supports the
notion of community based disaster
management is a useful instrument in
sustaining communities from the menace of
disasters (Dynes, 2006; Halpern, 2005;
kwok, 2003) and social worker can be
instrumental in the community based disaster
management.
The increasing frequency of the disasters and
their severe impact on individuals,
communities,
society,
economy
and
environment in the last few years, the subject
of disaster management has received greater
attention for the Community based disaster
preparedness (CBDP/CBDM) in India at all
levels (UNDP Report, 2003).
Community participation has been
recognized as a necessary element to reverse
the worldwide trend of the increase in
disaster occurrence, particularly small and
medium scale disasters (Srivastava, H N
2004). The experiences and practices in
community based disaster management show
the positive impact of the participatory
approach to disaster preparedness, disaster
mitigation and disaster risk reduction.
There is paradigm shift from relief of
Government side to preparedness at the level
of Community. The initiatives taken under
community based disaster preparedness is
receiving support of the central and state
governments to strengthen the disaster
management capacities for nearly a decade
(Kumar, A, 2006).
The local community is the main
focus of community based disaster
preparedness programme because of is the
community which is adversely affected by a
disaster and, more importantly, it is the first
responder to the event. In the absence of
specialized skill, people use their traditional
coping and survival strategies to respond to
the event long before outside help reaches
them. The more effective coping strategies
help the communities to survive from the
disasters without any outside help, The best
example is flood in Assam. The people of
Assam are so well versed with the traditional
coping mechanism that the numbers of
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COMMUNITY
BASED
DISASTER
MANAGEMENT
WITH
SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO FLOOD:
Community Based Disaster Management is a
disaster recovery technique that attends to
the important role of community healing and
participation in disaster management (
Victoria, 2001).This method attempts to
correct the top-down approach that has failed
to meet the needs of vulnerable populations
and has ignored the potential of local
resources
and
capacities(
Victoria,
2001).Advocates of these community based
approaches believe that these are suitable
mechanisms for grasping the dynamics and
complexity of vulnerability, as manifested at
the local level for addressing vulnerability
and strengthening local capacities ( Van den
Eynde and Veno, 1999:).
Further
Community
Based
Disaster
Management can be divided into pre, during
and post disaster contexts. This sequence
embraces pre, during and post disaster
actions that are concerned with the six stages
of the following:
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f.)

threat faced or by improving the
elements at risk. Mitigation too aims at
reducing the physical, economical and
social vulnerability to threats and the
underlying cause for this vulnerability.
Preparedness: The process embraces
measures that enable governments,
community and individuals to respond
rapidly to disaster situation to cope
with them effectively. Preparedness
includes the formulation of viable
emergency plans, the development of
warning systems, the maintenance of
inventories and the training of
personnel. It may also embrace search
and rescue measures as well as
evacuation plans for areas that may be
„at risk‟ for a recurring disaster. All
preparedness plans needs to be
supported by appropriate rules and
regulations with clear allocation of
responsibilities
and
budgetary
provisions.
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impact of the disaster. Managing disasters
includes steps to be taken prior to during and
after the disaster and involve preparedness,
mitigation, response and recovery. It is
further closely associated with the risk,
hazard and vulnerability.
The Disaster
Management Cycle consists of the following
broad stages:
a.) The Disaster Event: This refers to the
real time event of the hazard occurring
and affecting elements at risk. The
damage is directly proportional to
duration of the event.
b.) Response and Relief: This refers to
the first stage after the calamity. Relief
materials like food, clothing, medicines
and other necessities are distributed to
bring life to normalcy.
c.) Recovery
(Rehabilitation
and
Reconstruction): It is used to describe
the activities that encompass the three
overlapping phases of emergency
relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction.
I.
Emergency Relief: Activities
undertaken
during
and
immediately after the disaster
strikes,
which
includes
immediate relief, rescue damage
and need assessment etc.
II.
Rehabilitation: It includes the
provision of temporary public
utilities and housing as interim
measures to assist long term
recovery.
III.
Reconstruction: It is an attempt
to return communities to improve
pre-disaster functioning.
d.) Development: It is an ongoing activity
for evolving economy .Long-term
prevention, disaster reduction measures
like construction of embankments
against flooding, increasing plantation
for reducing the occurrence of
landslides etc. are some of the
activities that can be taken up as a part
of development plans.
e.) Prevention
and
Mitigation:
Reduction of risk in disasters involves
activities, which either reduces or
modify the scale and intensity of the

development and flood defence systems,
which require people efforts to manage the
flood at zero operational cost by Government
or Assam State Disaster Management
Authority. It does not only reduce the impact
of flooding but provide a permanent solution
for flooding. Thus Social Worker and
ASDMA are playing their role in making the
CBFM more effective and structured. Out of
my personal experience I can say that the
catastrophic results of extreme flood in
Assam is only due to the geographical
condition. Floods continue to have major
damaging effects in both the Valleys of
Assam i.e Barak and Brahmaputra due to its
geographical locations. The incidents of
floods are more due to the hilly terrain
covers both the valleys and heavy rainfall in
hills result in heavy flood and great loss to
the people. The incidence of flash flood more
in Brahmaputra Valley as compare to Barak
Valley, but both the vallies are equally by
long terms flood every year due to its
geographical locations. Thus people are
bound to develop coping mechanisms which
is equally applicable for the entire
developing world. CBFM, with the world‟s
most comprehensive range of flood defence
systems, offers flood protection solutions for
every eventuality. As per the present trend
in community based flood management,
Government of Assam is giving due
importance to make the technique and
mechanisms of CBFM more structured and
systematic. The international Agencies like
United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), UNV, and USAID etc are also
contributing sincerely in these efforts. The
formation
of
Disaster
Management
Committees
(DMCs)
and
Disaster
Management Teams (DMT) at the Village
and GP level (VDMC and GPDMC) is one
of the major steps which can give the
structured shape of community mechanisms.
The villagers through Gram Sabhas form the
Disaster Management Committees (DMC) at
their village and assign the responsibilities to
the members. Generally the DMC are formed
for advisory purposes and Disaster
Management Teams (DMT) are for action.
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i.
Inception of Disaster
Planning
ii.
Risk Assessment
iii.
Defining levels of
Acceptable Risk
iv.
Preparedness
and
mitigation planning
v.
Testing the plan
vi.
Feedback from lessons
learnt.
Each grows out of the stage before it and
leads to further action. Together the
sequence can build up a planning and
implementation system which can become a
powerful risk reduction tool for the
communities.
If disaster planning is
restricted to only preparedness plan then the
full benefits of community based disaster
planning may not constitute the sequence for
disaster management planning.
Importance of Community in disaster
management:
 Community- First Responder
 Community- Ultimate sufferer
 To prevent hazards from becoming
disasters
 To minimize human suffering, socio
- economic and environmental loss
by reducing vulnerabilities and risk
 To hasten post – event recovery
 To make community-at-risk disaster
resilient
 Better preparedness leads to better
response from Govt., community and
people.
ROLE OF ASDMA AND SOCIAL
WORKER IN COMMUNITY BASED
FLOOD MANAGEMENT
Assam is rich in natural resources and has a
wealth of valuable flora, fauna, cultures and
heritage. It has a complex socio-economic,
political and cultural history. The British
adopted the principle of non-interference and
seclusion in matters of administration in the
region. The customary rules and laws prevail
till date. Assam have autonomous district
councils in Karbi Anglong , Dima Hasao,
Bodo etc to manage their affairs, resulting in
even greater diversity of law and policy level
bodies in thi Our focus is on sustainable
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and as such the loss of human life due to
flood is comparatively less in this part of
India as compare to other parts . Besides
flood, Assam also comes under seismic zone
V which is recognized as high risk zone as
per as the occurrence of earthquake is
concerned but from last 60 years it has not
witnessed any major earthquake thus the
level of community preparedness is not
known and the scope of the ASDMA
becomes widened .
There are a number of concerns that are
either not attended or partially attended in
respect of disaster management in general
and community based disaster management
in particular. Communities across the globe
now stand committed to reducing the impact
of natural and man made calamities on
communities by minimizing the loss of life
and property, preventing environmental
damage and socio-economic disruption
caused by extreme natural events. Thus the
importance of ASDMA on Community
Based Disaster Preparedness is very
important as the communities of the region
face the disasters especially floods almost
every year and people are equipped to face
the floods which needs to be given a
structured shape by ASDMA Team. Unlike
Maharashtra and Gujrat the loss of human
life is comparatively less in this region due to
the indigenous coping strategies which the
community people have developed to reduce
the impact of floods. Thus lot needs to be
done by ASDMA on the coping of the people
of Assam which will further widen the scope
of community based disaster preparedness.
For development of the region it is
important to address the issues relating to
proper management of natural resources and
minimizing loss of infrastructure and
property due to recurring natural disasters
like floods, landslides, erosions and
earthquakes. The focus of ASDMA today
has shifted from post disaster relief to
disaster preparedness. The GOI-UNDP
programme on Disaster Risk Management
also did a lot on these lines and established
the base for disaster preparedness and
mitigation. ASDMA with full of enthusiasm
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The DMTs are of different types like Search
& Rescue, First Aid, Patrolling, Carcass
Disposal, Damage Assessment, Early
Warning, Relief Coordination, Trauma
Counselling Etc. The community people with
the use of available local resources equip
their concerned teams members. For example
for early warning they use the mike of
Temple or Mosque, for search & resucue
they make banana raft and bamboo raft, for
trauma counselling of the affected farmers
who have lost their cattle/ livestock and crop
they give religious which is generally done
by Temple Priest or Mullas. For patrolling
they deploy the local youths who are
generally trained by Village Defence Party
(VDP) and they work on rotation basis. So
keeping in view the expertise available in the
local villagers the DMTs are formed and
moved to work during the time of flood. But
there is a long way to go in making theses
steps more transparent. Till date the efforts
received from Government are found to be
in-sufficient. Community people also
sometimes, show their unwillingness and
apathy in making this very important flood
management techniques more effective,
transparent and systematic. Thus these are
some of the problem which needs to be
addressed both by the Social Worker and
Assam
State
Disaster
Management
Authority.
Assam is surrounded of eastern part of the
great Himalayan are comprising the whole of
Arunachal Pradesh, and the eastern hill
ranges comprising of the Patkai Manipur
Mizoram-Arakan-Chittagong hill tracts and
the Shillong-Mikir Plateau. Scenic blue hills
and numerous meandering streams surround
the entire region. Dominating the geography
of the region is the Brahmaputra River
providing the largest drainage network in the
entire eastern region of the country.
In Assam Barak and Brahmaputra are the
main source of water. Like other parts India,
Assam is also a multi hazard prone area.
Flood and cyclones affects the State almost
every year and cause heavy losses to life and
property. The people of the valley have their
own coping mechanism to deal with disasters
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is widening this motive of disaster
management in Assam.
Due to increasing frequency of the
natural disasters and their severe impact on
individuals, communities, society, economy
and environment in the last few years, the
subject of disaster management has received
greater attention in India at all levels. UNDP,

USAID, IRG, WHO, UNICEF, FAO and
like some other National and International
Agencies has been supporting the initiatives
of the central and state governments to
strengthen
the
disaster
management
capacities of the communities for nearly a
decade. (UNDP Report, 2003).
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Abstract

(woman‟s quarter in the place) All live
together in the enclosure surrounded by high
walls and beautiful water gardens. (Kumar,
2006) It is always said that behind a
successful men there is a women, but it
would rather say that there is a women
behind the development of every culture. In
support of this the spotlight can be turn to
the mother goddess of Indus Valley where
women was treated as a goddess .She not
only played a vital role for the up liftman of
her child but also played a dominant role in
the development of a society. So, how they
contributed in the Mughal society, especially
in the field of fashion inside the Mughal
harem is taken into consideration in this
article.
The concept of fashion and attire in
Mughal women:
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Introduction:
By the early period of Mughal Dynasty the
purdha was compulsory for women. It was
an accepted way of life for royal and
aristocratic families and in Muslim court. It
had come to be a sign of strict adherence of
Islam .Lots of romantic stories were written
during those period based on the life in the
heram .Many royal Mughal women played a
dominant role in political arena. Akber`s
mother Hamada Bano Begam was a capable
advisor to both her husband and her son.
Akber`s wife Salima Sultana Begum was
also an intelligent women who was respected
for her natural political ability. Jahangir`s
mother Jodha Bai was very influential at
court and was a major driving force behind
Akber`s promotion of secularisam.The
increased wealth of Mughal court brought
great prosperity to the women in the Zenena
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This study is focused on the attire and fashion of the Mughal women. The heram life of Mughal
women is always a prime centre of attraction. The life inside the heam and within the purdha is
taken into special consideration in this article. This article tried to highlight the life style of
Mughal women especially in the field of fashion and the concept of beauty. The heram women
also played a vital role for cultural amalgamation. They belong from different religion and
culture. Due to the Cosmo culture, inside the heram they were easily shared their views,
thought and interest .The art and archicture of Mughal period also reveals this fact. The
activities of Mughal women, within the four walls of heram and their contribution in the field
of aesthetics were taken into special consideration.
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outfits of the Mughal

Mughal women were very much fond of
perfume. Detailed account of various kinds
of scent and oil and their price is given by
Abul fazl in Ain –i-Akberi. There were
special perfume department by Akber known
as khusbukhana. Jahangir writes in his
memories about a new kind of perfume
prepared from rose patels by Nurjahan‟s
mother Asmat Banu Begam who called it as
itr-i-jahangir. Meena Bazaar an event
institute established by Akbar for enjoyment
of the women of zenana and for himself. The
intermingling within the harem culture and
races from different parts of the world
creates a diversity of sartorial style. Every
queen has a separate apartment for herself
.Each has a regular monthly allowance for
her expenditure, jewels and clothes.
Paintings of royal women are rare only two
paintings depict the royal women in a more
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The jewels of the Mughal women also
reflected their status of men .All the Mughal
princes had six to eight sets of jewels. The
goldsmiths were continuously busy with
making of ornaments in the fort, the best and
the most costly of their production were for
the king`s person the queens and princes.
The princes usually wore necklace of jewels
like scarves on both shoulders, added to
three strings of pearls on each side. They had
three to five rows of pearls hanging from
their neck. Upon the middle of the head was
a cluster of pearls which hung down as far as
the centre of the forehead, with valuable
ornaments of costly stone formed into the
shape of the sun or moon or some star or at
times imitating different flowers on the right
side they had a little round ornament in
which a small ruby was inserted between two
pearls.(smith H.clifford,2002)

The clothes worn by Muslim women during
the Mughal rule were not much different to
the men‟s. They wore long, loose jama like
ribs, which had full sleeves and opened at the
front. Underneath, an ankle length vest was
worn and the ensemble was completed with a
veil which covered the hair and most of the
face .During the cold season, qabas (coat)
made of Kashmir shawl cloth was worn as
overcoats .Outside the harem they were
usually clothed in the burqa ,which covered
the body from head to feet leaving only a slit
around the eyes. The women staying inside
the Mughal zenana were usually clothed in
the burqa, which covered the body from
head to foot leaving only a slit around the
eyes. The women staying inside the Mughal
zenana
were independently wealthy and
had ample leisure time .Many of them
conducted overseas trade. Nurjahan for
example traded in indigo. She wrote poetry,
blended perfumes and designed clothes and
fabrics, dresses in a style all of her own that
established the fashions for many years to
come. She introduced the delicate art of
white embroidery. The renound chikankari.
(Fig 1) now associated with Lucknow, to the
Mughal court, where it becomes the height
of fashion.
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Self adornment became natural phenomena
for women since from ancient time. They
used various methods for beautifying
themselves. This is evident from various
carving of khajuraho and paintings like those
of Ajanta. The Mughal women`s were not
behind in the use of cosmetics to beautifying
themselves.(Mukharjee,2001)
Jewellery
being an important aspect of dressing was
deeply patronised by the women of the
Mughal harem.
According to Abul Fazl there are sixteen
constituents by which a woman is adorned.
Bathing, anointing with oil, riding the hair,
decking the crown of her head with jewels,
anointing with sandalwood unguent ,wearing
various kind of dresses ,sectarial marks of
caste and often decked with pearls and
golden ornaments ,tinting with lampblack
like collyrium ,wearing ear rings ,adorning
with nose rings of pearls and gold, wearing
ornaments round the neck, decking with
garlands of flowers or pearls, staining the
hands, eating pan and finally the artfulness.
(Fazl ,1977)
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Jewellery

of

Mughal

Women had a natural love for jewellery in
all ages. The purpose of using jewellery is
not to attract the attention of others but it
becomes a statement of status also. In India
also both Hindus and Muslims have given a
religious significance to the uses of
jewellery. Hindus consider gold ornaments
auspicious where as Muslims believed on
holy armlets and ornaments with stone
setting. A large number of evidence were
found from the various accounts of foreign
travellers and Mughal paintings regarding
the uses of ornaments by the Mughal ladies.
Head ornaments
The Mughal ladies love to decorate each part
of their body with different type of
ornaments. They use thirty seven types of
ornaments. Among them there is five type of
Sis-Phul,which was a raised belt shaped
piece of gold and silver, hollow and
embellished from inside with attachments
fastened to the hair over the crown of the
head.(Fazl,1977 ).Upon the middle of the
head is a bunch of pearls which hangs down
as far as the centre of the foe head with a
valuable ornaments of costly stones formed
into the shape of the sun ,moon ,star or at

Necklaces
Various kinds of necklaces made of gold and
silver studded with gems and pearls were
worn by Mughal women. Golaband
consisted of five or seven rose shaped
buttons of gold strung on to silk and worn
round the neck. Mughals women were fond
of using five to seven strings of gold beads
and pearls hanging from the neck, coming
down as far as lower part of stomach.
Hand ornaments
Arms without ornaments were not
considered a good omen. The upper part of
the arms above the elbows were ornamented
with armlets called Bajuband usually two
inches wide inlaid with precious stone. In
Abul Fazl``s list of bracelets e have kangan
which were of different design. Sometimes
the bracelets were in form of pearl bands
which went round the wrist nine or twelve
times.(Mukharjee,2001)
The impact of religion upon the fashion
and attire of Mughal women
Throughout the development of every
civilization, religion played a very sensitive
and passionate issue for all tribes. And it is
not surprising that the Mughals were not far
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times
imitating
different
flowers.(Manucci,1986 )
Ear ornaments
A large number of ornaments were made out
of gold , silver and copper which hung down
from the ears almost touching the shoulders
.Abul Fazl speaks of certain ear ornaments
like karna phul (ear flower)with various
motifs. The motifs of papal-patti, the motifs
of peacock were popular among the royal
lady.(Fazl,1977)
Nose ornaments
The fashion of wearing nose ornaments was
brought into India probably by the Muslims
invaders from the North West. However nose
ornaments were popular in Mughal Haram.
The reference of nose ornaments named
Besar in Ain –i-Akbari.Which was a broad
piece of gold to the upper ends of which a
pearl was attached and at the other a golden
wire which is clasped on to pearl and hung
from the nose by gold wire.
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candid style. The first is a miniature painting
of Birth of Jahangir,(Fig 2) comes from a
page of Jahangirnama. This painting is an
unique record of fashions within the
zenena.It gives a description of women
clothing during those time. It is not possible
to match any given description to the specific
garment but a great variety of Hindu and
Persian origin is in evidence. And a second
painting depicts the wife of Jahangir,
Nurjahan on hunting.(Fig 3) As her hunting
costume suggest, the women of the court
were often identically dressed to the men.
Her ensemble is made up of a fine cotton
jama,a roughed pajama. A patka, a turban
and embroidered shoes.

Mughal culture, dress, .manners, dance and
music. Thousands of women in Harem
remained busy in weaving cloths and
designing dress and ornaments. They spent a
good time in embroidery, knitting and
stitching. Nurjahan developed some new
fashion of embroidery. She was so skilled in
embroidery and knitting that she herself
prepared jhuls for the personal elephant of
the emperor. The other women too showed
interest in these craft. Jahanara had directed
and monitored the designing and tailoring of
the special dresses of the bride during the
marriage of Dara and Suja and appreciated
by the shah jahan .

The word Harem means a holly place or a
sanctuary.(Ansari,1960).In times to come the
word Harem acquired sanctity and respect.
th term was evoked to denote a place where
the women folk of the Royal Household
lived.(Layden.1924).The women inside the
Mughal Harem leads a luxurious life.(Fig 4)
They spent their time to adorn themselves
magnificently. The only purpose of their life
is to please the lord of the Harem. so all of
their activity was entered to attract him in
various way. While describing the life inside
the Harem, Manucci mentioned that the
princess wore the turbans with the
permission of the king. These turbans were
highly fashioned along with various precious
stones and pearls. The Mughal harem
becomes the centre for the development of

Conclusion
The harem women were very intelligent,
beautiful as well as creative. The policy of
most of the Mughal rulers was to encourage
and patronized creativity. It was because ot
the leisure lifestyle they got lots of time for
experiment. Only motto was to please the
king with something new and innovative,
which gave rise to some very pleasant
discoveries. For example Itr-i-Jahangir the
finest perfume was created during these
periods. Although the only purpose of harem
women was to please the emperor
but
somehow these harem life help the Mughal
women to develop their skill and creativity to
enrich the culture of Mughal dynasty.

(Fig 1) chikankari work, discovered by
Nurjahan Begam wife of emoeror Jahangir.

(Fig 2) Birth Of Jahangir, miniature painting
fron Jahangirnama
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behind that, they brought their own culture
which is largely depends on their religious
beliefs. As the law of Islam they preferred to
keep their lady under cover. The women
were not allowed to reveal any part of their
bodies. They were forced to use burqa.
Manucci also observes that among the
Mohammedans women it was a great
dishonour for a family when a wife was
compelled to un cover herself. According to
the laws of Islam a man can marry as many
times as he wanted. This leads towards the
development of harem culture. Where at one
point of time 5000 women can lived
together.(Fazal,1977 )
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(Fig 3)
costume.

Nurjahan Begum in Hunting

(Fig4) Miniature painting of Nurjahan .Patna
Musuam.Bihar.
.
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